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For 5 years, Austin Hardwoods has worked on a 
concept that will revolutionize the hardwood 
lumber industry. 
m Now, after all the extensive research, after all the painful trial 

and error testing of product kno'vledge� selling techniques� manage

ment procedures� inventory control� mass purchasing methods and 

other aspects of store management� we are ready to share the benefits 

of our knowledge with a few selected individuals. After pioneering the 

concept of small� multiple outlet hardwood stores� we are proud to an

nounce that we will be franchising some existing company-owned out

lets and will be taking applications for outlets in other cities. 

" � " �II � I�I'�"� '� '�" �I' 

All over the country awarcness of the beauty, prestige, and value of hardwoods is on the upswing. No company in the 
world is in a better position to develop this market than Austin Hardwoods. This is a stimulating and glamorous busi
ness. It is also a very profitable business. Until now, however, it has been a somewhat "closed" industry to the average 
pcrson. Good sawmills both here and abroad are very reluctant to sell to newcomers. Under our newly developed 
plan, unique to the industry, you will benefit from being associated with the already established "Austin Hardwoods" 
name, experience and contacts. We have developed a proven success formula in our company-owned stores which will 
enable you to successfully combine volume commercial sales with profitable retail sales to woodworkers. 

II� I �II� I� I� I� I� •• � .' � tl 

With a franchise arrangement you will havc a constant supply of both the inventory and the guidance to be success
ful. Statistics show the failure rate of all businesses within one year of opening as 38%. The rate for the same period 
with franchises is 3%. Yet, under a franchise agreement you are your own boss. Further, our projections indicate your 
investment should be recovered within the first 18-24 months. Investments will vary depending on market conditions 
of the location, but will be in the $25,000 range. A very large population area will, of course, require more inventory 
than a small one. 

II� I�"� I� I� I� I�II�" �I 

To sum up, this is what we offer the ambitious person who desires his own business in this exciting industry: 

(1) You gain the benefits of expensively acquired years 
of knowledge. 

(2) You benefit from our success formula. 

(3) You benefit from continuing gUidance. 

(4) You are equiJ!ped with sales tools and admillistratir;e 
procedures proven for maximum results. 

(5) You are trained at our Dallas store for 4 lceeks, indoc
trinating you in every aspect of the business. 

(6) Our supervisor will help in lease assistance, opening 
store and initial contacting of commercial accounts. 

(7) You receive benefits of volume buying. 

(8) You receive henefits of cooperative advertising. 

(9) You comlllence YOllr business with a nationally known 
name. 

(10) You receive benefits of "interplay" between family 
stores. 

" �II� " �"�I'�I'�_I� " � " � "  

Other details are too numerous to list. This is a tremendous opportunity to make money either as an owner/operator 
or as an investor. If you happen to love dealing in fine woods, all the better. Please let us hear from you. 

rDA:;;' ;::::U P.O. Box 3096 • AUStill, Texas 78764 
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Cover: Back view of walnut and rosewood 
clockworks, disassembled above, made by 
John Gaughan of Los Angeles. To cut the 
wheel teeth, Gaughan fastem the blank to a 
master gear with the correct number of 
teeth and mounts it on the headstock of a 
lathe. A router travels on a track parallel to 
the ways and a pin on its base indexes with 
the master gear. He removes the waste in 
several passes, with a special bit ground to 
the shape of the space between the teeth. 
He also routs the escape wheel, using an 
aluminum pattern bolted to the bottom of 
the blank and a pattem- following bit. More 
about Gaughan 's clock on page 40; more 
about wooden clockworks on page 44. 
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LETTERS ____________________________________ _ 
Timothy Philbrick ' s  article, "Tall Chests" (Winter '77, 

p.  39) , directs attention to a very important aspect of design
ing. He seems to suggest that the high degree of excellence 
found in 18 th-century furniture design was due to the en
lightened pursuance of carefully established rules rather than 
to the inherent instincts of those whose work we still regard so 
highly today. His reasoning has considerable merit, but I 
think the generalization too broad. 

I believe that the production of many outstanding ex
amples of fine work during this period was due to a number 
of other causes as well .  One of these was that many otherwise 
skilled craftsmen had the ability to recognize quality when 
they saw it ,  but were more adept at adapting the good ideas 
of a very small number of more qualified originators of good 
designs than they were at creating their own .  

The great similarity of certain categories of furniture of this 
period strongly supports my view, even though some style 
characteristics now attributed to certain individuals help 
identify them as the probable makers. 

Most journeyman cabinetmakers, because of the rigid re
quirements of the apprenticeship system, were thoroughly 
grounded in the basic principles of good craftsmanship. This 
was required of them in order to achieve journeyman status. 
Such rigid training, and constant practice over rather long 
periods of time, enabled them to separate the grain from the 
chaff, but I think that from the design standpoint, there were 
many more copiers than innovators. I deduce this from the 
fact that so few distinctly new style elements saw the light of 
day during this long period of time, although there are any 

number of close similarities. 
Among the few innovations of distinctly American origin 

were the block-front designs credited to the Goddards and 
Townsends of Newport, R . I .  Nor did this condition change 
very much until quite recently with the advent of a new breed 
of young contemporary designers, who often go to fantastic 
lengths to break away from traditional forms, and more often 
than not, with but indifferent results. 

Most craftsmen who still prefer to adhere to the traditional 
concepts of our past are not innovators. Rather than risk mak
ing grave mistakes, they elect to duplicate slavishly the work 
of old masters, down to the minutest detai l .  

A fairly recent and outspoken disciple of adhering to tradi
tional designs was Wallace Nutting. During the time I 
worked at the furniture trade in his studio, he repeatedly told 
me he couldn ' t  plane a board, nor saw a straight line! I never 
took him literally , for I knew he was making a point, but as 
far as I know he never built a piece of furniture himself. He 
was an ordained Congregational preacher, and until failing 
health forced him to give up preaching at the age of 50, he 
probably could not have distinguished one furniture style 
from another. His great knowledge, his books, lectures, pic
tures, and the fine furniture he produced , were all the pro
ducts of the last 30 years of a busy and fruitful life .  He was 
richly endowed with an instinctive sense of good de
sign . . . .  Furthermore, he strongly implied that anyone who 
laid claim to the title of furniture designer was masquerading 
under false pretenses, that such a person only copied. 

On this point he and I often disagreed, and seeking to 

The �rice is right. 
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4/4 5/4 8/4 12/4 16/4 
ASH $1.30 bdft $1.35bdfL $1.62bdfL $2.95bdfL $3.75bdft 

TEAK 3.90 4.00 5.30 
BLACK EBONY 8.70 9.70 10.70 

MACASSAR (stripped) EBONY 8.50 9.50 10.50 
EAST INDIAN ROSEWOOD 5.00 5.25 6.00 

WHITE OAK 1.35 1.45 1.90 2.50 4.60 
RED OAK 1.30 1.40 1.85 2.45 4.55 

AMERICAN WALNUT 2.50 2.70 2.95 
SUGAR PINE 3.75 4.75 

CHERRY 4.50 5.00 
LIGNUM VITAE BOARDS $10.00 each. y� x 6 x 24 (approxl. 5 board min. 10 board max. 

TERMS. Minimum per species, 50 bd ft by the board measure. Maximum per species, 100 bd ft by the board measure 
(except lignum vitae boards). All FAS kiln dJied. All available for shipment on May I, 1978. Net payment required with 
order. We ship freight collect. Sale ends July I, 1978. 

CUSTOM DRYING SERVICE AVAILABLE. 
Call or write for details. 

3!78FW 

John Harra 
Wooo & Supply 

39 West 19 St, New York, NY 10011 Co 212/741 0290 • 



LETTERS (continued) 

prove my position had at least as much merit as his was a ma
jor factor inducing me to embark on further study and re
search. This eventually led to my collecting data for the form
ulation of workable rules designed to improve the capabilities 
of workers in wood, metal,  and other crafts, all of which are 
to be found in two of my books (How to Design Period Furni
ture and Design for the Craftsman) . 

The only copies of these now available are in private hands 

Tall chest designed by Gottshal/. 

and libraries, but the useful
ness of my findings is attes
ted to, I think, by the fact 
that both books were reis
sued many times before fi
nally going out of print. 

O ne p it fa l l  d e s i g ner s  
should seek to  avoid i s  the 
formulation of rules, ratios, 
and relationships that too 
narrowly restrict their course 
of action. I am not particu
larly intrigued, as Mr. Phil
brick seems to be, by his dis
c o v e ry t h a t  t h e  w i d t h ,  
length, and leg size of a par
ticular piece of furniture 
happen to divide themselves 
into a certain number of 
modules of equal s i ze .  I 
think more often than not 

this is chance, or was done for the sake of convenience rather 
than for esthetic considerations .  His discovery that the leg 
limits have the same ratio of length to width as the classic 
Corinthian column seems a bit far-fetched, since there is a 
considerable discrepancy in the mass content of the elements 
he compares. As he himself reminds us, "One can easily fall 
into the error of finding those ratios one sets out to find . " 

However, Mr. Philbrick is on the right track and has done a 
creditable job of bringing to the attention of his readers some 
matters of considerable importance. I hope to see more of this 
from him. 

-Franklin H. Gottshall, Boyertown, Pa. 

Concerning "Repair and Restoration," (Winter ' 7 7 ,  
p .  32)  author Preiss reports the use of benzol (benzene) i n  the 
finish remover that Messrs. Ek and Tucker use . . . .  Benzene is 
an extremely hazardous substance. Refer to Michael Mc
Cann's Health Hazards Manual for Artists: " It destroys the 
bone marrow which forms red and white blood cells and is 
even known to cause leukemia in Some people. " In our furni
ture conservation laboratory benzene is used with extreme 
care, and always under a fume hood with no skin contact . . .  

-Richard O. Byrne, Quebec, Que. 

. . .  Benzene is quite toxic (a cumulative poison) and it has re
cently been found to be a carcinogen . . . .  Toluene is much 
safer and nearly as effective. 

-James N. Cawse, S. Charleston, W. Va. 

. . .  I would like to pass on the fact that farriers' hoof-trim
ming knives make excellent carving tools. There is a Swedish 
brand, A .  B .  Frost, that may appeal to some carvers ; however 

I I I I I I I I 
I I 

PORCELA I N  CASTERS 

Add a touch of elegance with fine quality, 
decorative white PORCELAIN CAST· 
ERS with black die cast housings. 
Wheels are 1/2" wide x 1 1/8" in diameter. 
Ideal for small furniture, dry sinks, tables, 
carts, and antiques. 
Set of 4 ... . . . . ..........  . 

BATTERY OPERATED 
CLOCK MOVEMENT 

Cordless electric battery move· 
ment has trim medium impact 

transparent plastic case. Oper· 
ates for 1 year on an ordinary size 
HC" cell flashlight battery. Center 

fixation. Hand setting 
from fronfor rear. 

Includes hands. Unit is 
2 3/8" wide x 3 1/4" 
high x 1 3/16" deep. 

CHECKERBOARD 
FACE KITS 

With this kit you are able to make 
a beautiful chess board. Includes 
70·2 1/8" squares of light and dark 
veneers. Also included in the kit is 
a 1/2 pI. can of contact cement, a 
veneer roller, glue brush, veneer 
strips for the border and edges 
and complete instructions. 
$6.95 ppd. 

Best catalog· manual 
. . .  a must for your workshop! 

$10.95 ea. ppd 

116 pages. Full color illustrations. Larger selection of 
superior quality items for the creative craftsman. Sent free 
with order . . . $1.00 separately 

----SATISFACTION 100% GUARANTEED! ----, 
Please rush me 

__ Casters (set of 4) @ $7.98 ea. ppd. 
__ Clock @ $10.95 ea. ppd. 
__ Checkerboard Kit @ $6.95 ppd. 

-- New larger Catalog(s) @ $1.00 ea. ppd. (Free with order) 

Name _________________ __ 
Address ________________ _ 
City __________________ _ 
State ______________ Zip __ __ 

Minnesota � 
'Woodworkers . 

Supply Company 
I Dept. 16SP 21801 Industrial Blvd., Rogers, MN 55374 

,-------------------� 
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LETTERS (continued) 

my personal choice is the Italian Burdizzo made for either left 
or right hand. This knife has a bit more flexibility than the 
former. These knives are similar to Woodcraft ' s  carver' s  hook 
except with a tighter hook . . . .  

wood carvings and a carved molding in the top design. These 
were the only wood items purchased. All  other moldings, 
bottom doors, sides, back, and total remainder were recycled 
ftom the crate material . They are finished with dark walnut 
stain and several coats of Flecto plastic oil . - Thomas E. Mahnken, Julian, Calz! 

Re Donald 1. McKinsey's  
letter (Winter ' 7 7) , which 
states that " Philippine hard
wood s "  are ava i lab le  i n  
crates from firms importing 
Japanese motorcycles: I have 
been fortunate enough to get 
crates made of " Philippine 
hardwoods" from a local 
firm importing plate glass 
made in Japan. The boards 
i n  these crates range in  
length up  to 1 2  ft . and are in  
various widths up  to 6 in . ,  all 
clear lumber and many with 
few nail holes. 

-Andrew Rossini, Alameda, Calz! 

Re " Carving Lab" by Robert Buyer (Winter ' 7 7 ,  p .  64) : 
While the article is well-written,  the illustration showing the 
use of a gouge toward the carver is the most incorrect tech
nique and should always be avoided (unless practicing for 
hara kiri) . I also suggest using a crayon or pencil in preference 
to felt-tipped pens for marking wood (or stone) . 

-Mortimer N. Haber, Roslyn, N. Y. 

From another firm importing from Japan I was able to ob
tain large, random-sized sheets of " Philippine mahogany" 
plywood . These crates are free for the asking and the import
ing firms save dismantling and disposal costs. 

I feel obliged to write you concerning the article " Routed 
Edge Joint" by John Harra (Winter ' 7 7 ,  p. 66) . . . .  The first 
sentence in the second paragraph states, " Ideally, two pieces 
of wood would mate perfectly if they were held edge to edge 
and both edges were cut smooth with a single pass of the 
router. "  This would be true only if the guide fence were 
perfectly straight, or if the router bit diameter were zero. For 
any finite diameter it becomes more and more untrue as the 
cutter diameter increases . . . .  

The author uses the term " gentle curve" and states that his 
system " can be used to match pieces with S curves or irregular 
compound curves. "  If this is so , the system should be able to 
make the "perfect joint" on pieces with a curvature down to 
a 24-in. or 1 2- in .  radius, extending for lengths of about 

I have designed and built three identical china hutches 
from the wood contained in these crates, one for ourselves 
and one each for our children . The hutches have embossed 

JOIN THE TIMBER FRAME REVIVAL 
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This unique chisel (known as a "bruzz") 
is used for chopping out the waste from 
mortices cut into wooden beams. The bevel 
is on the inside. It will cut the mortice 
sides squarely and cleanly. For cutting 
mortices 1" and larger. Blade length is 8". 
Supplied with a hardwood handle. 
01N51-D $22.10 
Replacement handle for 01N5 1 -D 
01N52-GR $2.40 

DEAD BLOW MALLETS 
One piece cast compothane mallets, with 
shot-filled "Dead Blow" heads, deliver the 
maximum impact without the bounce of 
rubber mallets. Useful for assembling and 
disassembling furniture parts without mar
ring the wood, for machinery alignment, for 
driving lathe centers, and to reduce mush
rooming of wood chisel handles. They are 
safe because there are no chips or sparks 
to worry about. 

03E51-JW 
03E61-JW 
03E71-JW 

Face 
Diameter 

1%" 
2" 
2¥2" 

Overall  
Length 
11" 
12%" 
14" 

$12.25 
$14.40 
$19.15 

ADZ HEADS 
Hand forged in Europe to Woodcraft's 
specifications. Straight Adz Head with 
3¥.1" blade. Unhandled. 
15S04-A W $23.55 

Curved, gouge type adz head, about 
2%" across. Its degree of arc is that 
of a 3" circle. Unhandled. 
15S03-AW $28.75 

Handles for 1 5S04-A W and 1 5S03-A W 
15E51-CA $4.90 

All Prices Incltlde Postage 
Mass. Res. add 5% Sales Tax 

Spring-Summer Catalog 

50¢ or Free with Order 

Order by mail or call Toll Free 
1 -800-225- 1153  (Ma. Res .1-800-842- 1 2 34)  
Master-Charge, Visa, Am. Express welcome. 

WCIDDCRAFT 
SUPPLY CORP. 

Dept. FW38 313 Montvale Ave. 
WOBURN, MASS. 01801 

A hand-forged, well balanced German tool 
steel drawknife of traditional design. The 
blade has a hint of a curve, a slightly 
hollow back, and is tapered on the front 
only. The hardwood handles are offset for 
control and to allow both hands to clear the 
work. Blade width 2 5mm (1") .  

Blade length 
18Lll-AW 200mm (71'8") $10.50 

CHAMFER GUIDE 
The guide adj usts laterally on the sup
porting post and locks in place with two 
knurled screws. 
0 3E11-D $8.65 

KENT 
BROAD AXE 
With the broad axe timbers have been hand 
hewn from logs since Colonial Times. It is 
held with both hands (right hand fore
most), and the surface to be cut is set 
against the woodworker's left side. The 
offset eye and handle permit the user to 
cut flat strokes on surfaces, with ample 
hand clearance. The poll is used for heavy 
hammering. Cutting edge is 152 mm 
(6"); Weight 5 lbs., Unhandled. 
18P31-FE $22.10 
Offset handle (34") for 18P31-FE 
15F51-CA $7.00 



What this country needs 
is a good 1C router. 

Now you can get this $50 
�bp router for only a penny when 

you buy our 10" Homecraft® 
Table Saw for just $279.99!t 



LETTERS (continued) 

8 in . . . .  The author further specifies a o/4-in.  cutter as prefer
able. I have developed an approximate formula for calculat
ing the size of the gap. With this cutter and a curve length of 
8 in.  at a 1 2- in .  radius of curvature, the misfit is . 045 5  in . ;  at 
a 24-in. radius the misfit is . 0 1 06 in . ;  and at a 4 8-in .  radius 
the misfit is . 0026 in.  

Even at the very gentle radius of 48 in.  the fit is none too 
good. I use a .00 1 - in .  or . 00 l 5- in .  feeler to check "invisible" 
joints before gluing, with little or no pressure . . . .  

Further, the slightest relaxation of pressure from the router 
to the guide, or a tiny chip getting between the router base 
and the guide while the hands are busy with the machine 
spells disaster. One other important item-either the router 
must be held so that ·one spot only touches the guide, or its 
base circle must be absolutely concentric with the cutter-a 
condition not so easy to achieve. 

- W. E. Diefenderfer, Glastonbury, Conn. 

. . .  Harra makes a basic error when he says, " Thus any 
bumps or hollows in the fence are imparted to the first piece 
and transferred in reverse to the second piece . . . .  The two 
pieces of wood are perfect mirror images . . .  " and' ' The same 
procedures can be used to join wood along curves . "  
Nonsense. A couple of thousand years ago Euclid explained 
why this won ' t  work. 

Industrial woodworkers are beginning to use what they call 
a serpentine joint to increase yields from No. 1 and No. 2  com
mon stock . . . .  They have read their Euclid and let him help 
them with the programs for their tape-controlled overarm 

routers, and , using Y4- in .  carbide bits, they write separate pro
grams and make separate cuts for each half of the joint. 

-David Landen, Chapel Hill, N. C. 

[Editor' s  note: John Harra replies: "Mr. Diefenderfer's mathematics 
are correct. But pragmatically, the error factor here of a few thou
sandths of an inch is the price of being able to do curved work easily 
and quickly. I ' d  like to know if there is a better way. "] 

Recent articles on harvesting, cutting and drying your own 
lumber constitute an activity for which I can offer sugges
tions. White glue is about as good as anything to crack-proof 
end grain on freshly cut green logs or lumber. It should be 
applied within an hour of cutting. Paint does not seal and 
dulls saws. Roofing mastic is good if you must leave felled 
logs in the woods . Most species should have the bark 
removed-in the woods. I prefer a hatchet to a drawknife .  
Removing the bark has the dual benefit of  weight reduction 
and removal of insect eggs. If lumber is slabbed at a mill 
without edging it is equally important to remove all bark and 
advisable to spray the sap edges with insecticide. 

Much good, usable lumber up to 36 in. long by 6 in. wide 
can be produced with average shop equipment plus a chain 
saw, hatchet, sledge and wedges. While it is more wasteful, 
wood can be cleaved with little energy or time expended. 
Then the flitches are squared up somewhat with a hatchet 
and taken into the shop, where a 6-in. jointer will put every
thing in one plane. Green wood dulls knives and it is best to 
schedule this work when knives are somewhat dull . There is 
an optimum dryness at which green wood cuts best .  Stack it 

Here's A Better Way. To Mill Difficult Lumber 
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Bob Stocksdale, widely known 
wood craftsman, uses a MK 111 to 
saw through a log of extremely 
hard, dried Black Acacia. 
See your equipment dealer or write for 

r3RRNB£Rfj 

new MKIII fold
er describing 
applications and 
sizes. 

Granberg Industries, Inc. 
204 South Garrard Blvd. 
Richmond, CA 94804 

Exotic wood stock comes in a variety of challenging shapes 
and sizes. Milling this rough stock has always been a prob
lem. Now, Granberg Industries, manufacturer of chain 
saw equipment, has an accessory that makes the job easier 
and faster. 

It's the Alaskan MK 111, a versatile tool that clamps on the 
bar of the chain saw and fits bar lengths from 14" to 56". 
There are no holes to drill; the mill adjusts downward for 
shorter length saws. 

MK 111 is a rugged, precision tool that will help specialty 
craftsmen mill those "almost impossible" pieces. It's avail
able in a broad range of sizes. 

Alaskan MK 111, Model 776-30. 



LEICHTUNG� SOLE U.S. DISTRIBUTOR 

Uthe Return of a 300 year Old 'iitoolmaker's litool ! 

Today we take for granted screws, vise 
spindles, nuts, bolts and other threaded-metal 
devices. A few centuries ago, they were very 
rare. Threaded wooden dowels and female 
threaded parts were the rule. 

Although some wood·threading was done on 
a lathe, most was made with a "screw·box" . .. 
a two piece wooden block with a precisely 
mounted V·shaped cutter. The female threads 
were cut by metal taps. 

We've found a small company in England 
which still produces these screwboxes and taps 
exactly as they were made in the 17th century! 
More than a historical novelty, these precision 

threaders produce highly functional tools, 
assembly parts and decorative effects. Each 
tool is pretested for accuracy. They work best 
on hardwoods; especially beech, maple and 
sycamore. 

Sizes range from W external diameter (for 
construction type toys or removable wood· to· 
wood joints) up to big 2" screwboxes (for wine 
or cider presses). Make your own clamps and 
pay for your screwboxes easily! 

All are made of European beech with 
hardened steel cutters and mated taps. Instruc· 
tions included. Tap wrenches are not included 
but are available at any hardware store. 

SOME OF MANY USES 
FOR "SCREWBOXES" 
VISE SPINDLES 
WINE PRESSES 
SPINNING WHEELS 
NUT CRACKERS 
CORK SCREWS 
CLAMPS 
BROOM STICKS 
FRUIT PRESSES 
CONSTRUCTION TOYS 
DECORATNE EFFECTS 
WOODEN NUTS AND BOLTS 
CIDER PRESS 
TAPESTRY FRAMES 
VENEER PRESSES 

""""'_-----.-------------.-----------\.1�ii1��7 
� ... LEICHTUNG u You can order screwboxes by phone: 
• 701 Beta Drive #378FW C Call TOLL FREE 800-321-6840 

(Ohio Residents call 216·461·4677) I I Cleveland, Ohio 44143 

I METHOD OF PAYMENT: I I 0 Yes Ric Leichtung, please send me: 0 Check 0 MasterCharge 0 VISNBankAmericard I 
I How Card # Good Thru • 
I Many Total (For MC) Enter 4 digits below # I (All prices shown are for screwbox and mated tap.) 

Name I __ SB12 . W' external diameter @ . . . ... .. ......... . $44.90 ..... __ ---------------------I 
I -- SB58 . %" external diameter @ ................ .. 46.90 ..... -- I 
I -- SB34 - %" external diameter @ .. ................. 48.50 ... . . -- State Zip I 
• -- SB100 . 1" external diameter @ . ...... ...... . . . .. 52.90 ..... -- I 
I -- SB125 . lY.t external diameter @.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  63.90 .... . -- I o Enclosed is $l.00 in cash or check. Please send me 

I -- SB150 - 1Y.!" external diameter @... . . . . . . . . . . . . .  68.90 ..... --
your 36 page 1978 Catalog of Fine Tools PLUS I -- SB200 . 2" external diameter @ . . .. .... . . .... . . .. 84.90 .. . . . -- all catalogs, brochures and new tool bulletins I I -- SB777 . All seven screwboxes (save $35.90) 375.00 ..... -- FOR THE NEXT TWO YEARS! • Net Amount of Order -- I 

• Ohio Residents add 5y'!% Tax -- 0 Enclosed is my screwbox order. As my BONUS, please send I 
, 

Packmg and Guaranteed DelIvery $2.75 
your 36 page 1978 Catalog of Fme Tools etc. for the next I � TOTAL __ two years FREE! , --------------------------------------.-
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LETTERS (continued) 

around inside and work on it in your spare time. Ripping saws 
for green wood must have the teeth at least one inch apart, 
preferably more. This means that the average lO-in. ripsaw 
must have every other tooth broken out and the gullet 
ground out and the remaining teeth given added forward 
hook. Saws with swaged or carbide teeth work wel l .  And cut 
your lumber ful l  or you may be unpleasantly surprised by 
shrinkage and warp. Finally, make every move one to protect 
your back in this strenuous activity. 

and decided upon a shank length that was more than ade
quate for the needs of the average woodworker. We also felt  
that when the occasional very deep tapping job was encoun
tered, an 8-point socket would see one through without the 
added expense of extra shank length. 

-Ernie Conover, Conover Woodcraft, Parkman, Ohio 

Gary Randall (Winter ' 7 7, p. 12) is quite right about hick
ory for wooden threads. It is usually possible to use hickory 
without any chipping. I always rub the dowel to be threaded 
with a candle before cutting the threads. Then I spray-shellac 
the cut threads to give more strength and greater wear . . . .  

-John W. Wood, Sulphur, La. 

I wrote to the sources for shaper knives and knife blanks 
listed by Tommy Bargeron (Winter '76,  p. 62) . Charles G.  
G .  Schmidt & Co. , Inc., Montvale, N .] . ,  was especially help
ful .  I unwittingly faced a particular tool steel problem that 
any knowledgeable supplier of shaper knives could antici
pate . But if others saw the problem, only Frank Aurori at 
Schmidt & Co. volunteered some advice. I was saved time, 
money and trouble . Because good customer service is tough 
to find I thought other readers making or ordering shaper 
knives would be interested in my experience . 

-Ian R. Walker, Cranbury, N.}. 

Re Ray Schwenn's use of a vacuum cleaner to suck glue into 
cracks or splits (Fall ' 7 7, p. 22) , the first job is to get the dirt 
or chips out of the crack. This is not always easy, but cloth or 
paper wet with alcohol or some other benign fluid can be 
worked into many cracks for this purpose. As to glue, the 
solution is usually simple: Put a bead of glue along the top of 
the crack, or its end. Cut a slender piece of thin card or high
quality paper, or even unwrinkled butcher's paper, and ease 
it down through the glue bead into the crack, working it back 
and forth until the surfaces are all covered . . . .  

We enjoyed Richard Showalter ' s  "Wooden Clamps" 
(Fall ' 7 7, p .  64) . . .  however we would like to take him to task 
on the length of the shank on our taps. 

Charles Riordan (Fall '77 , p. 22) recommends a liquid wax 
solution to keep wood screws bright and also to make them 
easier to screw in .  I 'm sure it wil l .  A squirt (spray) of oil or an 
antirust spray will also do the former, and a quick rub of the 
threads across an ordinary bar of soap just before insertion 
wil l  do the latter. 

About two years ago, when we designed our thread box, 
much consideration was given to tap length. We consulted a 
good many woodworkers, both amateur and professional, 
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LEEDS DESIGN WORKSHOPS 
Leeds Design Workshops houses Resident Professionals and 
the Powell & Tierney Intern Program. The workshops are in 
9,000 square feet of space with huge windows all around 
that let in an excellent light. There is $45,000.00 invested in 
heavy industrial machinery which occupies 4,000 square 
feet on its own. 

THE INTERN PROGRAM is a course of study and practice for 
the serious student in the design and making of fine furniture. 
The curriculum is based upon the individual interns' prior 
skills and experience. It is a full time commitment for those 
who wish to become professionals. The instructional respon
sibility is anchored by David Powell assisted by Richard 
Preiss. 

RESIDENCY is an opportunity for the Designer/Maker of fine 
furniture whose work is aimed toward individual commis
sions to operate his or her own business in the stimulating 
environment created by working alongside a number of 
others in the same field. A resident has a private workbench 
studio with ready access to the machine shop. 

LEEDS DESIGN WORKSHOPS is to be a highly visible center 
to which customers can come for superbly designed and 
executed commission work. We are currently interviewing 
for both RESIDENCY and the INTERN PROGRAM. Residents 
may be accepted at any time during the year. Interns are 
accepted for entry at the end of January and at mid
September. 

For further information write: Leeds Design Workshops 
One Cottage Street Easthampton, Massachusetts 01027 
Tel. 413-527-4718. 

-Henry Kramer, Somervzlle, N.}. 



A SIMPLE SYSTEM FOR SUCCESS 
IN WOODWORKING 

The Shop smith 
Woodworking System. 
A proven multi-use woodworking 
machine capable of performing as 
five of the most important power 
tools needed in the workshop: table 
saw, disc sander, boring machine, 
drill press, and lathe. 

It's a simple yet systematic approach 
to woodworking excellence. Not just 
five tools in one, but the one tool you 
need to achieve professional results 
with minimum skill and experience. 

Look. In less than a minute 
you can change from one tool 
to another: 1 as a 10" ta-

ble saw with 
3-1/4" depth of 
cut and 48" rip 
capacity for rip
ping, crosscut
ting, mitering, � 
beveling, mold- , 
ing, tenoning, 
grooving, rabbet- l 

-

ing and dadoing. Variable speed per
mits reduction of sawing speed for power 
sawing of hardwood-a Mark V exclDlive. 

BuDd your own 
furniture. 
Do home repairs 
and remodeling. 
So simple to operate that within a 
very short time you'll be using your 
Mark V to build your own furniture 
and cabinets, make gifts, and do 
home repairs and remodeling. Pro
jects you probably now pay someone 
else to do. 

2 a big 16-1/2" 
swing capacity 

for spindle and 
taper turning or 
metal spinning. 
Wi l l  h a n d l e  
workpiece u p  to 
34" in length. .. ."' .. < '" 
ExclDlive speed 
d i a l  p e r m i t s  
speed changes without turning off motor. 

Shop smith fits your 
budget, your needs, 
your space, and your 
skill level. 
• economical--costs less than you'd 

pay for a good quality table saw 
and drill press. 

• versatile--exclusive features make 
possible unique setups for faster 
and accurate woodworking. 
Setups you can't duplicate even 
with a shop full of expensive 
commercial tools. 

• compact-takes less space than 
it takes to store a bicycle (12 sq. 
ft.). You don't need a big workshop 
to have big workshop capability 
and precision. 

• easy to use--beginner, week-end 
handyman, woodworking pro, the 
Mark V makes you look good ... 
the skill and accuracy are built in 
the machine. All you do is flip the 
switch and guide the materials. 

3 for sanding 
operations not 

possible on other 
sanders - like 1=-__ 
finishing edges to ' 
precise dimen
sions and sanding 
duplicate pi eces 
to exact lengths. 
Use for bevel and arWe sanding,jointlng, dowel pointing. 

Wby pay 
for 5 tools, 5 motors, 5 spindles,S tables, 
and 5 benches? 

The Shopsmith Mark V performs as 
five woodworking tools from a single 
power source: a powerful 13.5 amp 
motor develops 2 h. p. - enough 
power for the toughest job. 

4 save time on 
every drilling 

operation with 
depth c o n t r o l  
dial, ready made 
jigs, and the right 
speed for every 
operation with
out belt chang
ing. Use for drill
ing, mortising, routing and shaping. 

More machine 
than you need? 
If you're a beginner, maybe. But, 
following Shopsmith's simple system, 
you'll soon be doing things with 
wood you thought only pro's could 
do. The professional touches that 
separate the beginner from the crafts
man. You can do it with Shopsmith. 
More than 300,000 satisfied Shop
smith Owners are the proof. Why not 
find out more? 

5 perfect dowel-
ing in horizon- l 

tal boring opera
tions. Exclusive 
feed stop assures , 
aU holes will be 
exactly the same 
depth. Rack and 
pinion table for 
halrline settings. L11I",, �� ___ __ 

TELL ME MORE! 
To send for more information 
on Shopsmith's 
Simple System for Success 
in Woodworking, 
mail your name and address to: 
Shopsmith, Inc., Dept. 1584 
750 Center Dr. Vandalia, OH. 45377 

I� �II 
WORLD'S STANDARD IN WOODWORKING EBUIPMENT 
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METIYODS OFWORK ________________________ __ 
Pipe steamer then put it in the chamber and screw on the bell reducer and 

faucet assembly. Fill the pressure cooker to about 2 in. from 
the top, tighten all fittings, screw into the top of the cooker, 
and open the faucet. After it starts to steam, close this valve 
so the water drips out but just a small amount of steam es
capes. Never close the valve all the way, or an explosion could 
occur. A piece of straight-grained wood % in. thick should 
easily bend around a form for a Winsdor chair after thirty 
minutes of steaming. 

A simple and cheap steamer for bending wood (Fine 
Woodworking, Fall ' 77) can be made using a pressure cooker 
and some ordinary pipe fittings. Screw out the center post of 

Pressure 
cooker 

Wood 

Steam chamber 

Bell reducers 

a pressure cooker. A Presto brand cooker has Y4-in.  pipe 
threads; others may be different. Purchase adapters for this 
fitting so it will connect with Yz-in. flexible (ribbed) tubing, 
and a pipe nipple and bell adapter to bring the other end out 
to fit a 2-in.  pipe . A piece of 2-in.  pipe about 50 in. long 
makes an excellent steam chamber. The length should be an 
inch more than the longest piece you plan to bend; you can 
always lengthen the chamber by adding couplings and more 
pipe. Use another bell reducer on the other end, then put on 
a faucet to regulate the amount of steam and drain excess 
water. I use our kitchen pressure cooker; all these fittings cost 
less than $ 1 5. 

If you use a pressure canner that has a gauge on it, you can 
safely steam wood with pressurized steam . For safest opera
tion, remove the gauge and attach your steam tube to that 
hole, leaving the rocker assembly in place. Fit the gauge on at 
the end of the steam chamber by using a pipe tee and reduc
ing bushings. Using the end valve as a regulator and keeping 
an eye on the gauge, you can generate superhot steam up to 
2400 F (at 1 5  lb .  pressure) . Ten pounds will cut the steaming 
time approximately in half. Watch the gauge at all times and 
be sure that the pressure cooker's safety valve is clean . Always 
let some steam escape through the end valve to keep the su
perheated steam flowing around the wood . 

- George Pilling, Elgin, Anz. 

Repairing with glue 

To re-attach edge splinters on lumber or to reglue a glue 
void beneath the face veneer of plywood, spre;J.d the splinter 
open or lift the veneer up with a sewing needle, razor blade or 
palette knife .  Then lay a fine glue bead next to the crack or Cut and shape the wood the way you want it to be finished, 

CRAFTSMAN STOCKS 44 VARIETIES 
of Choice Domestic and Imported . . .  WOOD 

Send for your new 152 

DL ; '3;0 4utH' 
Everything you need for your wood projects 
including Dremel and Stanley Power Tools at Big 
Discounts. Craftsman Serves you better! 
As fine hardwoods become more and more scarce ... Crafts
man now works a whole year ahead to lay in big stocks of 
more than 40 varieties. When you order your wood from 
Craftsman you count on choice quality and prompt ship
ment! Craftsman's new 1978 "biggest ever" catalog is your 
complete one-stop source for everything in your shop from 
wood to hardware. Over 4000 items in stock . . . at lowest 
money saving prices. This is Craftsman's 48th year of service 
to the home craftsman, school shop and professional wood
worker. Mail coupon today for your own personal copy of 

CATALOG 
- everything for 
your wood shop! 
OVER 4,000 
ITEMS FOR 
THE WOOD 
HOBBYIST 

WE STOCK: Craftsman's new 152 page catalog! 
• Amaranth • Coco Bolo • 
Red Oak . Benin . Teak . -------------------., Vltrmillon • Cherry • Birds • 
Eye Maple • Black Ebony . I CRAFTSMAN WOOD SERVICE CO_ Dept. PW 38 I Padouk • Brazilian Rose- I 2729 South Mary Sl Chicago, Illinois 60608 I wood • Hawaiian • Koa • 
Prima Vera • Satinwood ' • I Curly Maple • Avodire • Send new Craftsman Catalog �fri�:..or�eb;a .

Bu���3ura� .  I enclose SOc for mailing and handling I 
Mahogany • American Wal- I • nut· Aromatic ' Red Cedar 
Thicknesses from 1/64" to 4" • Name I 

8 Pages of Pre-Cut Hardwood Clock Cases, Clock Kits, Clock Movements! I Address I • 3 ." ,j J (4 lTJ , .. , : • WOOD SE�VICE COMPANY = City 
. . 

State 
. 
Zip : .. ----"'''.".l1lil1li''''',,,,,--111 ept. PW.38 L Be sure to give Zip number - saves lime! ... 2729 South Mary St., Chicago, III. 60608 _________________ _ 
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Get Rockwell high-quality, carbide-tipped shaper cutters at under popular prices. 
Now, you can get Rockwell hig h-q ual ity, carbide-tipped 
tools fo r less than yo u 'd pay for com petitive carbide 
cutters. Roc kwel l  prod uces cutters from tu ngsten 
carbide blanks, inductio n-brazed on pressure-molded 
steel bod ies. This advanced manufactu ring method 
com bined with vo lume production provides h ig h-q ual ity 
cutters at lower cost to you .  And you get famous 
Rockwel l  dependabi l ity. 

Rockwel l  carbide-tipped cutters are avai lable in 33 
popular standard profiles, i ncl ud ing :  door-l ip ,  panel 
raisi ng , wedge tong ue, q uarter round,  ogee, cove and 
bead, g lue joint, straig ht and cabinet. Also offered are 
com plete cove and bead sets, and cabi net sets, as well 
as a broad range of bead ing and fluting cutters and 

other popular decorative patterns. The th ree-lip cutters 
f i t  )1;:- and %-i nch arbors. 

Tungsten carbide tips g ive you clean cuts for 
extended periods, in prod uctio n cutti ng of hardwoods, 
particle boards,  g l ue-bonded panels, plywood , 
laminates and plastics. And Rockwel l 's special cutter 
desig n results in cool ru n n ing without burning wood or 
overload ing the shaper I nd ividual cutters and cutter 
sets are fu rnished in handy, specially deSig ned storage 
cases fo r protection agai nst damages 

For more i nformation on Rockwell carbide-tipped 
shaper cutters, contact: Roc kwel l  I nternational, Power 
Tool Divisio n ,  400 North Lexington Aven ue, Pittsburg h ,  
Pa. 1 5208. 

See these big shaper cutter values at your Rockwell distributor. 

Catalog No. 
43-900 Door-Lip, Clockwise Rotation 

Rabbet Down 
43-901 Door-Lip, Cou nterclockwise 

Rabbet Down 
43-902 Panel Raising 
43-903 Wedge Tongue 
43-904 Wedge Groove 
43-905 ){" and W' Or. Rd. 
43-906 Ogee 
43-907 Cove and Bead Molding L. H .  
43-908 Cove and Bead Molding R . H .  
43-909 Cabinet R . H .  Female 

Catalog No. 
43-910 Cabinet LH Female 
43-91 1 Glue Joint 
43-91 2 %" Straight 
43-9 13  Cabinet RH Male 
43-914 Cabinet L .H .  Male 
43-91 5 Cove and Bead Cope R.H.  
43-9 16 Cove and Bead Cope L . H .  
43-91 7 W Straight (Cove and Bead Set) 
43-91 8 W Straight (Cabinet Set) 
43-919 Cabinet Spacer 
43-920 Cove and Bead Spacer 
43-925 W' Bead 

Catalog No. 
43-926 W' Flute 
43-927 %" Bead 
43-928 %" Flute 
43-929 1 " Bead 
43-930 1 " Flute 
43-931 6" Hor. Panel Raiser 
43-932 Stair Nose Cutters 
43-933 Drawer Joint 
43-950 W' Cove- 0/,6" Or. Rd. 
43-951 0/,6" Cove - %" Bead 
43-952 Ya" and %" Or. Rd. -W Bead 

Rockwell International 
. .  where science gets down to business 
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METHODS (continued) 

void. Force the glue into the void by blowing through a short 
length of flexible tubing that is narrow in d iameter-wind
shield-washer hose or fine surgical tubing, for example. Then 
remove the spreaders and clamp. 

-Steve Voorheis, Missoula, Mont. 

Banding plywood 

Plywood can be easily and neatly edge-banded using a 90 0 
flute shaper cutter (Rockwell #09- 106) and cutoffs from solid 

stock. Adjust the shaper to cut a notch centered in the edge of 
the plywood and deep enough to cut into, but not through, 
the edge of the veneer on each face .  If the cut is too deep, the 
cutter tends to fuzz up the end grain of the veneer or else chip 
it  loose . For the band, rip triangular strips from sol id stock of 
about the same thickness as the plywood. These strips can 
usually be made from scraps from the ripsaw if you choose 
pieces with two surfaces jo inted at a right angle . Unless the 
bands are cut from the edge of a board, it is probably safer 
and easier to rip these narrow triangles on a band saw. Glue 
the strips into the notches, and trim the excess on a table saw, 
jointer or by hand plane. The jointer or table saw will need 
some sort of spacer, a p iece of Y4- in .  plywood , for example to 
prevent the corner of the band from causing an uneven cut. 

If more than two parallel edges of the plywood are to be 
banded, all of the edges can be notched at the same time and 

\ \ \ \3 � IJ �((IID� 
Just reading our catalog could help make you a better craftsOlan. 

You're only as good as your cools. And your cools are only as 
good as the company who sells them. That's why we've designed 
our catalog co be like no other hand cool catalog that you've 
ever seen. 

It's more than an ordinary listing of over 1 ,000 woodworking 
cools. Instead, it's a lOS-page book with superb phocographs, 
honest specifications and reliable descriptions of cools which 
cannot be bought in your average hardware score. And it's even 
more. 

You'll also find care and use information, special "how-co" 
sections with easy co understand drawings and other pointers 
which will add co your enjoyment and help increase your skills 
as a woodworker. From the first section on Chisels and Knives 
through the last section on Turning Tools, we've tried co have 

every page reflect the quality of our uncommon 
cools. It wasn't easy, but then again, nothing good is. 

So send us this coupon coday. We want co make it 
easy for you co be 

as good as you 
can ger. 

• . . . . .  ""'!!!l:ii""'''' 
Garrett Company, Dept. FW-3-8 
302 Fifth Ave., New York, N.¥." 10001 

Gentlemen: . • 0 Send me your calalog un hand lools. I have enclosed S I . 
o Send m e  your calalog o n  INCA SWISS stationary power 

lools. Here's S I for Ihal as well. 

Nam�e _______________ _ 

Address...< ______________ _ 

• Cily, ______ ,Stale ____ --'-Zip, ___ _ 

• Tmal amounl enclosed $, __________ _ 



UNDERSTANDING 
ORIGINAL 

HARDWARE 
FULL SIZE FURNITURE PLAN 

The William and Mary Period 

( 1680 - 1720 ) 

Brass was almost a precious metal before 1 770. Brass 
founders in the colonies were few in number; therefore , 
almost all  the hardware was imported from E ngland 
during this period. The hardware that was available , 
was small in size, and used sparingly . All  the brass 
parts (backplate, drop, bail, post , and nut) were cast . 
M ost of the earliest pieces were finished only where 
they would show. To embell ish an otherwise plain pull ,  
they were chisel chased by hand. Hand chisel-chasing 
is the art of creating a complete design th rough repeat
ed hammer blows struck using many specially shaped 
steel chisels. Chisel-chasing indents the me tal , unlike 
engraving, wh ich removes it . 

ROLL 
���TOP 

� DESK 

Just like the one Grandfather had. Au· 
thentic double pedestal desk. 30" deep. 
52" wide. 30" high. RolI·Top Unit adds 1 4" 
to height. Both single curve and double 
curve full·size profiles included. You' II 
love making it. You' II love using �. Adds 
luxurious decor to any room. A wood
worker's delight! 

Ptan #139 
(Double Pede.tal De.k) . . . . . . . .  $7.00 
Plan #140 (RolI·Top Unit) . . . . . .  $7.00 

Complete De.k Ptana . . . $14.00 

� 

Our new ( 1 978) catalog (mailed for $4.00) i l lustrates 
1 6  fine quality reproductions from the William and 
Mary period. 

BALI:ND BALL 
$100 CATALOG OF OVER 160 PLANS . . . . . .  -

463 West Lincoln Highway 
Exton, Pa. 19341 . (215) 363· 7330 

Over 1 60 different full-size professional furniture plans. Early Ameri
can, English, Mediterranean, Spanish, Danish Modern. Chairs, 
Hutches, Cradles, Beds, Tables, scores more! Your dollar refunded 
with first order. Send today. No woodworking shop is complete 
without it. 

FURNITURE DESIGNS, Dept. KD-38 
1 425 Sherman Ave., Evanston, III. 60201 

If you thought IISwiss-Precisionll cou ld only be found in  
watchmaking, then you don/t know about our power tools. 

Only you know how good your tools have 
to be. When it comes to woodworking 
machinery, they should be better than you are
even if you're al ready an accomplished 
craftsman.  Therefore, you owe it to yourself to 
learn more about our SWiss-made l ine of INCA 
stationary power tools which we sell throughout 
these 50 states. 

Ta ke the 10" Cabinetmaker's Saw, for 
example. It has a 20mm (25/32") arbor at the 
blade for strength and rigidity where it counts. 
The table castings are tough, precision mi l led 
cil loys and the gu ide ra ils a re aircraft qual ity 
extrusions. All  the major rotating parts are 
dynamically balanced. The bottom l ine is a 
machine that ta kes higher loadings and g ives 
you less vibration with a truer running saw 
blade. 

If fact, every one of ou r I NCA saws, jointers, 
planers and shapers are built to qual ity 
standards which are becoming increasingly 
hard to find in this country. That's because they're 
made with the same pride of workmanship as 
the Swiss put into their wotches. 

Our catalog is a good place to begin your 
comparisons. We want you to be as good as 
you can get. 

8 5/8 " Jointer with thickness planing abil ity 

• Garrett Wade Company, Dept. FW-3-8 
• 302 Fifth Avenue, New Yol'il:, N.Y. 10001 

• Genllemen: 
• 0 Send me your INCA cola log. Enclosed is $ 1 .  

· 0 Here's anolher $ 1  for your 108-poge cololog 
of qual ity hand lools. 

o Send me both first closs for $2.00. 

Nome' __________________________ _ 

Addres;s's ________________________ _ 

• City, _______ Stole' _____ Zip __ _ 
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DOMESTIC & FOREIGN 

HARDWOODS 
Qual i t y  stoc k  for Cabinet  Work 

Most all sizes from I "  up to 4" in t h ic kness 

HARDWOODS 

A S H  - B A SSWOOD - B I RC H  

B U TTE R N UT - C H E R R Y  - C H EST! UT 

EBO Y - M A PLE - O A K - POP L A R  

ROS EWOOD - T E A K  - W A L N UT 

A lso h a rdwood pl ywoods 

SOFTWOODS 

S U G A R  P I N E  - C Y P R ESS - C E D A R  

S P R U C E  - DOUGLAS F I R  etc. 

MAURICE L. CONDON CO. ,  INC. 
248 FelTis Avenue, While Plai ns , N .Y .  1 0603 

9 1 4-946-4 1 1 1  
Open Sat urdays 8 AM  un l i l 2 PM  

SINCE 1 925 

• 
TH E BR INK  & COTTON M FG. CO. 
77 POLAND STREET, BRIDGEPORT, CONN . ,  U.S.A. 06605 

METHODS (continued) 

the bands mitered at the corners, or two parallel edges can be 
notched, banded and trimmed before the notches are cut into 
the other edges. The second procedure leaves two small tri
angles of end grain exposed on two edges of the plywood. 

If the band is trimmed carefully, which is not too difficult 
to do, it is not visible on the face of the plywood, and the pic
ture-frame look that usually accompanies edge bands is 
avoided . Because the notch provides a large surface area for 
gluing, the band is exceptionally strong. The solid wood edge 
makes hinges mounted on plywood doors more secure, for ex
ample, and even provides a reasonably strong glue surface for 
plywood-to-plywood butt joints and the like. 

-David Landen, Chapel HzlI, N. C. 

Better V-block 

I made a flageolet as Kent Forrester describes (Fall ' 7 7 ,  
p.  80) and ran into difficulties i n  laying out and drilling the 
holes and in holding the flageolet down while working on it . 
Although I used a V-block, the slightest j iggle caused mis
alignments that became painfully evident after all the holes 
were bored. By adding two clamps atop the block and using a 
fence for the drill-press table, I was able to drill the holes in 
successive flageolets precisely and predictably. Mounted in a 
workbench vise, my modified V-block held the flageolets se
curely while I worked the windways, channels and slots. To 
make this V-block, you need less than 2 ft . of construction-

grade 2x4 , 6 in .  of Ix i and four hanger bolts with wing nuts 
and washers. The two 45 0 bevels that make up the 90 0 "V" 
are planed on the jointer and then carefully aligned before 
gluing. The clamps and the coves at the end of the body are 
bandsawn; a spindle or drum sander does a nice job of clean
ing up the curves. Most of the dimensions are not critical .  

-Bernard Maas, Edinboro, Pa. 

Trimming veneers 

There is an easier and cheaper way to trim long edges of ve
neer than Leon Bennett 's pattern routing j ig (Summer ' 77 ,  
p. 1 6) .  Make a guide from %-in . stock a s  long as the veneer, 
joint the edge straight and band with Formica. Put a lever
acting hold-down on each end of the guide board. Then set 
the veneer on the board, put a shorter piece of %-in . stock on 
top and tighten the hold-downs, as shown . Set the shaper or 



With Elmer's Carpenter's Wood Filler 
you don't need a pro's hands 
to give it the pro's touch. 

Unlike the leading wood filler, Elmer's® 
Carpenter's Wood Filler contains no 
solvents. So it's safe and non-toxic* 
. . .  perfect for repairing finished furniture 
as well as raw wood. What's more, 
Elmer's Carpenter's Wood Filler is 
easier to "work" and won't pull out. 

'As defined by Federal Hazardous Substance Act. 

Its latex formula dries slowly (but not too In fact you can paint, shellac, varnish, 
slowly) and resists shrinking. Elmer's saw, nail, screw, drill, plane, turn, route or 
also washes off tools with water, but carve it better than solvent fillers. Almost 
when dry it's water resistant. And it sands anything you can do with wood, you can 
'''i" than ,ol�nt-type wood fille". do with Elm,,·, Cacpente,·, • 
Elmer's unique formula stains better, Wood Filler. • 
disappears better. . .  

• Wh Its 
• I • 

Elmer s. en resu count. ® 

Here� 33 hardwood reasons 
to send for our sam�le �ack. 
Ash, Benge, Birch, Bubinga, Wormy Chestnut, Cherry, Coco bola, Black Ebony, 

Macassar Ebony, Ekki, Greenheart, Holly, Honduras Mahogany, Hard & Soft Maple, 
Narra, English Brown Oak, Red Oak, White Oak, Paldao, Padouk, Poplar, 

Purple Heart, Brazilian, East Indian & Honduras Rosewood, Sugarpine, Teak 
Brazilian TuliP, American & French Walnut, Wenge, Zebra. 

Our sample pack can introduce you to 
hardwoods from around the world.  These Y! by 
2 by 6 inch lumber samples are large enough to 
help you identify hardwoods and large enough 
to finish too. We've even included some tips to 
help you compare hardwood finishes. 

Hardwoods can make your woodworking 
world more exciting. You'll see how B urmese 
Teak, or Cocobola, or Black Ebony can bring its 
own uniqueness to your woodworking projects. 

If you want to know more about hardwoods 
send for our l umber sample pack. 

If you already know about hardwoods send 
for our catalog. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - � • fw�j • 
I John Harra I 
I Wooa & Supply I 
I 39 West 1 9  St. New York .  N Y 1001 1 Co I 
I 2 12/741 -0290 

• I 
I 0 Please send me your sample pack. Enclosed is $18.00. I 
I 0 Please send me your catalog. Enclosed is $1 .00. I 
I Nallle ________________ I 
I Address I 
I I • Cily Slale Zip .... 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Bring back the 
Early American look. 

=--=::. 

TUNG OIL 

DANiSH 
F=INISH 

-
Inside many a piece of ordinary-looking 

furniture, there's a beautiful glowing, natural 
wood trying to get out. Now you can bring 
it out . . .  with Varathane® Tung Oil Danish 
Finish. Makes wood panelling look deep 
and rich. Lets prize antiques look their worth.  
Give all  your wood that Early American 
look with the natural hand rubbed finish of 
VarathaneTung Oil Danish Finish . 

H i� not Recto, i� not \ardtbane. 
� The Flecto Company, Inc.  
� .. p. O. Box 1 2955, Oakland, Ca . ,  94604 

Don't Just buy a woodworking machine 
BUY what the machine can really do 

INCA-PRECISION SWISS STATIONARY 
POWER TOOLS 

8�' wide jointer/planer (illustration)-1 2,OOO vibration free cuts per min
ute. Will handle hardest teaks to balsa woods to glass clean finish. 
Optional thicknessing attachment permits board thicknessing from 2%" 
max. to '/40" min. to absolute perfection. Five other industrial quality 
machines, designed for precision production and priced for the perfec
tionist craftsman, hobbyist and cabinetmaker. TWO YEAR WARRANTY. 

10V." combination JOinter/planer with automatic feed thlckn ...... 10" bandsaw 
for wood, non-ferrous metels, plastic. 9 blade selections, 6V." depth of cut. 10" 
circular saw 3'10" depth of cut. Attachments to perform 1 5  additional opera
tions. T' circular saw 2'1,," depth of cut. Same attachments as 10" saw. VERTI
CAL SPINDLE SHAPER, 3 speed. 
See your locai Home Improvement Center, Hardware or machinery deaier or wr�e 
Anson Industries Inc. for information of an INCA deaier nearest you. 

ANSON INDUSTRIES INC. 
Dept. MO 414 West Cypress Street. Glendaie Caiif. 91204 

Please send me the INCA precision stationary power tool catalog and price sheet. I 
enclose $1.00 for first class postage and handling. 

Name _________ Address _______ _ 

City __________ St. _______ Zip _ 

Dealer Information Upon Request 

MEmODS (continued) 

Cutter 

router cutter back %6 in. from the edge of the fence so that 
the cutter won' t  nick the edges of the guide boards as it trims 
the veneer. Trim with the grain of the veneer to prevent chip
ping, and be careful to hold onto the board. With this 
method I 've joined veneers for 4 -ft . x 1 O-ft. conference table 
tops with no problems. 

-Jim Sieburg, Chicago, III. 

Marquetry patching 

Your marquetry picture is cut, mounted, sanded and with 
a coat of finish, but something seems wrong. This happens 
often, because no matter how carefully you select veneer, you 
don ' t  notice until the end that a piece doesn ' t  look right. 
Some people just cut out the section to be replaced , trace the 
opening and insert a new piece . With my method, the section 
is traced before cutting. 

With tracing paper taped to the picture, draw the section 
you wish to replace. Tape the tracing paper with carbon paper 
and trace the pattern onto the new piece of veneer. Then cut 
out the piece. Lay it on top of the picture to see how it looks; 
if you don ' t  like it, cut another piece. 

With the new section positioned on the picture, secure half 
of it with tape and score around the other half with a knife , 
using the veneer as a guide. Then tape the scored side , re
move the tape and cut very carefully along the marking 
through the veneer that is to be replaced. With a small chisel 
or square-bladed X-acto knife ,  stab this veneer in the center 
and pry it up , working carefully from the center to the edges. 
Now fit the new section into the gap. If it doesn ' t  fit ,  sand or 
shave the edges until it does. Glue with white glue and press. 
Then wipe off the excess glue and sand just a little with fine 
sandpaper backed by a wooded block to get dust into the 
cracks that are filled with wet glue. Put a small board and a 
heavy weight atop the piece and let it dry overnight .  Then 
sand until all is level, and finish . 

-Peter L. Rose, Saddle Brook, N.J. 

Storing clamps 

I nstead of piling all your clamps into a tub ,  as if the con
tents were to be thrown out with the trash (Fall ' 7 7 ,  p. 64) , 
you can easily make a rack to store them. Lay your wood 
clamps on a piece oO'4-in. plywood and determine the place-



With Elmer's Carpenter's Wood Glue 
you don't need a pro's hands 
to give it the pro's touch. 

Elmer's® Carpenter's Wood Glue is a 
special wood glue for al l  your woodwork
ing projects. It penetrates well in hard 
and soft woods and forms a heat and 
water resistant bond that's stronger than 
the wood itself. 

'As defined by Federal Hazardous Su bstances Act. 

BACK ISSUES 
Fine WqqQWorking 

Our readers tell us they regard Fine 
Woodworking more as a reference re
source than as a magazine because of 
the timeless and hard-to-find nature of 
its contents. And because there is so 
much material to cover (new ideas and 
techniques pop up all the time) we 
don ' t  intend to repeat ourselves edito
rially. All nine back issues are available 
and you can still have a complete set for 
your shop. You can also order the Bien
nial Design Book, a compendium of 
600 photos, showing the best wood
working being done today. 

It's also better because it "grabs" imme
diately and dries fast. Yet it allows 
realignment before it sets. So you can 
join surfaces as soon as it's applied. 

Elmer's Carpenter's Wood Glue is also 
sandable, paintable and gumming re
sistant. Its non-toxic*, solvent-free for
mula and washes off your hands and 
project with water. So you won't 

stain near glue joints. : I • 
get light ,pots whe' ,",

" Illl Elmer's. When results count. ® 

Winter 1975 ,  Number 1 :  The Renwick 
Multiples, Checkered Bowls, Tramp Art, Hand, 
Planes, Carving Design Decisions, Woodworking 
Thoughts, Marquetry Cutting, Which Three) ,  
Library Ladders, A Serving Tray, Stamp Box, All  
in One, French Polishing, Birch Plywood, Bench 
Stones. 

Spring 1976, Number 2: Marquetry-Today, 
Split Turnings, Eagle Carvings, Hand Dovetails, 
Mechanical Desks, Textbook M istakes, Antique 
Tools, Sprial Steps, Gustav Stickley, Oil/Varnish 
Mix, Shaker Lap Desk, Back to School. 

Summer 1976, Number 3: Wood, Mortise 
and Tenon, The Christian Tradition, Hand Shap· 
ing, Yankee Diversity, Plane Speaking, Desert 
Cabinetry , Hidden D rawers, Green Bowls ,  
Queen Anne,  Gate-Leg Table, Turning Confer
ence, Stroke Sander, Furniture Plans. 

Fall  1 976, Number 4: Cabinetmaker ' s  
Notebook, Water and Wood, Hidden Beds, Ex
otic Woods, Veneer, Tackling Carving, Market 
Talk, Abstract Sculptures, Workbench, Orna
mental Turning, Heat Treating, Mosaic Rosettes. 
Shaped Tambours, Buckeye Carvings, Hardwood 
Sources. 

Winter 1976, Number 5 :  Stacking, Design 
Considerations,  Keystone Carvers , Carcase 
Construction, Dealing With Plywood, Patch-Pad 
Cutting, Drying Wood, Gothic Tracery, Meas
ured Drawings. GuitarJoinery. The Bowl Gouge, 
English Treen, Shaper Knives. 

Spring 1977, Number 6: The Wood Butcher, 
Wood Thread s ,  The Scrape r ,  Ca l ifornia  
Woodworking, Bend Laminations, Dry Kiln, Ex
panding Tables, Two Sticks, Stacked Plywood, 
Two Tools, Pricing Work, Going to Craft Fairs, 
Colonial COStS, Serving Cart, Woodworking 
Schools. 

Summer 1977, Number 7: Cooperative Shop, 
Glues and Gluing, Winter Market, Three-Legged 
Stool ,  Lute Roses, Bowl Turning , Wharton 
Esherick, Doweling, Spalted Wood, Antiqued 
Pine Furniture, Solar Kiln, Carving Fans, Bend
ing a Tray, Two Meetings, Index to Volume One. 

Fal l  1977, Number 8:  Out West, Steam Bend
ing, Triangle Marking, Painted Furniture, Chain
Saw Lumbering, Rip Chain, Getting Lumber, 
Sawing by Hand, Gaming Tables, Two Contem
porary Tables, Wooden Clamps, Elegant Fakes, 
Aztec Drum, Gout Stool, Two Tools, Measuring 
Moisture, The Flageolet, Young Americans. 

Winter 1977, Number 9: Repair and Restora
tion, Designing for Dining, Tall Chests, Tall 
Chests, Entry Doors, The Right Way to Hang a 
Door, Drawer Bottoms, School Shop, Health 
Hazards in Woodworking, Basic Blacksmithing, 
Carving Cornucopia, Carving Lab, Routed Edge 
Joint, Shaker Round Stand, Cutting Corners, 
Small Turned Boxes, Unhinged. 1�IJlI To oed" ,he b"k I�"� 0' 'he Biennial Dengn Book, "nd u, you, ",me, ,dd'm ,nd p" mcm ,long wl,h , II" oEwh" you 

want. Each back issue is $ 2 . 50 postpaid. The Biennial Design Book is $8 .00 postpaid. Connecticut residents add 7% sales 
tax. Make your payments to the Taunton Press and send to the address below. 

1beThuntonltess, 52 Church Hill Road, Box 35 5B, Newtown ,  CT 06470 
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A sophisticated line of tools for the serious woodcarver. handcrafted in the U.S.A. 

Wood Carving Tools. Lignum Vitae. Boxwood and Hickory Mallets. 

Wood Workers Rasps. Adzes. Slip Stones. Handles and Benches. 
Catalog 1.00 

S c u l pture H o u se. Inc . • 38 East 30th Street. New York. N. Y. 1 0 0 1 6  

r------ ------------------, 

PE R F ECT 

L I O N  M I T E R  T R I M M E R  
i s  a s i m p l e-to- u se h a n d  too.! for  the d o
it-you rselfer, c rafts m a n ,  c a b i net m a ker 
a n d  ca rpenter. E n d s  the frust ration of 
rough and m is m atched j o i n i n g. T h is 
versat i l e  tool  m a kes g lass-sm ooth 
trim cuts on any wood - soft or  
h a rd - to 4" wide for 4 So a n g l es 
to 6" for s q u a r i n g ,  a n d  
any a n g l e  i n  between,  
l eft or right.  S u per 
s h a rp tool-steel k n ives 
m a ke t h o u s a n d s  of cuts,  
yet keep their edge. 
M a ke p i ct u re fra m es,  
bui ld  c a b i nets, t r i m  
out a room l i ke a P R O !  

F O R  F R E E  I N FO R M AT I O N ,  W R I T E :  

Lion Miter Trimmer 
R R- 2 ,  Box 1 8P . W i ndsor, VT OS089 - (603)  6 7 S-2 1 O S  

N a m e  ______________________________________ _ 

A d d  ress ____________________________________ _ 

City State Z i p  ___ _ 
L ________________________ � 
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MEmODS (continued) 

ment of the hangers by marking the space between adjusting 
screws and jaws. Hangers are made from 2x4 stock cut to a 
loose fit between adjusting screws and glued into snug holes 
in the plywood at 90 0 to the base. You can make a rack for 
C-clamps in the same way , but set in the hanger parts at 80 0 
rather than 90 0 ;  for large C-clamps, use 2x6 stock. A free
standing clamp " tree" can be made from 2x4 stock. 

-Everett Traylor, Bettendorf, Iowa 

Glass scraper 

Microscope slides work very well as scrapers, particularly in 
tight places like the interiors of small boxes, or drawers . 
When the edge is fresh , they cut beautifully, and though 
they lose the edge faster than a metal scraper, they are dis
posable and don' t  require the time spent on resharpening. 
I ' ve found that so-called petrographic slides (27mm x 46mm) 
are sturdier than biological slides (25mm x 75mm) . One sup
plier (of many) is Buehler, Ltd . , 2 1 20 Greenwood St . ,  
Evanston, I ll . ,  60204 . The order number is 40-8000-00 1 for 1 
gross, price $7 .00.  

-John Reid, Amherst, Mass. 

Repairing trim 

A piece of furniture may seem beyond repair if a large 
chunk of ornate trim is missing or damaged. The repairman 
may lack the skills to carve a new piece of wood, or the carving 
may cost more than the furniture itself. The answer is to make 
a mold from the existing trim and cast a new piece with auto 
body putty, better known as bondo . 

Bondo comes in two parts, a resin and a catalyst. It does not 
dry, but rather cures, and therefore (unlike plastic wood) does 
not shrink. When it has cured it can be shaped and drilled 
like wood. It won ' t  absorb stain, but can be painted or col
ored with Blendal powdered stains (from Mohawk Chemical 
Co . ,  Amsterdam, N .Y . )  to match the surrounding wood. 

To make a mold , remove a section of undamaged trim 
from the furniture and drive a couple of finishing nails into 
the back of it, to act as handles. Fill a container with plaster of 
Paris, grease the front surface of the trim with any light oil , 
and push it firmly into the plaster. As you set the trim, wiggle 
it a bit to ensure a good contact and be careful not to let the 
plaster flow over the back of it . When the mold has hard
ened, use the nails to pull the trim out. The finish on it will 



TURN CRAFT CLOCKS 
• Enjoy the satisfaction of 

making and owning a clock 
you have created. 

• Complete, simplified plans. 
Easy to read detailed con
struction. 
• Includes material lists. 
• Many show Shaper/Router 

Cutters used. 
• Choose from Grandfather, 

Grandmother (Traditional
Early American), School, 
Bracket, Cottage, Steeple, 
Vienna Regulator, Wag-on
Wall. 

TURNCRAfT CLOCK 
IMPORTS CO_ 

Finish it 
with the 
finest. . .  
FREE CATALOG gives 
wood sta in ing and 
finishing tips. Send self
addressed, stamped 
(46¢) envelope (9xI2")  
to  Deft, I nc. ,  Dept. FW, 
17451 Von Karman Ave., 
I rvine,  CA 92714.  

• Movements, Dials, Hard
ware and all component 
parts related to clock build
ing. 

• Now stocking the new 
Urgos Grandfather Triple 
Chime nine tube movement. 
(The Cadillac of move
ments). 

• 33 Page Catalog-$2.00 re
fundable on $25.00 order. 
• Special quantity discounts. 

Dept . F W I ,  
6 1 1 Winnetka Ave. No. 

Golden Valley, Minn. 55427 
Phone: 6 1 2-544- 1 7 1 1 

Wood Shed 
------ SPECIAUSTS IN -----

VENEERS - OVER 75 SPECIES 
FROM ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD 

1807 Elmwood Ave. 
Buffalo, N.Y. 14207 

7 16-876-47 19 
WALNUT B U RLS BLACK B EA N  

RIFT RED OR W H ITE O A K  

Write for free price list_ 

Designer-Craftslnen. 
Certificate of mastery and undergraduate degrees. 

Studio Programs in: Metal Working; W ood  &: Furniture Design; Ceramics; 
Weaving; Jewelry; String Musical Instruments; Textile Printing &: Dyeing. 

OUf faculty includes: Pat Dunning; Vincent Ferrini; Gwen-Lin Goo; 
Richard Hirsch; John Kirk; Alphonse Mattia; Jere Osg ood; William Sax; 
Barbara Wallace; Donald Warnock; Fred Woell; Dorian Zachai. 

The program requires concentrated studio work. courses in design, art history 
and business. Admission requires previous experience and portfolio review. 
For further information, write: Boston University, Office of Admissions, 
Program in Artisanry, Dept. FW, 121 Bay State Road, Boston, Massachusetts 02215. Or call (617) 353-2300. 

Affiliated with Franklin Institute of Boston. 

Boston�University 

/lAnA BUl- lt WOODEN TOY ��- PATTERNS 

WOODEN TOYS: A Simple One-Evening Project (an 
excellent first time woodworking adventure) 
A quick and easy project. You can make this yard en9ine steam train plus 
five different trucks using common hand tools by tracing our full-size easy 
to understand patterns. The patterns include the yard engine locomotive, 
passenger car, flat bed, log transport, and caboose. Truck pattems in
cluded are the semi cab with gas tank trailer, IoQ transport trailer and 
tandem flat bed trailers, plus a m odel A pickup and horseless milk wagon. 

ALL TEN 
PATTERNS ONLY: 
$4.00 ppd. 

EASY TO MAKE TOY PUZZLES 
Here are nine enchanting wooden toy puzzle designs that you can make 
easily from standard size lumber. The easy-to-follow, full size patterns 
include a duck, kitty cat, snail, squirrel, pig, gingerbread man, teddy bear, 
toy soldier & jalopy. Each of these puzzfes will stand by itself when it's 
finished. 

ALL NINE 
PATTERNS ONLY: 
$4.00 ppd. 

BUILD THIS WOODEN TOY STEAM TRAIN 
This is a fine wooden toy reproduction of 
a nineteenth century steam train. An 
order for the woodworKing drawings 
brings you plans for the locomotive plus 
seven cars: tender, freight car, flat 
car, passenger car, gondola, crane 
car and caboose. This is a hand
some sturdy toy and detailed full ... 
size drawings make it an easy 
project. 
$4.00 ppd. 

,LfJQe-Built 

Our catalog of more 
than 200 wooden toy 
designs ' toy making 
supplies is sent lree 
with yaur pattem or
der. Catalog alone is 
50¢ 

Toys & Crafts 
2907 Lake Forest Rd_ ,  P.D_ Box 5459, Dept. F-3, Tahoe City, California 95730 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I I 
I Please send me the following by prepaid return, first dass mail: I 
I 0 WOODEN TOY5-a one-evening project at $4.00 I o Easy to make TOY PUZZLES at $4.00 I 0 Wooden Toy STEAM TRAIN at $4.00. 

I 
I Enclose check or money order, Ca. residents only add 6% sales tax I 
I Total I 
I Name I 
I Address I 
I City State ZiP I 
I 0 Catalog only SO¢ (Catalog Included free With pattern orders ) I 
� - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - �  
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Model 45 

POWERMATIC 

Wood Lathe 

Woods hop Specialties is a stocking d istributor for 
POWERMAT I C  and other q ual ity stationary woodwork
ing machi nery offering f u l l  service and competitive 
prices. We also deal in reconditioned machinery. 

"lM"OODSHO:E=' S:E='ECJ:ALTJ:ES 
P.O. Box 1013 East Middlebury, VT 05740 

802-388-7969 

LATHES . PLANERS . ARBOR SAWS . SHAPERS · SANDERS r DRILL PRESSES · BAN DSAWS • JOINTERS · RADIAL ARM SAWS • 
_I ., 

A Hobby' Is An 
Expression Of Pride. 

If your hobby is woodworking, 
North American manufactures a 
complete line of fine crafted, pre
cision, carbide cutting tools.  
North American has manufac
tured quality cutting tools for 

-=_�r..r'_ over 35 years for some of the $T.._�1I" finest furniture manufacturers 
in the country. As a matter of 
fact we supply more carbide 
cutting tools to the furniture 
industry than anybody else. 
Now the same precision 
quality cutting tools are 
available to you at prices 
the craftsman, hobbyist 
will call cheap. We want 

our expression of pride to 
be part of yours. Send off for 

your catalog and price list today. 

Gentlemen, 

My woodworking hobby is my expression of pride and I would like to know 
more about your precision carbide cutting tools. Please send me at no obligation 
your catalog and price list. $ 1 .  enclosed for postage and handling. 

NAMFL-________________________________________ __ 

ADDRESS ________________________________________ _ 

CITY ___________________ STA TE ___________ ZIP ___ _ �� A Com,.", m .... , •• 0." "", To '" " 0'"0' A"' ,",.," . 
North American Products Corp. . 2625 Cumberland Parkway, N.W., Atlanl", Georgia 30339 

1404) 434-1400 

L ___________________________ J 
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METHODS (continued) 

be blushed from the moisture in the plaster, but it can be re
stored by using Mohawk's blender flow-out, which comes 
both glossy and flat. 

New trim can now be made by greasing the mold and 
pouring bondo into it. Stir gently to get rid of air bubbles . 
When the bondo starts to cure, set a few nails in the back for 
handles so it can be pulled from the mold.  After it is solid it 
can be pared with a knife, sanded and cut to fill the damaged 
area on the furniture. Attach it with epoxy glue. Bondo con
tinues to cure for about a week and if you wait too long to 
trim and sand it, it will be like steel .  

Bondo can also be used to repair a damaged corner or other 
area where it isn ' t  practical to make a mold from existing trim. 
First clean the damaged area and cut away any slivers of wood. 
Don ' t  be afraid to enlarge it-another half- inch won ' t  make 
any difference. Drive a few finishing nails into the damaged 
area to anchor the bondo, but make sure -rhe heads are below 
the undamaged surface. Now wrap aluminum foil around 
some small pieces of wood, such as tongue depressors, and 
tape them to the undamaged wood so they bridge the repair 
zone and act as a form for the bondo. Trowel in the plastic , in 
layers if necessary, and when it cures remove the forms. 
You' ll have a crude representation of the undamaged area, 
which can then be shaped with a knife and sandpaper. 

-Glenn Rathke, Pompano Beach, Fla. 

Triangle tips 

An architect 's 45 0 triangle is inexpensive and handy 
around the shop. Attach a l/2-in. x %-in.  strip of walnut along 
the hypotenuse with No. 2 R.  H. brass wood screws to make a 
miter square. Take care not to cut into the edge of the tri
angle when you scribe with a metal instrument. 

-Dwight G. Gorrell, Centervtlle, Kans. 

An inexpensive but accurate plastic drafting triangle gives a 
perfect 45 0 setting on the table saw. A long wood face on the 
fence with sandpaper attached prevents slippage and further 

Table-saw f ron t  

improves accuracy. For a perfect 90 0 setting on the saw gauge, 
turn It over, push it against the back of the saw table, and 
tighten. 

-Jim R ichey, Houston, Tex. 

Knife profile patterns 

Because shaper knives and hand planes cut at an angle 
(Fine Woodworking, Winter ' 76 ,  p. 6 1 ) ,  a molding profile 
cannot be directly traced onto a blank and ground to shape. 



"THE FINEST WOODS" 

• Foreign Hardwoods • Domestic Hardwoods 
• Veneer • Cabinet Plywood 

SPRING SPECIAL 
Cherry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S2S ·'1.6 *FAS-$1 .BS board foot 
Honduras Mahogany . . . . . . . . . . .  S2S ·'/.6 *FAS-$2 . 1 O  board foot 
Walnut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S2S ·'/.6 *FAS-$2.BS board foot 
Zeb Redwood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S2S ·'/.6 *FAS-$3.2S board foot 

Minimum Order 1 0 board feet 

'''FAS'' is the Best Quality in Hardwood Lu mber. 
" We KfLN DRY OUR OWN Lumber and 

Store it in a Humidity Controlled Warehouse." 

Write or Phone for Price List 
CRAFTWOODS 

DIV. OF O'SHEA LUMBER COMPANY 
York Rd. & Beaver Run Lane 

Cockeysville, MD 21030 
301-667-9663 

� �. •• • • • . -WE HONOR 
-

WE HONOR 

Create a faIllily 

treasure 

Build an exquisite Grandfather clock of truly outstanding quality! For 
over half a century our fine craftsmen have been producing each kit with 
painstaking care. The love and pride we put into our work is the hall
mark of every Kuempel clock. 

We do the hard part, yet the satisfaction of making a family heirloom 
can be yours using just the tools you already have around the house. 

These designs, in cherry, mahogany or walnut, combine the simplicity 
of yesteryear with stately elegance to enhance the decor of any home. 

Choose bright sounding tubular bell or resonant rod chimes. Hand-
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Write for complete literature or send $2.50 for plans of three clocks 
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e Spirit of the 

21195 Minnetonka Blvd . •  F-M8 • Excelsior, MN 55331 

Our new l i ne of lathes �i l l  turn your  work smoothly 
at a price that wi l l  turn your head. 

(24" bed model shown.) Good tools cost good money. When it comes to 
wood-tu rning lathes anly you knaw how big an 
investment you want to make. 

Until now, we were reluctant to add th is type of 
woodworking machinery to our l ine of qual ity tools. 
Either they weren't good enough to meet Gorrell 
Wade standards or they were too expensive for the 
non-professional craftsman.  But now, we th ink 
we've fou nd a practical alternative - three of them 
in fact, with bed lengths of 24", 32" and 40" and 
with a swing over the entire bed of up to 16- 1 /2".  

powerful, smooth-runn ing machines with welded 
steel frames and sealed bol l  bearings. They feature 
three spindle speeds, (750, 1500, and 3000 RPM's), 
a d ri l led tail stoc k spindle (only on the 40" model) 
and a full range of 15 accessories from a d isc 
sander to a bowl-turning post. We honestly feel 

Garrett Wade Company, Dept. FW-3-8 
302 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10001 
Gentlemen, 

Mode in Sweden by LUNA, our wood lathes are 

there is no beller, comparable 
value to be found anywhere 
in  this country. \ 

So send us th is coupon. 
We wont you to be " 

as good as you can get. 

o Please send me FREE information on 
your lathes. 

o Also send me your INCA catalog of 
ather stationary power tools. I have 
enclosed $ I . 

Name' __________________________ __ 

Addres�s ________________________ __ 

City _________ State"-______ LZi p __ _ 
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I mported 
and stocked by 

RUSS ZIMMERMAN 
RFO 3, BOX 57A, PUTNEY, VT. 05346 

Outboard bowl turning with bed-mounted 
handresl. 36" between centers. Up to 72" available. 

Send 1 5\1 or large stamped envelope for full details. 

WOOOTURNING INSTRUCTION-2 day program. I nstruction and 
practice in cutting techniques for faceplate and spindle turning. 

TOOLMARK WOOD LATHE DUPLICATOR 
Features Quality & Precision 

Write for Free Literature & Compare 
TOOLMARK CO. (61 2) 561 -42 1 0  
6840 Shingle Creek Pkwy $285.00 
Minneapolis, MN 55430 FOB Mpls 

1 8th Century Hardware Co. ,  I nc .  

1 3 1 East Third Street 

Derby, Pen nsylvania 1 5627 

Brass Hardware For Antique Furniture 
Catalog $2.00 

Best Woodworking 
Clamp! 

This al l  wood hand screw 
clamp is 1 00% maple, 
with a natural oi l  finish .  
Copied from the proven an
tique model , this tool is 
handsome as wel l  as fu nc
tional . A fine tool for every 
woodworker. 

Available in  one convenient 
size as shown at $1 0 . 50 
each p . p .  Four or more 
$9 . 00 each p . p .  
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Vt. residents add 3% sales 

tax. Check or M . O .  only. 

To: Johns Congdon 
Cabinetmaker 
P.O. Box 493 

Moretown, VI. 05660 

METHODS (continued) 

This method will help you make a blade that will reproduce a 
desired molding pattern. First, determine the angle a of the 
knife as it cuts (either in a shaper or a hand plane) . Then 

S haper k nife Plane i ron M olding cross section 

draw a cross section of the molding shape. To this sketch add 
the outline of the knife as it cuts the wood. Then draw a fold-
ing line and a side view of 
the knife at angle a and at 
its true length . Now add 
another  fold ing  l ine  
parallel to  the  knife 
length, and beyond it 
draw a knife blank.  Ex-

Fold i ng l i ne 
---'--+=--

Knife : r
.
ide 

out l ine I view 
, of blade 
, a 

rLL.LLLLLLLL.J -t-
tend construction lines from several points on the molding 
profile, through the first folding line at 90 0 ,  to the edge of 
the knife length . It is possible to construct a template the ac
tual shape and size of the knife you want to make by measur-

Distance 
to folding 
l i ne equa l  

1 � Knife b lank : � ) / 

ing with dividers from the first folding line back to the con
struction line intersection points on the molding outline, 
then transferring these measurements from the second 
folding line to the knife blank. All construction lines must 
pass through the folding lines at 90 o . 

-Ron Davidson, Port Angeles, Wash. 

Gluing frame 

I found I did not have a really flat gluing surface and had 
to improvise one. I used an old window frame to set up my 
pipe clamps for gluing up solid wood panels. The trick is to 
keep the clamps parallel and in the same plane, to make sure 
the panels have no glued-in twist or wind. After notching the 
frame to accept about half the diameter of the two pipes, 
place winding sticks across them fore and aft and sight across 
the top of the sticks to spot any variation from parallel . If 
there is a variation , simply deepen the one notch necessary to 
bring the pipes into line. 

Once you have trued this setup, don ' t  move it, because the 
surface on which it is next placed may vary and change the 

� P ipe clamps 

Sight ing st iCks�'�I' [�=Q��������=21 



METHODS (continued) 

parallelism . When gluing the boards together, place the good 
side down and use one or two clamps across the top of the 
boards to even out the pressure. Always use scrap strips be
tween the clamp jaws and the wood to distribute pressure and 
avoid marks. 

-Duane Waskow, Man'on, Iowa 

And more clamps 

Perhaps some readers might be interested in making some 
adjustable clamps entirely of wood, as I have done. The di
mensions can be varied to suit one's needs. 

These clamps don ' t  operate quite like the metal- threaded 
ones since both screws are right-handed . However, I have 
found them to be quite satisfactory. In use one tightens the 

. ,  � Y4 ,::-, .z::::::so---../ 

deep 

- I : 
3f4 " I �1 Y2 "  I i ,  1-- 4%" ....., 

inner screw to clamp the work, then secures the jaws by 
spreading the outer screw. The small dowel serves as a guide 
rod to keep the loose jaw in alignment.  The hole in the loose 
jaw should be oval to permit angular pieces to be clamped. 
Of course, hard maple or other dense wood should be used. 

-Arvle E. Marshall, Watkinsvtlle, Ga. 

Sizing 

When cutting threads in end grain ,  an aid to preventing 
tear-out (Fall ' 7 7 ,  p. 1 9) that will give clean-running threads 
is to " size" the wood. After drilling the hole in the end grain 
(or any surface, for that matter) coat the hole with a watery 
glue (polyvinyl acetate, plastic resin, etc . )  thin enough to 
penetrate the fibers. Less tear-out will occur during the tap
ping. Afterwards apply more coats of sizing to harden the 
wood further. 

Sizing so applied increases the toughness of any run ning or 
bearing surface. 

Another use of sizing is to raise the grain. Before the final 
sanding, apply a thin wash coat of sizing. Avoid thermo
plastic adhesives (the white and yellow glues) because they 

r 
-" 

PATENT 
PENDING 

the NEW "POI\�: KerfKeep-er 
• Maintains the saw-kerf during long saw-cuts. 
• Prevents saw-binding and saw "k ick-back". 
• Controls the droop and sag of material 

being cut. 
• Holds edges in close proximity for welding, 

soldering, gluing. 
Craftsmen-professional  and amateu r-have 
all experienced the a n n oyance and potential 
hazard i n  the uncontrol l ed behavior of the 
material  while l o ng saw-cuts are made 
through l a rge panels.  

The new "Pony" Kerf Keeper is designed to 
provide the help you 've always needed , that 
extra pair  of hands to h old the material  i n  
place w h i l e  you make the cut.  I t  is  a s imple, 
i nexpensive l i tt le device that can be sl ipped 
into the sawkerf once it has been started and 
clamped f i r m l y  by tighten ing the wi ng-nut.  

Write for ful l  deta i l s ,  or ask you r  favorite 
hardware or tool supply dea ler.  
ADJUSTABLE C LAMP COMPANY 
43 1 N .  Ashland Ave . / Chicago, Il 60622 

Clear Strips Kiln Dried Rough 
1" x 112" x 2:'5'_ .95 per lineal foot 

1" x 2" x 2:'5'_ 1.20 per lineal foot 

3" increments. Assorted or random lengths. 

If lengths are specified, add . 15 per lineal foot . 

$25.00 Minimum Order 
California residents add 6% sales tax. 
F.O.B. Los Angeles, California. Shipped Freight Collect. 

o BankAmericard/Visa 0 Master Charge 

Master Charge only 4 digit number r I I I I of member bank. Card Expires On ___ _ 

Signature _____________ _ 

Please Print Name ______________ _ 

Address _____________ _ 

City _____ State ____ Zip __ 

Telephone ____________ _ 

5800 So. Boyle Ave . ,  Los Angeles, Cal if. 90058 ( 2 1 3) 583-451 1  
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REAL WOODS DIVISION BROOKSIDE 
_______________ VENEERS, LTD. 

Complete selection exotic hardwood veneers 
- from our  architectural i nvento ry 

carving b locks 

Mail Order - Retai l  
Send for our catalogue - 50� 

Your own col lection wood veneer samples 
$2.00 post paid 

Personal Attent ion g iven to every order 

107 Trumbul l Street, Bldg .  R-8 E lizabeth , N . J .  07206 
L _________ __________________ � 

GODDARD SUMMER ARTS COMMUNITY 
JUNE 3-AUGUST 23. 1 978 

Painting, Sculpture, Hand Woodworki ng, 
Drawing, Printmaking 

• AI Blaustein • Patricia Mainardi • Gretna Campbell • Richard Martin 
• Lucien Day 
• Patricia de Gogorza 
• Lois Dodd • James Gahagan • Sidney Geist 

• Claire Romano 

• John Ross 

• Irving Sabo 

• Bob Tarule 

• Patricia Mainardi. Director 

The Goddard College Art. Complex and 425-acre campus, set 
in the foothill. of the Green Mountains of Vermont. offe� ex· 
cellent Indoor and outdoor facilities for artists. 

One Semester Credit. 
Options for DegrlHl Study at B.A./M.A. Levels. 

For detailed information. write: 
Summer Programs Office, Box A-7 

Goddard College, Plainfield, Vermont 05667 
EQual Opportunity AdmiSSions 

Wile (ltenturu ®[b Ijumber l'oucce 
DUtil New JlIess 

For over 1 00 years, we have been cutting the finest quality hard· 
woods. veneers and turnings for craftsmen like you. 

Spring Specials until June 1 st 
Reg. Sale 

50' 1 "  Genuine Honduras Mahogany . $ 1 . 7 5  $ 1 .45 
50' 1 "  Black Walnut . 2 . 2 5  1 .98 
50' 1 "  Andiroba 1 . 1 0  .89 
50' 2" Andiroba 1 . 1 9  .95 
50' 2" Pennsylvania Cherry 1 . 6 5  1 . 50 

For ordering and complete product information send 25' to: 

--cAmericanCWaxlcraftets--
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I >i\'i�i()11 of I lartzc11 I larciw()ocis. Inc. 

Established 1875 
P.O. Box 919 • Piqua, Ohio 45356 

SPECIAL OFFER 
M1002 SET OF EIGHT Standard Size 
Turning Tools. A set of professional quali· 
ty tools for craftsmen and schools. Made 
of finest quality Sheffield steel. Hardened 
and handgound - sharpened to exacting 
standards. The set pictured above includes 
3 gouges. 4 chisels. and a paring chisel. 
Overall length of tools is 16 V, inches. Our 
current price is $45.00 including shipping. 
Our special price is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

$39.00 postpaid. 
Request your E-JO catalog today. A 66 
page catalog of carving tools, woodwork
ing tools, and other related supplies. E·IO 
Catalog 75 cents. FREE with special offer. 

Special offer .alid through April 30, 1978. 
® 

Wood Curvers SlIppl!! eo. 
3056 Exc:elolor Bl.d •• Mlnn .. poIl •• MN 55411 

Phon.: (812) 927·7491 

METHODS (continued) 

soften with friction and load up abrasive paper. Brown glue 
such as Borden ' s  or Weldwood plastic resin sand and harden 
the wood especially welL Another way to raise the grain is 
with thin shellac or lacquer. When it dries, the sizing 
" keeps" the wood fibers and grain raised , so they can be 
sanded away. If a better surface is not immediately noticed, 
the imptovement may well be apparent after several months 
of humidity fluctuation. 

-c. B. Oliver, Durham, N.H 

Truing a drill-press table 

A drill-press table can be leveled easily and accurately with 
a piece of coat-hanger wire bent into a "Z. " Fit one end into 
the drill chuck, and ad
just the height until 
the other end of the 
w i re j u s t  s c r a p e s  
against the table. Now 
rotate the wire 1 80 0 •  If 
the table is exactly 90 0 
to the drill chuck, then 
the wire will still scrape 
the table slightly after 
being rotated . If it 
doesn ' t ,  adjust the 

Table 

Chuck 

table until it does. The surface is true when the wire scrapes it 
to the same degree in every position . 

-Lyle Terrell, New Orleans, La. 

Fine Woodworking Slipcase 

Magazines fit into these cases 
to become valuable reference volumes . 

Blue front embossed in gold.  
One case holds 12 issues . 

Send check directly ,  
payable to : 

THE HIGHSMITH CO. 
Box 25FW 

Fort Atkinson , WI 5 3 5 38 

One file $4.29, three for $ 1 1 . 1 3  
Postpaid. Money-back guarantee. 

© 1977 BIMEX. INC. 

Sharpen All Tools 
Accurate ly 

Carbide or steel sawblades from 
4"-18" ,  cutters , router bits , 
knives , etc. The B IMEX GR INDER 
54S2 costs less than $ 1 900. Fine 
setting faci l ity and p recise tooth 
locating allows for quick set-ups.  
Earn up  to $30/hr .  part-time .  Easy 
to operate. Request free Grinder 
Bul letin or send $2 for 56-page 
catalog to: 

B I M E X ,  I N C .  
487 Armour Circle N.E . . Atlanta, Ga. 30324 

Tel. 404/873·2925 



Q & A ____________________ _ 
Consulting editors Andy Marlow and 

George Frank invite questions from 
readers about cabinetmaking and fin
ishing. We also encourage readers to 
join the discussion with their own an
swers to problems raised in this column, 
for there ' s  always more to learn. Write 
Q/ A ,  Fine Woodworking, Box 3 5 5 ,  
Newtown ,  Conn .  06470. (For period 
furniture patterns, consult our survey 
of plans in print,  Summer ' 76 issue.) 

Finishing 
I am making a small round extension 

table for a dinette, using Brazziian 
cherry, a fragrant wood with grain and 
color simziar to mahogany. I would like 
its fi"nal color to be beige rather than 
ruddy brown, and it would be nice to 
retain the fragrance xl possible. 

-Louis O. Heinold, Warwick, R .I. 
George Frank replies: "To make a 

red wood blond you have to get rid of 
the red. You may be able to camou
flage the red and come up with a beige
brown finish by putting hints of green 
into the stain (if you use any) , into the 
filler and into the finish . Or you may 
have to bleach the wood by washing it 

Fine tools for the discriminating 
woodworker at attractive prices. 

WOODWORKER"S SUPPLY, Inc. """,t;ww 

Write for our 1 977-78 catalog. Please enclose 
$ 1 .00 for postage and handling. 

Woodworker's Supply, Inc. 
P.O. Box 141 17 

1 1200 Menaul NE 
Albuquerque, N.M. 871 12 

Name ________________________ _ 

Street ________________________ _ 

City _______________ State ____ _ 

Zip Code ____________________ _ 

two or three times with the strongest 
chlorine bleach you can find.  Let the 
wood dry between washings, sandpaper 
when dry, and wash off with white 
vinegar to neutralize the bleach. If the 
red is gone, you are ready for staining 
and finishing. Peroxide bleach would 
surely remove the red, but would also 
eliminate all the beauty of your wood. 
Y our problem is far more difficult than 
you realize. You must experiment on 
samples, don ' t  hope for an easy solu
tion ,  and be sure to treat both sides of 
the boards the same way. 

" It is very unlikely that you ' ll be 
able to retain the fragrance. It will not 
resist repeated washing nor will it come 
through the finish . "  

I am buziding a French double harp
sichord kit. The naturals on the key
board have little slips of ebony glued 
on top. The instructions suggest dress
ing the ebony with urethane varnish 
thinned a little more than half with 
turpentine, to protect it from the ozl of 
the hand. What do you think of a 
dressing of this kind? 

On the sharps I have put slips of ozi
free bozied beef bone, because I have 
heard that over the years bone remains 
white whzie ivory wxll yellow. Is this 
true, and would the bone need a dress
ing like the ebony? 

Finally, the instructions recommend 
putting two thin coats of 1 "h.  lb. cut 
shellac Ott the sound board, to protect it 
without inhibiting its resonance. What 
do you think? 

- Wesley ¢ye, New York 
Frank replies: " There are only two 

reasons to finish wood: to protect it, 
and to enhance its beauty. If your harp
sichord will be used by you or other 
serious musicians, the keys need no 
protection or improvement. Sandpaper 
them as smooth as you can and leave 
them alone . It would take 50 years for 
finger oil to stain them, so you can sand 
them again every 50 years. But if your 
harpsichord will be played by careless 
people or children, you should protect 
the keys with two thin coats of polyure
thane.  

"I believe bone can be bleached with 
hydrogen peroxide of 1 00 or 1 30 vol
ume (your pharmacist can supply it) . 
Before applying, soak the bone in caus
tic soda or lye, and wear rubber gloves. 

" The fin ish of your sound board 
should be shellac. It ' s  very important 

Your home 
workshop 
can pay off 
BIG . . .  ��:= 

Power � 
Planer Molder Saw 
Three power tools in one-

a real money-maker for you! 
The BELSAW Planer/Molder/Saw is 
a versatile piece of machinery. It 
turns out profitable precision molding, 
trim, {looring, furniture . . .  in all 
popular patterns. Rips, planes, molds 
separately . . .  or all at once. Used by 
individual home craftsman, cabinet 
and picture framing shops, lumber 
yards, contractors and carpenters. 

Never before has there been a 
three-way, heavy-duty woodworker 
that does so many jobs for so little 
cost. Saws to width, planes to desired 
thickness, and molds to any choice of 
patterns. Cuts any molding pattern 
you desire. Provides trouble-free 
performance. And is so simple to 
operate even beginners can use it !  

30-Day FREE Tria l !  EXC���r?G

F��CTS 

NO OBLIGATION-NO SALESMAN WILL CALL 
RUSH COUPON BElSAW POWER TOOLS CO. 

4257 Field Bldg. TODAY! Kansas City, Mo. 641 1 1  

� D O C:=> E7 r:c:3 E? 
n BELSAW POWER TOOLS � W 4257 Field Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 64111 . 

W. Please send me complete facts about n 
; PLANER - MOLDER- SAW and lj 
", details about 3D-day trial offer. No 0' · obligation, no salesman wil l  call.  � . ' ; NAME __ ___ ____ � � ADDRESS 

CITY Sl 8 STATE IP d 
2:=J � c:C3 <==J <==J 0 
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Fine 
WqqQWorking 

Biennial Design Book 2 
AN INVITATION TO WOODWORKERS to show photo
graphs of anything made of wood, the very best work you 
have done during the past two years. 
EVERYTHING MADE OF WOOD-cabinets, chairs, tables, sculpture, carving, 
marquetry , inlay , turnings, toys, tools, musical instruments, boats, airplanes, 
houses, interiors . Any wood , any finish , any technique, any period . 
FIVE HUNDRED of the best pieces will be selected by the editors of Fine Wood
working for publication in our Design Book 2, to reach the bookstores in June, 
1979.  As in our first Biennial Design Book, published last year, our emphasis will 
be on excellent design and craftsmanship; our intention is to display the state of the 
woodworker's art-a source of inspiration for today, a record for tomorrow. 

RULES 
· Each entry must be of original design and the 
primary material must be wood. A deSIgner and a 
craftsman may enter jointly. Period furniture 
must be . ' after the style of. " not a precise re
prcduction of an antique or a published plan . 
· A maxImum of four entries per craftsman. 
please. 
· Send a glossy black-and- white photograph 
showing an overall view of each entry. along wilh 
as many supplementary photos. details. c1oseups. 
drawings and notes 3S you feel necessary to con
vey what you have made. We need a sharp black
and-white photograph with good contrast, at 
least 5x7 in size, to judge and to publish. The 
background should be featureless-plain white 
or black. grass, sand, snow. etc.-in order to em
phasize the work itself. Be sure to leave adequate 
space around the object within the picture area. 

ENTRY BLANK 
Name 
Street address 

so that we have some layout flexibility. 
· Snapshots. Polaroids, color slides, color prints 
and blurry photographs cannOt be reproduced 
and therefore will not be judged. 
· Put your name on the back of every photo. Be 
careful that ball·point pens don't emboss or mar 
the image. and that wet ink on the back of one 
photo doesn't ru b off onto the next. 
· Each entry must be accompanied by its own en
try blank. Blanks are available upon request from 
the Taunton Press. or clip the one below. zerox or 
hand-copy it. 
· Deadline for entries is Dec. 3 1 .  1 978. 
· If you want your photos returned. enclose a 
stamped . self-addressed envelope. All entries will 
be kept until the book is published inJune. 1 979 . 
· The deCISIOn of the edItors IS final. Craftsmen 
whose work is selected for publication will receive 
a complimentary copy of Design Book 2. and 
may purchase additional copies at wholesale price. 

TDwn Dr city ______________ State _____ Zip ____ _ 
Title and / Dr functiDn Df entry 
WDDds and Dther materials used 
DimensiDns (length, width , height) Price (DptiDnal) ______ _ 
Principal techniques used. unusual techniques (enciDse separate sheet if necessary) 

PeriDd , if after the Style Df _______________________ _ 

CategDry in which YDU wish to be judged 
o AccessDries 0 Architecture 
o Cabinets and chests 0 Carving 
o Instruments 0 Marquetry 0 Tables 

o Beds, benches, cDuches 
o Chairs 0 Desks 

o TDDls O TDYS 
o Utensils 0 Other (please specify) ______________ _ 
Do. YDU want YDur entry returned? 0 yes 0 no. 
Remarks (Dn design, cDnstructiDn. functiDn, craftsmanship, life . . .  ) enciDse separate sheet if 
necessary _____________________________ _ 

Send your entry to: Biennial Design Book Editor, The Taunton Press, 52 Church 
HzII Road, Box 355, Newtown, CT 06470 
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Q & A (continued) 

that it be fresh. Buy shellac flakes or 
buttons and dissolve in alcohol , and if 
you would really splurge, you could fil
ter it through a paper towel .  You will 
get the ingredient that, very probably,  
Stradivarius used . "  

I use wzld cherry that I get out myself 
with a chain-saw mtfl. I am anxious to 
learn a method for fi'nishing cherry 
Kentucky rifle stocks. 
-Myron 1. Morgan, Portsmouth, N.H. 

Frank replies, " I  would d o  the best 
possible sanding and would apply three 
or four coats of clear lacquer to the 
wood without sealer, stain or filler. 1 
would allow proper drying time be
tween coats and re-sand the stock with 
finer and finer grit. When the last coat 
is properly dry, 1 would cut the gloss 
with water and pumice stone . Com
pared to my gunstock, a baby's  rear 
end would seem rather rough. "  

1'm using water/ antfine dyes and I 
sand the wood before applying them, 
then after drying I use water to raise the 
grain and sand again. Following this 
the water stain stzll raises the grain like 
crazy. I 've heard that a glue sizing may 
be used before the water stain. Is this 
right? How to do it? It sounds like any 
sizing would prevent or retard dye 
penetration. 

-J. A.  Osborn, Severna Park, Md. 
Frank replies: " You have the right 

answer. Before using a water dye, you 
should wet the wood first with water to 
raise its grain , let it dry and sand it .  
However, you need a little finesse: 
First, you must use new, fine sandpaper 
that is sharp and will cut; second, your 
sanding strokes must not go in the di
rection of the grain, but on a slight 
bias, so as not to push the fibers back 
into their original cradles, but to cut 
them off permanently. After staining, 
sand the wood again ,  with even finer 
paper. 

" A  glue size is always a good thing 
and stain will penetrate it. You can use 
fairly thin hide glue, but the best is 
rabbit-skin glue, which is used by 
gilders and can be bought wherever 
gold leaf is sold_ You must sand after 
every step. " 

Cabinetmaking 
I work with large panels of 3J4-in. 

lumbercore red birch plywood. I use 
the blind natfing technique on solid 



Q & A (continued) 

wood (lift a curl with a chisel, nazi, and 
reglue the chip) , but with plywood the 
veneer chip pops niht out and the soft 
core rolls under the chisel to form a 
bump. Perhaps plywood can 't handle 
this approach, but ifit can I 'd appreci
ate some guidance. 

-james B. French, Portsmouth, R. I. 
Andy Marlow replies: " Using nails 

in %-in .  plywood is poor construction 
practice. Where nails could be used, 
concealed dowels may be substituted. 
Use a Forstner spurless %-in. bit and 
spiral dowels . "  

Regarding rosewood, what is the best 
way to edge-join two boards, and what 
is the best glue? 

-Joseph C. Marshall, Louisvtlle, Ky. 
Marlow replies: " Saturate a cloth in 

alcohol , wipe surfaces to be joined to 
remove the natural oils and let the alco
hol evaporate dry . Use either hot hide 
glue, Weldwood plastic resin or its 
equivalent, and be sure to clamp ade
quately. " 

I have been using kiln-dn'ed oak that 
has been sitting around for about a 
year. Some of it has developed small 
cracks in the ends, which run with the 
grain throughout the boards. 

-Dave Watson, Newark, Del. 
Marlow replies: " Ask the dealer for 

F . A . S .  grade (Firsts And Seconds) lum
ber. Also you want quality-controlled 
kiln drying. " 

What causes a glue line to raise 
about a hair six months or more after 
glued-up stock has been finished? 

- Tom Jordan, Novi, Mich. 
Marlow replies: " You have used two 

pieces of lumber with different mois
ture contents. Or, it rarely happens, 
but the molecular structure of the ad
joining pieces may vary to such an ex
tent that change of seasons causes a 
slight difference, one to the other, In 
expansion and con traction .  ' , 

I 'm looking for a gauge used by the 
early-day carpenters when dovetad 
drawer joints were cut by hand. It was 
brass or steel at the necessary angle, 
placed over the wood to mark the pins 
and sockets. 

-John C. Davis, Sacramento, Calif 
Marlow replies: " What you describe 

is a rigid bevel gauge that was probably 
made by each woodworker to suit his 

WOODCARVING TOOLS 
One of Europe's leading manufacturers 01 Woodworking Tools oilers: 

• Professional Carving Tools, i. e. 49 styles, 670 varieties. These tools 

are hand-forged from high carboned sleet. 

• light Pattern Carving Tools, i. e. 12 styles, 72 varieUes. These tools 

are hand-forged from high carboned sleel. 

• Chip Carving Knives 

• Firmer Chisels, Gouges and Mortice Chisels 

• Turning Tools 

• other hard-lo-Iind Woodworking Tools 

MOST TOOLS ARE DELIVERABLE EX STOCK! 

For wholesale or retail only. Please ask lor our eatato!). 

GEBR. BUSCH 
P. O. BOX 1302 54 . 0 5630 REMSCHEID 1 (W.-GERMANY) 

f·· ·. ,. 

MAKE YOUR OWN AUTHENTIC FOUR POSTER CANOPY BED 

in its stark simplicity, this bed has su
perbly proportioned maple posts and a double arch 
headboard of pumpkin pine. All parts are accurately 
crafted and sanded ready to finish. It takes standard 
bedding. A wrench, glue, stain and all necessary hard
ware are included in each kit. Posts 77" high. Full 
size straig ht canopy frame 58" x 80", S 1 55. Weight 
1 00 Ibs. Express collect. Queen size straight canopy 
frame 65" x 87", S 1 65. Weight 1 1 5 1bs. Express collect. 

Also available : Lover's Knot Coverlet interwoven 
of dyed wool and natural conon in navy blue, delft, 
red and yellow. Send 50� for color swatches. Full 
splead or queen size coverlet 90" x 1 08", S1 20.00 
ppd. Made to order. 2 to 4 weeks delivery. 

Mass. residents add 5% sales 10;<. 
Send SOc for Color Catalog 

Ovcr 50 AUlhenlic Colonial Furniture 
Kits, Fabrics, Pewtcr, Paint & Accessories. 

C@aWt.� 
1 98 Ship St . . Cohasset, MA 02025 

THE WROUGHT HEAD 
DECOR-NAIL ® 

3/8" head 

�l:8. , J:ank 
4 oz. Box $ 1 .79 ppd. 
Approx. 70 nails 
1 lb. Box $4.39 ppd. 
Approx. 285 nails 
The DECOR-NAIL 

is a revolutionary new 
decorative nail authen

tically fashioned after the 
original hand forged nails 

of the late 1 700's. They pro
vide an authentic touch to res-

toration and remodeling projects, 
giving all the benefits of a cut nail head without the handicap of a 
long nail. For this reason DECOR-NAILS are excellent for making 
patterns on doors, paneling, cabinets, counter tops, beams and to 
cover small nails. The WROUGHT HEAD DECOR-NAIL will 
enhance any Colonial decor. Available in matte black or brass 
plated with %" head and % /1 nail. FREE GIFT CATALOG 
Standard Wrought Head nails are available in sizes from 1" to 3". 

TREMONT NAIL CO. 
P.O.  Box I I I  Dept. FW38 Wareham, Mass. 0257 1 
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I • Emco-Unimat I I I I I I .. . . . .. . . . . . 

-

i Unimal-5·in·l Machine Shop - World Famous
,
' I unimat the precision lathe that converts to I vertical mill,  drill press, surface grinder and -,

polisher-over 100,000 in use by R & D  labs, 
,
- inventors, hobbyists and precision machinists. 

,


A complete miniature machine shop In a craft· 
,- ed wooden storage chest. Reg. $279.00. Add ,

$5.00 for shipping. I ' DOO-A3 Unimat 5·in·l Shop . . . . . . . . . . . . . $199.98i 

I Send .50  for Complete Unimat & Accessory Catalog. ! - �" . . ' 

! L dI! Cli 

I, B ' I , Iu I "". t I I , J � I : .� I 
, Rockwell Speed· Bloc Sander-Palm grip design for ' 
i one hand use. Thumb control switch, offset pad ,I for 4 way flush sanding, 1 2,000 OPM. 100% Ball  ,- Bearing, 5/64" Orbit. Direct Motor to pad -

, design. Pad size 4'/2" x 4'1.". Add $2.00 for ship· i ping. Reg. $64.99. i I 4480(330)·R7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . 547.98 I I Skil Cordless Drill and Screwdriver-Operates I i 
forward or reverse and can be recharged i I hundreds of times to perform with full power I i Recharger included. On and off trigger lock, ,I Chuck key stores in handle. No cord needed, I self·contained power·house with rechargeable i 

i energy cells. High torque, 300 RPM, Use Indoors, ! 
l outd oors, land, sea or air. Light weight only 2.7 , i Ibs. Recharger works on 1 1 5 volts A.C. No. 1 702 i I has a 1/." geared chuck and No. 1 702 SP has a I 1 %" geared chuck. Add $1.25 for shipping. 

1702.537 Skil '/," Cordless Drill  518.98 1 i 1 702SP·S37 Skil %" Cordless Drill  . . . . . . .  519.98 -
i McGraw· Edison 4" Belt Sander-Sands flush in t I corners. Big 20 square inch sanding Pad. Uses I i standard 4"x2Jlh" belts. Powerful 7.5 amps, 1 

,
I H.P.  burnout protected motor. Die Cast Alum. i housing. Add $2.00 for shipping. Reg. $89.95 -

, 3530·59 M.E. 4" Belt Sander . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $52.95 ' 

I McGraw· Edison Variable Speed Drill Press-700 I 
,' to 2000 R . P.M. Drills, sands, reams, bores and i 

grinds with the preCision of profession models. I i Powerful 2.7 AMP motor. Capacity %" in steel, ,


t 3h" in wood . Drills 0" to 2X," deep. Safety lock i (chuck key). Add $3.00 for shipping. Reg. $89.95 
,
-t 3620·59 M . E .  Drill Press . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $52.98 I I I -

I I I I I I I I i McGraw·Edison H . D. 6" Bench Grinder-with i ! Hone Allachment-8 amp Motor, Sealed Ball ! I Bearings, Vibration-free performanc.e. Feat.ur�s ,- hone allach. for fine·edge sharpening. Bu, lt'In I drill sharpening guides. Eye shields, water trough ,
and adiustable tool rests. Rubber shock mounts I and holes for bench mounting. Die·cast Alum. i 1 housing. 36 grit and 60 grit wheels. Grinder speed I 
3450 RPM. Hone speed 78 RPM. Add 54.00 for I • shipping. Compares to $106.95 Value. 

' 4601.59 Grinder with Hone . .  Special-554.98 I 
I SILVO (BRAND NAME) TOOL CATALOG I i THOUSANDS OF EXCITING TOOL VALUES: i 
- Stanley, Wen, Speedy·Sprayers, Milwaukee, Rock. ! I well, Dremel, 5kil, N icholson, Disston, Mil lers I Falls, Hel ios, Wellsaw, Plumb, Kennedy, H uot, I Ridgid, Crescent, Vise·Grip, Audel Books, Unimat, I - Wiss, Channel·lock, General, Pony Clamps and I many Nationally Advertised brands of tools and I I supplies. We ship Coast to Coast at prices hard. , to beat. Send 51 .00 for our big S I LVO TOOL 

CATALOG IOday. I Note: Reg= Mfr's suggested list price. I I Minimum Bank Americard, .lust say "Charge it" I 1 ���a i�r
$

�����
w

Ch
a�

rg
�o��; • [hi iii:: ' ; r 

_ Exp. Date and Signature. . . , . ..,:1'7':;0 ' I ( N o  Phone Orders Please.) I I SILVO HARDWARE CO. , 
I- 107 Walnut St., Dept. FW8·5 Phila., Pa. 18106 I -c.-.c..-....-..�.-.c��...-.c��..-...-.C..-.cl 
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Q & A (continued) 

needs. The same results can be ob
tained by using a common adjustable 
bevel gauge as shown in the Fine 
Woodworking article on hand dove
tailing (Spring ' 76 ,  p. 28) . "  

I reproduce antique furniture, and 
right now I 'm making a slant-top desk 
with a swan 's neck pediment. How do I 
make the deep molding for the swan 's 
neck with the limited equipment that I 
have? How did the old-timers do this? 

-Max Rubin, Auberry, Calt! 
Marlow replies: " The part you are 

interested in is called a broken pedi
ment. Usually these ogee moldings are 
of a size that requires a heavy-duty 
shaper found only in furniture factories 
or millwork shops. After I bandsaw 
these parts for clocks, highboys or cor
ner cupboards , I use only carving 
gouges. 

I 'm about to start a bonnet-top high
boy . . . .  I 'm okay as far as the detads of 
the highboy itself go, but unless I con
struct the bonnet top like a boat (n'bs 
and planking) I 'm stuck. 

-Roy W. Cole, Roswell, N M. 
Marlow replies : " You seem to have 

no problem up to closing in the bon
net-ribs and shiplap planking are cor
rect procedure. Ribs are really %-in. 
thick panels shaped to follow the front 
pediment curve but lowered for the 
planking thickness and based on the 
case top. Inside closure curves of ribs 
are your choice, with plank covering. 
You ' ll need four: front and back right, 
and front and back left . "  

How do you cut a domed panel for a 
panel door, without the convenience of 
a shaper? Is it possible to machine the 
inside corners square so they don 't have 
to be chiseled? 

- WallyJacobson, Pine City, Minn. 
Marlow replies : " Use a portable 

router with a shaped molding cutter of 
your choice. The inside corners must be 
hand tooled, no matter what machine 
tool you use . " 

Follow-up 
. . .  In reply to Richard O. Phipps' 
question about warped lumber (Winter 
' 7 7) . . . A nother way to solve the prob
lem of longitudinal bow is the same as 
A ndy Marlow advises for flattening 
cupped boards. If a large power jointer 
is available, the board may be surfaced 

POLYETHYLENE Gl YeOl, 
the new wood stabi l izer and 
c h e m ical  seaso n i n g  a g e n t .  
Make crack-free tab le tops 
from log cross sections and 
flaw less bowls and carvings 
from g reen scrap wood . Also 
wood fin ishes, clock kits and 
re lated products. I l lustrated 
catalog and broch ure 50c .  
The Crane Creek Company 

Box 5553 F 
Madison , Wiscons in 53705 

general 
woodcraft 
1 5  species of Hardwood 

in stock 

Hardwood Pl ywood , 

and Veneers . 

1 00 B l i n man SI . - New London, Ct.  06320 
(203) 442-5301 

Build Your Own Fam ily Heirloom 
ROCKING CHAIR 

Reprodu.ction 0/ an 
1876 ori8inal 

• Pre-cut do·it-yourself 
kit. 

• Quality Hardwoods, 
W a l n u t ,  M a p l e ,  
Cherry. 

• Pre-sanded, ready-to· 
finish. 

• All parts, hardware 
and easy step-by-step 
directions furnished 
(except upholstery). 

• M o n e y  b a c k  
guarantee. 

Write for our FREE brochure. 

HERiTAG E 
DESIGN 

P.O. BOX 103 MONTICELLO, IOWA 52310 

R O C K I N G  H O R S E  P L ANS 

F U L L  S I Z E  

TRACE a n d  C U T  
E ASY TO FOLLOW 
P LANS .6.50 per set 
Send check or m o ney order t o  

A .  and W .  Pro d u c T S  
p. O .  B o x  203 
W i l  mi n !l t o n , O h i  0 45177 

N o  C . O . D � s  



DO NOT SHARPEN YOUR OWN CHISELS 
Let your wife do it with jig below 

Handy Gri nding Jig 

Perfect Hollow ground 
bevels on blades to 2V2· 
wide, aluminum cons't, 
brass screws, nylon 
washers and rubber no
slip clamp surface. Only 
4V. OlS. $6.95 ppd . ,  
Conn. res. add 49¢ s .  
tax, ck. o r  m . o .  only. 
Money./Jack gll(lmlltee 

RIMA MFG. COo, 
P.O. Box 99 

Quaker Hili, Conn. 06375 

With very little practice this jig will do as good 
a job as sophisticated models four times the 
price of this one. 

2 0 0 WOODWORKING 
PLANS 

A treasury of plans for every home work
shop, school, library. 1 9  series 01 
individually prinled , easy-read drawings for beginner to advaeced 
craftsman. Each series with 10 or more complele plans. 

1 .  Colonial Series 1 0 .  Wall Accessories 
2.  Early American 1 1 .  Wall Furniture 
3. Gun Cabinets 1 2 .  Minialure Chesls 

�. w��e
s���J��IS U �;�\e���;��C�;r�;s 

6.  Grab Bag ( 1 5  plans) 1 5. Old Salem Series 
7.  Cape Cod Series 16. Garden Proiects 
8. Modern Series 17 .  Shaker Furniture 
9. Outdoor Projects 18.  Counlry Kitchen 

19. This 'n That ,(1 5  plans) 
FULL SET $16.50 or order desired series. $1.50 per series (1  0 
plans), 4 series $5 (40 plans). Poslpaid. Calalog 25¢. Satislac
tion guaranteed . Write COLONIAL WORKSHOP, P.O. Box 
1 03- F, Angwin, CA 94508. 

Cherry - Oak - Walnut -
�ahogany - Teak - S ugar 
Pine and many more, Our 
prices and quality will  please 
you . No Mail Orders. Come to 
our warehouse - pick and see 
what you want. Our stocks are 
large and varied . 

Ask for Tom McCarthy 

INTERSTATE HARDWOOD 
LUMBER CO. , INC. 

850 FLORA STREET 
ELIZABETH, N.J. 07201 

Tel. (201) 353-5661 

tiOOSUCk Institute presents 

Guitarma\{i\lY, \l)i8 
A series 01 Lab and Lecture 

courses In GUltarmal<lng. 

GUitar Repalf and Resloratlon. 

Ad�anced oecoratNe TechniQUes. 

and InstrUment OeSlgn & AcoustiCS 

ol1ered b� William CUIOpiano, Luthler, 

contributor and consultant to 

F ine WoodworKing Magazine 

CreDit ol1ered IhroUgh 

North Adams State College 

� 
Cindy Nystrom. The W indsor Mill 

North Adams. MA 01247 413 664 6383 

Q & A (continued) 

or sent across the jointer flat-wise with 
the back up . This will cut down both 
ends until the concave side has become 
leve l .  Now, assuming that there is 
enough wood thickness remaining at 
least in the middle of the board, it may 
b e  s e n t  t h r o u g h  t h e  t h i c k n e s s  
planer . . .  

-James B. Small, Newvtfle, Pa. 

. . .  In the Q I  A department (Winter 
' 77) I would suggest to Marcella Hudek 
that she buy shellac flakes and make 
her own shellac because manufacturers 
do not date their product, so one does 
not know how old the shellac may be 
when bought. I make my own shellac. 
And in the same department to Van 
Wagner, I would like to tell him that 
he need not worry about putting any 
finish on butcher blocks because by the 
time the block has been used for slicing 
vegetables and cutting meat and what 
have you , it will be almost impervious 
to water. . . .  

- W m. V. del Solar, Westmont, III. 

Contacts 
Fine Woodworking will be pleased to 

p u t  readers i n  contact  wi th  one  
another, by forwarding mail and pro
viding addresses upon request. 

Have had a wo�kshop all my lIfe as a 
hobby. Recently lost the use of my left 
arm. Have you any information about 
other woodworkers in same situation? 
Is there any source of information for a 
one-armed woodworker? 

-J. Bryce Mearns, Hawthorne, N.J. 

Encroaching blindness forces me re
luctantly to let my subscription expire. 
Whzle it is too late to be of any help to 
me, you might consider publishing an 
occasional article on projects feasible 
for the visually handicapped. 

-Paul Kern Lee, San Francisco, Calt! 

I would like to be put in touch with 
anyone who could help me with basic 
ideas on getting started on the rather 
large project of earning my living by 
making things in wood. I have secured 
a small shop and expect to begin exper
imentation with tools and proces
ses . . .  I know this is a common prob
le m-how to get started-and I 
thought printing this letter would pro
duce some contact with others 

-Jim Wellborn, Springfield, Ohio 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

,� . 1 �-In- * workhorse" 
molder, 
planer, 
edger . . . 

Convert waste and rough-sawn 
material to dressed lu mber, free 
of wave and chatter marks. Plane 
boards u p  to 14" wide. Plane 
down to 1 /1 6". 

Quickly switch fro m planing  
or edging to molding. Select from 
41 sets of stock mold ing kn ives. 

Use for picture frames, min ia
ture doll furnitu re, models, 
dozens of other workshop tasks. 
*As desc r i bed by Pop u l a r  Mec h a n iCS,  
Novem ber, 1 9 7 6 ,  page 1 2 8.  

... 

WI LLIAMS & HUSSEY MACHINE CORP. 
DEPARTMENT 5C, M t L FORD, NH 03055 
TEL 603673-3446 

ORDER NOW. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
I enclose check or money order 

i n  amount $ ____ _ 
Charge my 
o MASTER CHARGE 0 VISA 

Give card info & expire date. 
(W & H Molder·Planer will be shipped to you from 

New Hampshire via truck; wt. 84 Ibs. Pay shipping 

charge upon receipt.) 

o Handfeed Model W·7 @ $287.00 

o Power Infeed Model W·7PF @ $385.00 

o Power In·and·Outleed Model W·7S @ $445.00 

I Name ____________ __ 

I Street Address I 
CIty --- Slate ___ Zip --- I I . 

Lsend�:..:e:::I==�r:.h= =�� 
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T-HH 
Super Epoxy Adhesive 
The f inest wood binding 
epoxy adhesive on the 
market. T -88 will  cure at 
tem peratures as low as 35° 
F. without shrinking.  This 
strong , d urable 1 :  1 m ix wil l  
adhere to moist surfaces 
and is very easy to use 
e v e n  if y o u ' r e  i n e x 
perienced . Clear amber for
m ula forms virtually invisible 
joints. 

Introductory offer 
P. P .O . U.S. only. 

pt. $6.65 at. $10 .50 gal. $31 . 50 
For more information on T -88 and other 
fine (hem·Tech products, write to: 

��5AMPLE5 
with woodworkers Catalog I ENJOY woodworking more! Let this new I 
J Constantine Catalog-Manual help you build I ne� furnitu�e-refinish, restore beat-up 

cabmets, chalTs, chests, tables faster, easier I than ever before! I 100 Picture·Packed GIANT PAGES I Find instantly wh.atever you need. Buy I at money-savmg Prices - cabinet lumber 

I carving blocks, pipe briar, picture molding
' I cane, furn. hardware, clock kits, lamp parts: 

I woodwork plans & books, etc. Needed prod- I uets found nowhere else! 

I Catalog & Wood Samples Only $1 
Dollar Fully Refunded on First Order I I Accept this offer to own fascinating set of 

20 2x4 specimens of world's most glamorous I 
veneers-Rosewood, Satinwood, Lacewood, I Walnut, Mahogany, Purpleheart, Zebra ·etc! I 
Compare! Then identify instantly finest 

I woods wherever yoU go! I I Mail  ad Now for p roduct- I packed new money-saver Catalog 

���,.�����rr��.-. I � ... 
I 2065 Eastchester Road, Bronx, N.Y. 10461 

o Enclosed $1 for Wood Samples I 
I & Woodworkers Catalog. 0 Catalog Only I ($1 Refunded) 50¢ 
I I 
I :;::�============================� I 
,,-�-;;.-;;.-;;;-;;-.;;-;;-�p ;;.-;;;1 
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BOOKS ___ _ 
Staining and Polishing by Charles H .  
Hayward. Drake Publishers, Inc. , 801 
Second Ave. , New York, N. Y. 1 001 7, 
1974. $7. 95 cloth, $4. 95 paper; 214 pp. 

Woodfinishing by F .  N .  Vanderwalker. 
Drake Publishers, Inc. , 1976. $9. 95 
cloth, $4. 95 paper; 387 pp. 

Wood Finishing and Refinishing by 
S .  W. Gibbia.  Van Nostrand Rein
hold, 7625 Empire Drive, Florence, 
Ky. 41042, 1971 . $10. 95 cloth, $6. 95 
paper; 192 pp. 

Furniture by A .  B .  Pattou and C. 1. 
Vaughn.  Drake Publishers, Inc. , 1970. 
$4. 95 paper, 220 pp. 

In 1 922 in Budapest, my elderly pro
fe s s o r ,  w h i l e  h a n d i n g  o u t  o u r  
diplomas, made a speech: " M y  boys, 
by now you know about staining and 
woodfinishing as much as I do . . .  very 
little. Many of you will go west, to Ger
many, France or America, and there 
you will see that most of what you have 
learned from me belongs to the past . "  

Yet these four books contain very lit
tle more than what I learned from my 
old professor. I have been ponder
ing . . .  Why is there so little new? Did 
progress simply forget woodfinishing? 
Here is the answer I propose: 

Let us compare woodworking to a 
tree having rwo branches. One of the 
branches , the industrial production 
branch, absorbs nearly all the nutrient 
juices of the tree and grows bigger every 
year. Industrial production, with behe
moth machinery, spits out anything 
made of wood and furiously finishes it 
on conveyor belts . The fruit that grows 
on this branch is called " profit" and 
since so many like its taste, this branch 
is well taken care of and keeps growing. 
The other branch, that of the fine 
craftsman, has grown very slowly over 
the past five decades. It is cared for by a 
few conservationists, true craftsmen , 
fine woodworkers. The fruit on our 
branch is  far smal l e r ,  bu t  much 
sweeter, and we call i t  " beauty . "  We 
are a dedicated bunch, we care nothing 
for speed and quantity, but we do care 
about quality and beauty. We find it in 
the simple ways of the craftsmen of yes
teryear, and we are trying to perpetuate 
their ways of doing things. These four 
books were written for us. 

My first impressioQ of Hayward ' s  

BRAZILIAN ROSEWOOD 
1132" Veneer SPECIAL 

20 sq. ft. for $1 0.00 pp. 
All pieces 3 ft. or longer. 

Included with order our 50 page 
catalog of hardware and supplies 
for antique restoration and repro
duction, including locks, drawer 
pulls, hinges, casters, and chair 
cane. Catalog separately $1 .00. 

NOEL WISE ANTIQUES 
Antique Restoration Supplies 

PO Box 404F, 6503 SI. Claude Ave. 
Arabi, LA 70032 

Duo Pneumatic Drum Sander 
Sands convex and concave parts. 

Pump in enough air to conform to shape 
and sand on a "puff of air." 
Write for free brochure. 
SAND-RITE MFG. CO. 

1500 orth Ogden Avenue 
Chicago, llt. 60610 

A. & M. VVOOO SPECIALTY 
358 Eagle Street North 

Cambridge (Preston), Ontario 
N3H 4S6 

5" thick x 1 2" wide Burma Teak; 5"thick 

Honduras Mahogany 8"- 1 2" wide; 4" 
Steamed Romanian Beech ; 1 W' Bra

zilian Rosewood; Flitch Cut Logs of Eng

lish Yew , English Brown Oak, Syca

more, Cedar of Lebanon, Curly English 

Maple, Ebony, Boxwood , Swiss Pear .  

OVER 60 SPECIES IN STOCK 
51 9-653-9322 

$1 00.00 Minimum Order to U.S.A. 

THE WORLD'S MOST UNUSUAL 
DO·IT·YOURSELF CATALOG. 

POOR MAN'S 
CATALOG 3 1 1m "  ��.t FEATUR tNG : .�.�. U.8u�ld engraving machine � lJ.:.'fI • U-BUIld power tools at a fraction of � 'fI store costs �b� • U-Build antique furniture 
b � • Money making ideas, energy saving ,§' Q "1 plans, time saving ideas. unusual (:'� ways to use tools, arts and -crafts, 

/:f '- poor woman's section. plan for the 
""Jiir �'lJ man with everything . . .  plus mUCh, o much more. 

Send 51 .00 for Catalog to Dorsav. 
�1J

n
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a
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M U S I C A L  
I NSTR UMENT 
woods, supp l i es, and 
ac c e s so r i e s  o f  t he 
f i n e s t  q u a l i t y . 

F R E E  CATALO G <QURJAN GU I TARS 
D E P T. B 

H I N SDA L E , NH  03451 

One of the essential lools for woodcarvers, sculptors. model 
and pattern makers. Saves lime in shaping. finishing and 
removing excessive wood. Razor-sharp blade of tempered 
German steel holds keen edge longer. Hardwood handles tor 
non-slip grip. 

Available in 3 sizes: 

No. 1 - 2S0mm X 3Smm . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $10.95 
No. 2 - 200mm X 2Smm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9.95 
No. 3 - 140mm X 20mm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S.95 

Add $1 .00 Postage 
Draw Knife I 

FRANK MITTERME 'n'fJOI-Iet·s o{ Ouality 
E.Tremont 

FIX LOOSE CHAIRS 
Chair-Loc "Swells" Wood 
S u re'actiog l iquid synthetic 
penetrates wood fibres, makes 
them S·W·E·L·L. Locks wood 
joints tightly in place. Fixes loose 
chairs, rungs, legs; also dowels, 
tool and broom handles. Plastic 
squeeze bottle with applicator 
nozzle makes it quick, clean, 
easy. Over 2 million sold in 20 
years. 

CHAIR-LOC IS NOT A GLUE 
Not necessaf)l to take pieces apart to get everlastingly tight 
wood jOints. Used and recommended by antique dealers and 
cabinet makers. 

For 3 oz. Bottle Send $2.00 to: 
CHAIR·LOC, Dept. W278, P.O. Box 45 . 

Lakehurst, N.J. 08733 
N.J. residents add lOt lax. 

LARGE 

DOVETAIL 
TEMPLATES 

Producillg a through·dovetail joil l t  

rapidly a n d  accurately i n  stock up 

to I � "  thickness. One·inch do ve
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book was mixed . Some chapters are 
based on thorough knowledge of the 
subject, while others are superficial. 
Later I learned the answer: Hayward 
did not write the book, he merely 
edited it. He gathered his material 
from other publications and from lead
ing craftsmen.  The best part of his 
book is a detailed description of French 
polishing as practiced in England, and 
the person who supplied this informa
tion knew what he was talking about. 
He was a true master. Hayward' s  book 
is written in British, not in American. 
The American publishers should have 
known that the trade names of many 
products are not the same in England 
and here, and should have re-edited 
the book for the U. S. A .  I picked 
about 50 trade names and showed the 
list to two suppliers of finishing pro
ducts in New York. Three-fourths of 
my list was unknown to them . 

Vanderwalker seems to be a very 
thorough American craftsman and a 
businessman. I do not think he dirtied 
his hands on the job as much as Hay
ward ' s  French polisher did, but he 
studied more, has a more organized 
knowledge and way of dispersing it .  If 
one had a masterpiece to finish , Hay
ward ' s  man would be the one to do it, 
but if the executive suite of a big cor
poration, 1 16 d'oors, two paneled meet
ing rooms and the president ' s  office 
were to be finished faultlessly, Vander
walker and his organization should be 
entrusted with the job.  His book lists 
nearly all the stain formulas that my 
old professor qualified as obsolete , 
although they may not be so for many 
of us, and many new ones, good to 
know about .  He not only gives formu
las, but explains the ' 'why" of them. 
The chapter on varnishes is simply out
standing,  and the one on brush
applied finishes is the best I have read . 
The book is not as good on hand and 
gun-applied finishes. You may not 
find the answer to your immediate fin
ishing problem in Vanderwalker ' s 
book, but while looking you will find 
the answers to five others that you have 
been seeking for a long time . 

The third book is written by S. W. 
Gibbia, to whom I present my sincerest 
compliments. Its appearance is excep
tional in trade publications, with easy
to-read characters on heavy matte-fin
ished paper. The book is amply illus
trated with clear photos closely pertain-

DREMEL 
VARIABLE SPEED MOTO-TOOL. 
• Drills, carves, saws, shapes, routs, 

sands. 
• Cuts in any direction in any kind 

of wood. 
• Goes through knots and imperfec

tions as easily as clear wood . 
• Dia I fast speeds forworking in ha rd 

woods, slow speeds for softwoods. 

ConsiSts of Moto- Tool 381 with bui lt-in 
finQerfip speed control, 34 acces
sones and storage case. 5 other kits 
available. 

See your favorite w ood  carving 
supply store, hobby, craft or hard
ware dealer. Dremel Mfg. Division of 
Emerson Electric Co., Dept. FW-12 
Racine, Wisconsin 53406. 

DREMEl: 
If you're really serious 
about wood carving. 
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DESIGN AND AESTHETICS IN WOOD 
Edited by Eric A. Anderson and George 
F. Earl. This book is the result of a 
symposium which was held at the State 
University of New York College of En
vironmental Science and Forestry in Syra
cuse, N.Y., in Nov. 1967. The symposium 
was inspired by the desire to make the 
artist, architect, wood-products manufac
turer, engineer, wood scientist, and wood 
technologist more aware of the contribu
tions each make to the design of a wood 
object. The papers cover these areas. 
Wood as Art and Artifact, Wood as 
Architectural Material, Design in a 
Dynamic Technology and Wood as a 
Material. Contributors include Albert G. 
H. Dietz, Carl Koch, and R. Buckminster 
Fuller. 223  pages. 
10X42-JM $ 1 5.40 ppd. 

Order by mail or call Toll Free 
1 -800-225-1 1 53 ( Ma. Res. 1 -800-842- 1 234) 
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clamping.  Vise faces are 18" long to clamp 
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ing to the text. It is a pleasure to hold 
and to look at , and its contents match 
this excellent impression .  Gibbia is the 
kind of writer I would like to be.  
Whatever he writes about, he does not 
say one sentence or one word too many, 
nor one sentence or one word too few .  
His style i s  crisp, clean , clear and con
cise . Furthermore, he authoritatively 
knows the subject, woodfinishing. 

If one reads the full title of the 
fourth book, by Pattou and Vaughn, 
one can get a fair idea of its contents. 
The whole title is Furniture: Furniture, 
Finishing, Decorating and Patching. 
The book fulfills the promise such a 
long title holds. It talks about furni
ture, its making, history, styles, the 
wood it is made of and how to finish it, 
and talks about scores of details related 
to the subject, such as lampshades, re
frigerators, iron beds, mirror resilvering 
and more . Pattou and Vaughn write on 
all these subjects in the scholarly way, 
based on solid research and knowledge. 
One can learn a great deal from this 
book, but on woodfinishing Gibbia ' s  
book is  straighter to the point and 
easier to follow. 

All four books are good . Gibbia 's  is 
excellent .  

-George Frank 

The Timber Framing Book by Stewart 
E lliott and Eugenie Wallas . House
smiths Press, Box 416, York, Maine 
03909, 1977. $9. 95 paper, 1 69 pp. 

Last summer I attended the raising of 
an old barn that had been taken down 
and was being reassembled on a new 
site. Present was an 80-year-old woman 
who, as a small child, had attended the 
previous erection of the building. Fur
thermore, this was the third raising for 
this same frame, which in its original 
form predated the Civil War. This 
event is an excellent metaphor for the 
rebirth of the ancient art of timber 
framing as a viable building practice in 
the late 20th century, a renewal coming 
just before the death of the last heredi
tary practitioners of the craft. 

Out of this renaissance of timber 
framing comes The Timber Framing 
Book, a modern successor to the cen
turies-old line of builder's guides. It is 
a how-to book for novices who aspire to 
build in the traditional style. It features 
a lucid explanation of the make-up of a 
house frame, the function of individual 
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Simplified Veneering Instructions and price list for SOc. 

HOMECRAFT VENEER, Dept. F, 901 West Way, latrobe, Pa. 15650 



BOOKS (continued) 

members-sills, joists, posts, braces, 
girts and plates, rafters-along with in
formation on the joinery appropriate in 
each case and instruction on how to lay 
out and cut the joints . The text is ac
companied by clear, step-by-step illus
trations of the basic procedures. It also 
includes methods for dealing with ir
regularities in timber (bows, knots, var
iations from normal size) plus builder's 
math : how to calculate square footage, 
board footage, joist and rafter lengths, 
etc . Along with the expected technical 
material are informative chapters on 
the history of timber framing and its 
a d v a n t a g e s , b o t h  m a t e r i a l  a n d  
spiritual. And perhaps the best part is 
its thorough treatment of the house
raising process. All in all, this book 
should give the novice enough confi
dence to take chisel in hand and start 
framing a house. 

The book is not without its soft 
spots, however. The treatment of tools 
is somewhat scanty. No mention is 
made of the boring machine for remov
ing waste from mortises. Tenons are cut 
directly with the saw rather than rough
sawn (or chopped) and then surfaced 
with a wide chisel, slick, or bench rab
bet plane, the latter making for a more 
precise fit .  In fact the authors advocate 
cutting mortises " a  shade larger than 
the measured dimensions" in order to 
produce an easy fit .  This is not a good 
procedure in any case, and especially 
not when working in green timber, 
which must inevitably shrink and fur
ther loosen the joint. 

For layout the book prescribes a pen
cil and framing square. The alternative 
of marking knife (or scribe) , template 
and mortise gauge is not dealt with . 
Pencil lines (especially on rough tim
ber) are apt to be wide and vague and 
there is an irresistible tendency to 
" erase" a pencil line when surfacing 
the joint, whereas there can be no am
biguity when splitting a cut or scribed 
line. And the gauge or template (espe
cially for dovetails) reproduces the 
layout exactly and repeatedly on both 
male and female parts of the joint. 

The text ' s  major weakness is in 
j oinery and structural engineering.  
Half-lap joints are used excessively in 
corners and as splices. While suitable 
for joining joists to carrying timbers, a 
half- lap provides little restraint when 
used in sills, plates or girts. The book 
calls for thick tenons in wide posts and 
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Our new, motorized whetstone is as safe for your 
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Your cutting tools are only as good 
as their edges. After all, that's why 
you paid good money for them in the 
fi rst place. And that's why we have 
added this exceptionally reliable 

grinder/honer system to our line of 
fine tools for craftsmen. 

This is a true whetstone, made in 
England, with its own continuously 
running water supply to cool the 
grinding surface. Since there is 
almost no heat build-up, the temper 
will never be drawn from the edge of 
your cutting tool. 

This is the safest portable machine 
on the market. There are almost no 
sparks and no likelihood of the stone 
chipping. Any possibility of injuring 
yourself is virtually eliminated 
because of the constant water flow. 

To you, long tool life is important; 
to us, your safety is . 

. 
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you to be 
as good as 
you can get. 

: Garre[( Company, Dept. FWW·3·8 

: 302 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10001 
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thick pegs in large tenons-in 8-in . 
stuff a 4-in. thick tenon is prescribed, 
and a through tenon in a 7-in.  timber 
calls for a 2Y4-in . diameter peg. In the 
first case it would be far stronger to use 
either a smaller tenon and house the 
whole tenoned piece, or smaller twin 
tenons. In the second, two smaller pegs 
are far stronger than one fat one. 

And on the subject of pegs, draw 
boring is pictured, but inexplicably 
never mentioned in the text. Draw bor
ing-offsetting holes in mortise and 
tenon so the driven peg pulls the joint 
home-is the strongest way of ensuring 
tight pegged joints (especially since 
large, heavy beams can ' t  be clamped) . 

These cautions norwithstanding, The 
Timber Framing Book is still a good 
place to start learning about post and 
beam construction-timber framing 
for beginners. For those seeking more 
sophisticated joinery, there is more to 
be learned in other, primary sources, 
and several good ones are included in 
the bibliography of The Timber Fram
ing Book, Even more can be learned by 
dealing directly with one of the grow
ing number of members of the new 
generation of timber framers-such as 
the authors of this book . 

-EdLevin 

Hand or Simple Turning: Principles 

and Practice by John Jacob Holtzapffel . 
Dover Publications, Inc" 180 Van'ck 
St" New York, N. Y. 10014, 1976, $15 
cloth, 592 pp, 

Hand or Simple Turning is the 
fourth volume of a five-volume work 
originally published about a century 
ago. Anyone who has seen the final vol
ume, which Dover earlier published as 
The Pn'nciples and Practices of Orna
mental or Complex Turning, may won
der what "simple" turning would be 
like in the eyes of such a man as Holtz
apffel .  The short answer is, not very 
simple. 

Holtzapffel was a professional who 
came from a line of professionals-his 
father wrote the first three volumes. 
When the son picked it up, he was near 
the peak of his professional develop
ment,  The many years of training 
under his father, the subsequent years 
of managing the family ' s  enterprise on 
his own,  all funneled through a writing 
style that the generous might call state
ly and the waspish might call wooden,  
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produced a compendium that reflected 
the state of the mechanical arts in 1 88 1 ,  
when volume four was published , but 
which raises certain difficulties for the 
modern reader. These difficulties are 
likely to be in inverse proportion to the 
reader's experience as a turner. How
ever, this book is definitely not for a 
beginner. 

Holtzapffel offers a wide range of 
theory and practice of the basic opera
tions of a lathe of about the size a well
equipped craftsman would have today. 
He begins with a brief history of the de
velopment of the lathe, in which he 
makes clear that he considers himself 
intimately involved in the stream of 
history that has brought this tool to its 
contemporary state. In the 1 880s, pole 
lathes were still widely used to make 
chair parts .  Holtzapffel credits his 
father and other craftsmen-inventors by 
name for the improvements that had, 
during the 1 9th century, made back
geared industrial lathes common; one 
illustrated in the book has an 1 1 -ton 
faceplate and a 10 1/z-ft .  mandrel. This 
section offers a great deal of detail on 
the construction of lathes in that era, 
and on the rigging of various cranks 
and treadles . In general, the author 
says, he has in mind as he writes a foot
driven lathe with a 5 - in .  center as gen
erally the most convenient and effi
c ient ,  " and especial ly so for the 
amateur. " Readers who are not ad
vanced amateurs may be overwhelmed 
by the detailed description of ac
cessories like index plates, the long 
chapter on chucks (39 by my count) , 
and especially the technical tables on 
. . 

vanous screw-cutung apparatus. 
For the serious amateur the heart of 

the book starts about halfway through, 
where Holtzapffel begins a course of in
struction on turning. It might even be 
possible to learn from scratch how to 
turn , with the book propped by the 
lathe and with much reading and re
reading. But compared to any of the 
good current works, this book would be 
a poor second for that purpose. The 
prose is dense, to say the least: There 
are very few illustrations, and none that 
show any part of the craftsman ' s  body 
in relation to tool or lathe. 

These reservations apply to the more 
experienced craftsperson as well, but 
one who already knows the basic tech
niques and has done some turning will 
not be at so great a disadvantage. An 
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holes. 
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Brookstone Company 
Dept. BBA, Vose Farm Road 
Peterborough, New Hampshire 0345B 
o Send me __ Woodbit sets 
@ $14.95 ea., postpaid 

o Send me Brookstone's catalog of "Hard-To-Find 
Tools and Other Fine Things" 

o Check enclosed 0 BankAmericardlVisa 
o American Express 0 Master Charge 
Card No. ___________ _ 
Expires _�-�_==_=__:_=_:_= ----_ 
Credit card phone: (603) 924-71 B1 
Name _____________ _ 
Address ____________ _ 
City ____________ _ 
State Zip __ �=-=-

Brookstont;B92-01 
Visit our newest store in Philadelphia 
--------------��----------
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BOOKS (continued) 

experienced turner, with perseverence, 
may learn here how to turn a sphere, an 
internal sphere, an internal cylinder, 
internal and external cones and a 
myriad of other shapes from wood or 
ivory. There is great detail on cutting 
basic shapes from metal , and a whole 
chapter on cutting screws. The latter 
features a description of the techniques 
for turning a screw by hand in wood or 
ivory (with special tools) , and even a 
hint that this is possible in metal as 
wel l .  If this idea seems a bit  in
timidating to today's  hobbyist wood
turner, the author offers the observa
tion that "vigilance of eye , a sense of 
time and that of touch, acquired after a 
little practice, " may prevent spoiling 
the work and eventually lead to im
provement. That is reassuring. 

The craftsman looking for new chal
lenges may be intrigued by the last 
three chapters on turning spheres from 
ivory (including an erudite discussion 
of the growth patterns found in an ele
phant's tusk) , and on turning the mir
aculous Chinese balls (which requires a 
specially-made chuck) and a number of 
other apparently impossible shapes 
within hollow spheres. For inspiration 
there are designs for egg cups, saltcel
lars, small vases, trays and candlesticks, 
some 70 designs in all. These are fol
lowed by engravings of a series of 80 
rather elaborate , classically inspired 
stands, bases, chandeliers and the like, 
each conveying the essence of Victori
ana. A final chapter treats the staining 
and dyeing of wood and ivory, offering 
recipes for stains derived from such ex
otica as alkanet root and " dragon's 
blood" (an East Indian resin) , as well as 
turmeric and potash . 

In sum , this is a volume with almost 
no evidence of the author's personality 
or individuality as a craftsman, no 
anecdote, very little helpful illustra
tion and no charm , but a tremendous 
volume of information of the practice 
of turning for the craftsman who has 
the experience and determination to 
exploit it . 

-Phil Ginsburg 

George Frank is a retired woodfinisher 
and consulting editor of Fine Wood
working; Ed Levin, of Canaan, N. H. , 
designs and builds post-and-beam 
buildings; Phil Ginsburg, of New
market, N. H.,  is a professor of political 
science and a woodturner. 

Rochester Institute of Technology 
College of Fine and Applied Arts 
School of Art and Design 
Communication DeSign 
Industrlal-Envlronmentat DeSign 
Painting/ Printmaking 
An Education 
Medical I l lustration 

School for American Craftsmen 
CeramiCS 
Metalcrafts and Jewelry 
WeaVing/Texti le DeSign 
Woodworklng/ Furnl l ure DeSign 
GlassblOWing 

Degrees A A S B F A  M F A  'M S T 
Write C 0 Dean Robert H Johnston 
One Lomb Memonal Dnve 
Rochester New York 1 4623 
Professional Programs! 
Unparalleled Facilities 

-To-Find S U P PLI E S  
1978 catalog containing just about 

e ryth i n g  for the Home C r a f t s m a n. 
Hund reds of new, d i fferent and most 
n e e d e d  h ome-craft  s u p p l i e s .  Cha i r  
cane, lamp parts, large selection of 
S w i s s  m u s i c a l  m o v e m e n t s, c l o c k  
kits, hand a n d  power tools, furni
t u re ha rdware,  lazy Susan b e a r 
• •• ' i ngs, u p h o l s t e ry s u p p l i e s. C o m -.'" 

plete l i ne of f in ishing materials,  
g l ues, plans, books, projects, etc. 

Send 50c for th is  large, i i l uslrated 
cat" log today! 

BARAP Specialties , Dept. FW 
835 Bellows, Frankfort, Michigan 49635 

P L  Y W O O D  
Furniture and Cabinet Grade 16" I 48" shilts. 

Birch 
Multi-Ply 
1'1" - $3.50 
V," - 4.50 
¥o" - 6.50 
V," - 7.50 
%" - 8.50 
%" - 1 0.00 

Cherry 
V," - $6.00 
:y," - 10.00 

Walnut 
y," - $7.00 

Ash 
y," - $5.00 
:y," - 10.00 

Oak 
3/,," white $4.50 
V," white 6.00 
:y," red 9.00 
:y," white 1 0.00 

Ramin 
(For Doll Houses) 
1'1" - $2.50 

Mahogany 
(Waterproof) 
1'1" - $3.50 
V," - 4.50 
¥o" - 6.50 
V," - 7.50 
,¥," - 10.00 

Tropical Birch 
V," - $3.50 
%" - 7.00 

V," - 3.50 Lauan 
¥o" - 4.50 1'1" - $2.50 

Basswood Poplar 3/,," - 3.00 
1'1" - $3.50 1'1" - 3.50 y," - 3.50 

Knotty-Pine y," - $6.00, :y," - $10.00 

- Hobby Package Special -
(25 pcs of Birch, Lauan & Ramin VI", 3/,,", V," mixed) 
$7.95 - 8" x 16" pcs $5.95 - 6" x 1 2" pcs 
$6.95 - 8" x 12" pcs $4.95 - 6" x 8" pcs 

'Please add 20% of your lotal for mailing & wrapping (With a 
$1 .50 min. service charge) Will quole on cut 10 size pcs and 
model aircratt plywood. Stock price list on request. Mass. 
resd. add 5% tax. 

VIOLETTE PLYWOOD CORP., Box 141-W 
Lunenburg, Mass. 01462 

PARKS 1 2" T H I C K N E S S  PLA N E R  

• 
M O R E  

THAN 

40,000 

IN U S E  

ALL 

OVER 

T H E  

W O R L D  

The PARKS N o .  95  i s  a c o m  p a c  t .  
sturdy thickness planer that offers m i l l  planer 
preCision and ruggedness at a sensationally low 
price! Write for complete descriptive l iterature on 
the No. 95  Planer, as wel l  as on PARKS wood-and 
metal-cutting Band Saws: Planer·Jointer Combination 
Machines: horizontal and vertical, manual and auto· 
matic Panel Saws. 

THE P A R  K S WOODWORKING MACHINE CO. 
Dept. FW,lS01 Knowlton St. 

CinCinnati, Ohio 45223 

Manufacturers of Quality Woodworking Machines 
Since 1887 



EVENTS ___ _ 
This column is for gallery shows, major 

craft fairs, workshops and lectures of general 
interest to woodworkers. 

American Woodcarvers-a show of contem
porary carved sculpture. Feb.  10 through 
March 24 at the Craft Center, 25 Sagamore 
Rd . ,  Worcester, Mass . ,  and April 3 to 28 ,  
Warner Commun ications Bui lding,  75 
Rockefeller Plaza, New York. 

American Chairs: Form, Function and Fan
tasy-a two-part exhibition at the John 
Michael Kohler Arts Center, 608 New York 
Ave. , Sheboygan, Mich . Part one , Feb. 5 
through March 2 5 ,  is a historical survey of 
chairs from 1850 to 1975 ,  emphasizing Mid
west craftsmen and manufacturers. Part 
two, April 16 through May 28,  IS contem
porary hand-made chairs. 

Northeast Craft Fair-Dutchess COU nty 
Fairgrou nds, Rhinebeck, N . Y .  June 20 
through 2 5 .  Major wholesale-retail fair, all 
crafts. 

Decora t i ve D es i g n s  o f  F rank  L l o y d  
Wright-book design , fabrics, furniture 
and glassware, through July 30, Renwick 
Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, Washing
ton,  D . C. 

Young Americans: Fiber, Wood, Leather, 
Plastics-April 23 to June 4, Contemporary 
Am Center, New Orleans (Fine Wood
working, Fall ' 77) . 

Renwick Multiples-March 18 to April 16 ,  
Pensacola (Fla.) Junior College (Fine Wood
working, Winter '75) .  
Woodturning symposium, March 24-26 and 
June 16- 18 ,  George School, Newtown, Pa. 
Write A. LeCoff, 520 Elkins Ave . ,  Elkins 
Park, Pa. 1 9 1 1 7 .  

James Krenov, Swedish cabinetmaker and 
author, visits America this spring and sum
mer. The following bookings are open to 
the woodworking public. Contact the spon
soring organizations for more information, 
times and coSt, if any. Some dates are still 
available; contact Craig McAn, Environ
mental Design Dept . ,  Rochester Institute of 
Technology, Rochester, N . Y .  14623 .  
March 1 3 ,  lecture, slide show a t  Fine Arts 
department, Kean College, Union , N .) .  
March 2 5 ,  1 p .m.  slide show at Woodcraft 
S u p p l y  Corp . ,  3 1 3  M o ntva le  A ve . , 
Woburn, Mass. 
March 28-29, slide show, critique of student 
work, Woodshop, Fine Arts Dept . ,  Univer
sity of New Hampshire, Durham, N . H .  
April 5-8 ,  seminar and workshop a t  Crafts 
Dept . ,  Virginia Commonwealth University, 
Richmond, Va. 
April 1 5 ,  slide show at Frog Tool Co. ,  54 1 
N .  Franklin St. , Chicago, Ill . 606 10 .  
July 1 5 - 1 9 ,  slides, workshop, Extension 
Dept. , University of California, Santa Cruz.  
July 24-Aug. 24, summer workshop at Cali
fornia College of Arts and Crafts , Broadway 
at College Ave . ,  Oakland. 

Plate-Mate 
For faster, finer , more finished plates and bowls. 

Plate-Mate Jets you lathe both 
sides of any size plate or bowl 
quickly . . .  with no unsightly screw 
holes left to fill, no time-co nsuming 
glue blocks to attach and detach. 
Simply screw faceplate into top 
of plate and lathe the bottom. 
Then fit Plate-Mate into foot on 
bottom of plate, screw Plate-Mate 
to faceplate, and lathe the top. 
It's that simple. And you can re
tool and begin a new plate or bowl 
in minutes. 

To order, send check or money 
order for $69.95, plus brand name 
and model number of your lathe 
and your name and address to: 

' 

Buttaro Products 16 Buttaro Rd., Woburn, MA 01801 
Patent being applied for. 

Please allow 3 weeks for delivery. 
Mass. residents add 5% sales tax. 

Cu rves - difficult  and t ime 

c o n s u m i n g  to sa n d - a re 

e a s i l y  acco m p l is h e d  w i t h  

o u r  Pneumatic  D r u m  Sander. 

B u i l t  a round a cush ion of a i r, 

the sander conforms to the shape 

----------------, 

Time to 
test your skill. 

Now you can build your 
own Mason & Sullivan 
heirloom quality, antique 
reproduction clock. 

Over 20 differenl models 
available in  do-il-yourself. 
pre-cui or semi-assembled 
form for all levels of ski l l .  
Grandfalher. Grandmolher 
wall. desk, mantle and more. 
All solid :Y4" hand-malched 
kiln-dned hardwood in wal
nul. oak. cherry or Honduras 
mahogany. Imporled preci
Sion movemenls and chimes. 
Solid brass dials. Clocks 
you'lI find challenging 10 
make and al a savings you 
can appreciale So. if you're 
looking for Ihe f,nesl clocks 
around . don'l wasle 
anal her minule BUild a 
Mason & Sullivan It's well 
worlh Ihe efforl 

Send for our 
new 36 page 
catalog today. 

o Please send me your new color 
catalog of lOp quality anllque repro
duction clocks I can build 
I enclose 50� lor catalog 

Name ______________________ __ 
Address ____________________ _ 
C,ly/Slale _________ Zip __ _ 

Mason & Sullivan Co. 
Depl. FWM8. OSlervllie. MA 02655 

'-------________ -J 

our sanders 
are made 
for them. 

of the part you ' re work

ing on for maximum sand

ing efficiency. Gone a re the 

untless h o u rs of production 

t i m e !  M a i l  t h e  c o u p o n  b e l o w  

fo r o u r  FREE Smal l  Tools Catalog. 

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -, 

: Eks .. r Dn1l Carl son & Co. I 

: 1400 Railroad Ave., Rockford, I l linois 61 1 1 0  • Phone 81 5/968-0961 : 
o Pneumatic Drum Sander & Small Tools Catalog : 

Name ______________________ _ I 
Street ____________________ I 

I City State ZiP : 
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -' 
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A S K  FOR F R E E  CATA LOG 

SOLD T H R OUGH L E A D I NG D I S T R I B U T OR S  

WETZLER CLAMP co., Inc. 
43-13 1 1 T H STREET 

LON G I SLAND C I TY , N .Y .  1 1 1 0 1 
TE L. 2 1 2-784-2874 

Finish Wood 
Like An Expertl 

WATCO® 
DAN ISH OI L 

"Five-In-One" 
WOOD F IN ISH 

O n e  easy a p p l icat i o n  p r i m e s ,  
seals, hardens, protects ,  beau t if ies! 

With Watco you j ust WET-WAIT
W I P E ,  and you have an elegant, 
extremely d u rable f i n ish that would 
please the most crit ical professional . 

Watco p e n etrates d ee p l y -
creates a tough f i n ish I N S I D E  t h e  
wood - makes wood u p  t o  25 
percent harder, Can't c h i p ,  peel or 
wear away l i ke a surface coat i n g .  
Stains,  scratches or m i nor burns 
usual l y  are spot repairable,  

For complete i n format ion f i l l  in  
and mai l the cou pon, 

r-����������;�------I I Michigan Avenue al 22nd SI., Depl. FW-SPB II Santa Monica, California 90404 I I I 0 Send name of nearest Watco Dealer I 
I 0 Send free booklet "How to Finish I I Beautiful Wood". I I I I Name I I I [ Slreel I 
I C" y  I I I Slale Zip I 
1 ___________________ -' 
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ADDENDA, ERRATA 
In the first issue of Fine Woodwork

ing, Winter 1 975 ,  we published the 
photo reproduced below of a floor clock 
made of rosewood , walnut and Plexi
glas by John Gaughan of Los Angeles. 
It had been exhibited in the Renwick 
Multiples competition . No other item 
has generated so many reader inquiries, 
most of them wanting plans and con
struction advice. 

The photograph on this issue ' s  cover 
is of the same Gaughan clockworks, 
and the article beginning on page 44 
tells where to get Ralph D. Thomas ' s  
plans for a very similar mechanism . I t  
also tells how to approach clockwork 
design, and some of the ways of mak
ing the various parts. 

Despi te  the i r  s imi l a ri t i e s , the  
Gaughan clock and the Thomas clock 
are n ' t  the same (for one  th ing ,  
Gaughan's escape lever is below the 
wheel ; Thomas ' s  is above it) . They 
were independent ly  designed , a l 
though both men drew upon some of 
the same sources . Gaughan , who 

Floor clock by John Gaughan 

PROFESSIONAL TURNING TOOLS 
Fittings and accessories 

Catalog on request 

PETER CH ILD 
The Old Hyde, Little Yeldham, 

Halstead, Essex, England. 

3 WOODEN LANTERNS 
GOIhlc. Early Amencan and ColoOlal design 

lklusual functIOnal ronversallOn pieces 

Send $300 lor the 3 plan:; and get Dur 
RustiC Sconce plan tree 

BINGAMAN PLANS 
Dept. 500 

P . O .  Box 74, Langhorne, Pa . 1 9047 

FOREDOM 
MINIATURE 

POWER TOOLS 
Flexible shaft mach ines and ac
cessories for grinding,  pol ishing,  
deburring,  routing, buffing, en
graving, sanding, dr i l l ing,  sawing, 
and more. 

;£ ���v��O�E�08�A!;S������D��T�I���N� 
_ Bethel. Connecticut 06801 

PLANS TO BU ILD 
YOUR  OWN 

FINE  FLOOR CLOCK 
Show your skill and craftsmanship by 
building a superb quality traditional 
floor clock. Our detailed plans or semi
assembled kits complement your ex
pert i s e .  Prem i u m  q ual i ty  German 
movements, dials, accessories avail
able. Send $1 .00 for complete illus
trated catalog. 

H. DeCovnick & Son 
Clockmakorl Estabilihed 1947 

Dlpt. FW 27, P.O. 801 68, 
200 Market Plaza, Alamo, CA 94507 

>lREMOV IS COMIMG ! 
>lREMOV IS COMIMG ! 

April 15 
Internationally famous author 

"A CABINETMAKER'S NOTEBOOK" 
and his new 

"THE FINE ART OF CABINETMAKING" 
Order them from FROG Tool Co. ($1 3.50 ppd. for "Note
book;' $1 4.95 ppd for "Fine Art at:') Then come meet him 
at FROG Tool Co. and get your books autographed and 
your tool box blessed. Have coffee and cakes tool 

II you can't make it, send 50 cents. We'll send you a 
catalog chock lull of tools and books. 

FROG TOOL CO. Ltd. 
541 N .  Franklin St . ,  Chicago, IL 60610 PH:  (312) 644·5999 



ADDENDA (continued) 

Tower clock, made in 1830 of cherry and birch for a church in Connecticut. 

designs and makes magicians' illusions 
for a living, says his inspiration came 
during a 1 966 trip to Barcelona, Spain .  
He saw an enormous wooden cloc.k in
side a church, and obtained permission 
to measure and photograph it. 

The church tower clock shown above 
arrived as part of our research , courtesy 
of the Smithsonian Institution . While 
the photo doesn ' t  fit the contemporary 
theme of our article, it ' s  so intriguing 
we couldn't  resist showing it to you . 

The format and typography of this 

For WOODCARVERS On l y  
The "WO O O  IS G O O O" Company 

offers cut b la nks with real instruc· 

tions. Tools · Sharpening Materials. 

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE : 
W. I .G .  COMPANY. O EPT. F 

BOX 477. LAKEWOOO.  CA 90714 

MAGNETI C C L AMP PADS 

Ha rdwood pods c l ing to clamps, simplify 
alignment and tightening; eliminate marks. 

'('clomp sjze ( 1 .5 sq. indu) set of .(: $ 1 .10 
Bor & Pipe clomp size (3 in2)  set of .(: $2.20 
PI�os. odd $.50 IOf polloge & ho ... dl'n9 Colil ."idenh odd 6 ,, "olel lo� 

C lAMPADS ' Box 2372; S . Mo r ;o . Ca. 93454 
OLD FASHION 

BRANDING IRON 
YOUR CHOICE UP TO $5.00 
FIVE 3/8" COPPER Plu, 75< 

LETTERS OR NUMBERS handling 
ADDITI ONAL LETTERS OR PUNCTUATIONS 
$ 1 .50 EACH 

I. MILLER ENTERPRISES 
BOX 772-FI'I 

MANCHESTER MO. 6301 1 

FREE! 
VENEER CRAFT 
CATALOG PLUS 
S IMPLI FIED  
I NSTRUCTIONS 

90 varieties world's rarest veneers, pre·joined ve· 
neers. checkerboards. broad choice wood band and 
art i n l ays. I l lustrated in full  color - at reason· 
able prices. Learn how to create beautiful ly ve· 
neered furniture qu ickly. easily. Re·veneer old 
tables. chests. cabinets. clocks. with ease. Trans
form cracked and chipped veneered surfaces instant· 
Iy! I l lustraled catalog shows new contact cement 
technique that you learn fast. Send for FREE sim· 
plified i nstructions plus color catalog today. 

MORGAN, Dept. F04K11 ,  915 E. Ky., lou. , Ky. 40204 

issue of Fine Woodworking are a little 
different .  We' ve tightened up the 
spacing around headlines, added a lit
tle space around pictures and diagrams, 
put large initial capitals at the start of 
articles, and replaced hand- lettering 
with type in many of the diagrams. 

For the typographically minded, our 
body type is 1 0-point Garamond, set 
on l 2 -point slug. Picture captions are 
9-point Garamond italic. The lettering 
inside diagrams is in 9-point Univers, 
main headlines are 30-point Garamond 
bold, secondary headlines are l8-point 
or 24-point Garamond light. 

We also pass a publishing milestone 
with this issue, our tenth : The press run 
exceeds 1 00 ,000 copies. This is also the 
thickest Fine . Woodworking, 88 pages 
against 52 pages in No. 1 .  Obviously 
the advertising has increased,  but 
editorial space has kept pace: 60 pages, 
up from 48 in No. 1 .  

Art credits: 1 2-26,  62-65 , 86, Joe 
Esposito; 24, 48-49 , 5 2 ,  58 ,  70, 73-74 ,  
80-84, Stan Tkaczuk, Image Area; 4 5 ,  R .  D .  
Thomas; 60-6 1 ,  Morris ) .  Sheppard; 7 1 ,  
Garth F. Graves; 7 5 ,  Thomas Webb. 

Photo credits: I, 3, John Gaughan; 5 ,  
Bruce Gottshal'l; 6 ,  Andrew Rossini; 14 ,  
Steve Voorheis; 20 ,  Everett Traylor; 40,  
Renwick Gallery; 4 1 ,  Smithsonian 
Institute; 4 5 ,  Delgato-Beesley; R. D .  
Thomas; 46-47 ,  Kay Colby; 48 ,  Carolyn 
Carlson;  50 ,  5 1 , Jimmy L. Richey, Lawrence 
Hunter, Tom Lankes; 53 - 54 ,  Rosanne 
Somerson; 5 5 ,  A lbert L. Waks, Worshipful 
Company of Goldsmiths; 56,  Israel Sack 
Inc. , E. P. Moore; 57 ,  Helga Photo Studio, 
Taylor & Dull, Raymond Font; 58-59,  
Bruce Mervine; 6 1 ,  Morris ).  Sheppard, 
Schopplein Studio; 62-65 , David H.  
Coulter; 66-68, Garth F. Graves, Lepp & 
Associates, William P. Katz, Jimmy L. 
Richey, Mint Museum, Alan Marks; 69, 
Craig Hickman; 7 1 -74, Garth Graves, 
Robert M .  Hewitt, Asaph G. Waterman; 
76-79, Jerry Durette, Wendy Holmes, Jon 
Brooks, Oscar Bailey; 8 5 ,  Bill Reynolds; 86, 
B .  Hoadley; 88, T. Mackaness. 

Harpsichord 
& Fortepiano 
Kits 

For 20 page brochure: 
FRANK HUBBARD 
HARPSICHORDS, INC. 
185A-W Lyman Street 
Waltham, Mass. 02154 

Offered by 
Iron Horse Antiques 

North America's largest antique 
1001 dealer for I he collector 

and craftsperson: 

Boxwood Plow Plane 
circa 1865 

American 
Classic 

You'll find it listed in our most recent periodical offer· �ng over 300 ant ique tools and implements for use and 
IIweSlrnCIll. Send S6 for a one year subscription. or 
$2.50 for a sample copy. 

W rite for our latest 
BOOK CATALOG 

Sixty-four pages of hard-to-find books about wood
�'orking. ship building . metal working. farming. tex· 
tiles. household utensils . Hundreds of litles on tradi· 
tional crafts. their hislOry. methods and tools. Send 25 
cents to: 

Iron Horse Antiques, Inc. 
Dept. F782. RD2, Poultney, Vermont 05764 

Visit our shop on Rte. 30, 
Hubbardton, VI . 
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THE WOODCRAFT SCENE ________________________ __ 

Two New Schools 

by John Kelsey 

O nce , you became a woodworker by enduring an appren
ticeship, but that is rarely possible today. You can teach 

yourself, perhaps with help from your old uncle and a job 
with a carpenter or in a furniture factory. Or you can go to 
college. The former is uneven and risky, and the latter usually 
requires pursuing an academic degree in an ivory tower, away 
from the real problems of earning a living with what you 
make. Now two Englishmen transplanted to Massachusetts 
have opened two unusual schools of woodworking and furni
ture design ,  juSt a few hours drive apart . 

The two are Ian Kirby of Hoosuck Design and Woodwork
ing in North Adams, and David Powell of Leeds Design 
Workshops in Easthampton. Although they come from simi
lar backgrounds in the same craft in a small country , they did 
not meet until this past fall . And although each is trying to 
solve the same problem, their solutions are quite different. 

As young men , Powell (now 5 1 )  and Kirby (now 45) both 
studied with Edward Barnsley, the grand old man of British 
designer/ craftsmen.  Both pursued design studies at univer
sities. But Kirby's  subsequent career has been that of a col
lege teacher in England and America, with a considerable 
amount of independent design and commission work on the 
side. Powell ' s  time has been spent at the bench , designing 
and making furniture in his own shop, with a little tea<;:hing 
on the side. Both have emerged as gifted designers and highly 
skilled craftsmen who want to pass on what they've learned. 

Hoosuck Design and Woodworking is on the ground floor 
of the Windsor Mill , an abandoned textile plant now oper
ated as a community development corporation and filled with 
a variety of craft and design businesses. The woodworking 
shop includes a drawing and design classroom , a bench room 
(with student-made benches whose tops are recycled from a 
bowling alley) , and a well-equipped machine room . 

Kirby's  criticism of college woodworking programs is that 
they don ' t  prepare students to make a living, and they em
phasize rarefied , one-of-a-kind designs that would cost thou
sands of dollars if a buyer could ever be found. Thus, along
side his school he is running his own contract design shop. 
This winter, he obtained and completed commissions for a 
large exhibit booth for a manufacturer of textile machinery ,  
and for the lobby, furniture and interior fittings of  a 20-office 
insurance firm . He is planning to start a production shop that 
would make furniture and wooden accessories for the retail 
market. 

The Hoosuck school has room for 25 students, each paying 
$ 1 ,000 for a 1 5 -week semester. Kirby tailors the curriculum to 
suit each student's background (college credit can be ar
ranged) and advises those with no woodworking experience to 
stay for six or eight semesters (three to four years) . At the end, 
a student should have a thorough knowledge of woodworking 
theory, hand and machine processes , furniture and interior 
design and business operations. Kirby employs some students 
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Powell Kirby 

part-time in his own enterprises, and some graduates may 
find jobs there, but most will leave as trained designers and 
craftsmen to set up their own shops or find jobs in industry. 

Leeds Design and Woodworking is on the second floor of 
another abandoned textile mil l ,  with high ceilings and beau
tiful natural lighting. The space is divided into six studios for 
resident craftsmen, a bench room for 20 students, and a 
superb machine room. 

Powell proceeds from the fact that it is all but impossible 
for an independent designer/ craftsman to amass enough cap
ital to buy really fine machinery. Even if he could , it still 
takes many lean years to build a clientele for fine designer 
furniture, and very few are able to survive long enough to 
succeed. 

His idea is that a group of six craftsmen , each working in
dependently but showing their work together in Boston and 
New York, can make a big enough splash to attract busi
ness-with luck, enough business to justify all that really fine 
machinery. Prospective clients will see enough different work 
to find what they like , and the craftsmen will see enough 
ideas to keep their creativity cooking. A student in such a 
place will observe firsthand a number of diverse and suc
cessful woodworking businesses. 

Leeds opened in early winter, and as yet has only one resi
dent craftsman besides Powell himself. The twO share the 
teaching, three days a week for each, putting the rest of their 
time to their own commissions. Jobs in house this winter in
clude a board room, some residential stereo cabinetry and 
wall units, and an elaborate desk. When six residents are 
present one teaching position will rotate among them, and 
Powell will retain the other. 

Students at Leeds are called " interns, "  which sidesteps 
state college certification problems (college credit can be ar
ranged) . They pay $2 , 500 for the academic year, September 
through May. Resident craftsmen pay rent of $200 a month. 
Residents can work off their rent as instructors, and students 
may find part-time employment with residents . 

The curriculum at both Leeds and Hoosuck emphasizes 
fine design coupled with meticulous craftsmanship. Kirby 
and Powell both take pains to point out that their approaches 
to the problem and their organizations are quite different. In 
two visits to each shop, the biggest difference I found was in
tangible. Kirby is an extremely energetic man-the people 
hustle at Hoosuck and the air fairly crackles. Powell seems a 
more contemplative person and the best adjective for Leeds is 
serene. But they share the goal of training competent, profes
sional craftsmen. 



CLASSIFIED 
Journeyman restorer wishes to affiliate with an
tique dealer. 20 years experience. Will relocate. 
H. Lindsay More, 70 Hamilton Avenue, Green
wich, CT 06830. (203) 869-7878. 
CRAITSME 'S  COOPERATIVE WOOD SUP
PLY sells walnut $ 1 . 1 0 ,  cherry $ . 7 5 ,  oak, ash, 
maple, hickory . . .  $ . 5 5 .  Exotics priced accord
ingly (bd . ft . ) .  All  nice boards, first come first 
served. Min.  20 boards. Albert LeCoff, Elkins 
Park, PA 1 9 1 1 7 .  (2 1 5) 635-6475 . 
The Henley Optical Company makes fi nest 
ENGLISH PLANES in steel-faced gllnmetal, 
rosewood lined, fully adjustable by a single-lever 
mechanism. Master craftsmen throughout the 
world acclaim them " the best . "  Mitre plane, 
2 1f2 ", L194; Shoulder plane, 1 '12 " ,  L274; Thumb 
plane, 1 '/.0 " , L 192 ;  Smoothing plane, 2 '/s " ,  
L324. Delivery 10  weeks, handbuilt to order. 4 
Han St . ,  Henley-on-Thames, Oxon, England. 
Woodworker's SWISS znlSS VISE regular $99, 
now $ 59 postpaid. Woodworker's bargajn catalog 
$ 1 .  Rego, 49 Downing Street, Fall River, MA 
02723 .  
CANADIANS . . .  INCA SWISS-PRECISION 
WOODWORKING MACHINES. Immediate 
delivery. For information or personal demonstra
tion, J .  Philip Humfrey, # 1 1 1 , 747 Don Mills 
Road, Don Mills, Ontario. M3C IT2. 
1 (4 1 6) 429-3273 .  1 (4 1 6) 887-5 302 evenings 
and weekends. 
HARDWOOD LUMBER. Wholesale prices, kiln 
dry, best grades, surfaced or rough .  Walnut, 
cherry, oak, maple, ash, poplar, cocobolo, 
padauk, zebrawood, mahogany, teak, etc. One 
dollar for price list. WOODENWARE, Box 10 ,  
Brownsville, MD 2 1 7 1 5 .  
NEW AND USED BOOKS on woodworking, 
woodcarving, turnery, and all woodcrafts. Cata
logs issued. R. Sorsky, Bookseller, 520 E. Gar
land, Fresno, CA 93704 . 
CARVING STOCK-walnut, wild cherry, 
butternut, catalpa and bass. Select. One dollar 
for price list. Becker Woods, Route 2, Dyersvil le, 
IA 52040. 
QUALITY ABRASIVES at wholesale prices. Car
borundum and 3-M sandpaper, belts, discs and 
accessories. Free price list. J. Del, P .O.  Box 248, 
Wickarunk, U 07765. 
QUALITY HARDWOODS at unbeatable prices. 
Kiln-dried exotics and domestics, wholesale
retail .  Specials: 4 /4  K .D .  FAS black walnut, 
$ 1 .60/ft . ;  4/4 K.D.  FAS cherry, $ . 9 5 / ft . ;  4/4 
genuine mahogany K .D .  FAS ,  $ 1 . 5 5 /ft . ;  red 
oak, K . D .  FAS, $ .90/ft . ;  beautiful Brazilian 
rosewood . Send $ 1  for price package. WOOD
STREAM ARTS HARDWOODS, P.O.  
Box 1 147 1 ,  Knoxville, TN 379 19 .  Inventory 
clearance sale startjng April 1 8th. 
EXOTIC HARDWOODS. Kingwood, tulip
wood, pernambuco and others. Planks, rurning 
squares and carving blocks. For free price list send 
stamped self-addressed envelope to: KI  G
WOOD ENTERPRlSES, Box 320FW, EI Portal , 
CA 95 3 1 8 .  (209) 379-24 1 3 . For samples send $2 .  
SHAKER AND EARLY AMERICAN REPRO
DUCTIONS. Over 40 finely custom-crafted re
productions by dedicated cabinetmakers. Made 
to order only. Send $2 plus $ . 7 5  handling charges 
for catalog. Eaton Industries, Inc. , Box 93A, 
Eaton, NY 1 3 334.  
1 00,000 board-foot inventory: walnut, butter
nut, curly ash, wormy chestnut, wild cherry, 
tame cherry, sassafras, red oak, white oak, wormy 
quartersawn white oak, curly cherry, elm, persim
mon, pearwood, Indianwood, locust. Al l  avail
able in wide slabs, 4 /4  or 8/4  boards, also turn
ing blocks, all at incredibly reasonable prices. 
SUNSHINE SAWMILL, Renick, WV 24966. 
FREE-FORM SLABS-redwood burl and black 
walnut. Also roughsawn black walnut and cherry 
dimensional lumber. The Woodworker, Inc . ,  
Route 6 1 1 ,  Bartonsville, PA  1 832 1 .  

FINE WOODS - domestic hardwoods including 
persimmon , holly, sassafras, beech, poplar, ash, 
red oak, locust, cherry , Kentucky coffee tree, cy
press and more. Send $ . 50 for catalog to Ruston 
Lumber & Supply, Inc . ,  P .O.  Box 823 ,  Ruston, 
LA 7 1 270. 
MAl E SCHOOL OF CABI ETRY at the 
studio/ work hop of THOS. MOSER-CABI ET
MAKERS, Cobbs Bridge Road, New Gloucester, 
ME 04260. Two intensive 2-week courses in all 
phases of fine cabinetry. Enrollment limited, 
$395 . Brochure available. 
RETIRED WOODWORKERS - start own 
business. Make leg relaxer for wife. Sell to 
friends. Need six basic machines. For information 
write: Kirby Woodshop, Wyoming, MN 5 5092 . 
LOCAL LUMBER CO. Fancy hardwoods, custom 
mil ling and kiln drying. 1 6 1  Bowers Hil l  Road, 
Oxford, CT 06483.  
HARDWOOD CARVI G BLOCKS 3x3x6-in. 
"Whittle Awhile" $ . 50. Animal , bird blanks $2 .  
AC (F7), Cherokee, C 287 19 .  
Trilogy Gallery, Box 642 ,  Nashville, IN  47448, is 
seeking unusual handcrafted woodwork for retail 
exhibition. Please submit slides or photos and a 
brief resume. Large square-footage gallery with 
excellent reputation. 
CARBIDE-TIPPED CIRCULAR SAW BLADES 
AND DADOES' Sizes 6 'h - in. through 1 6 'h - in.  
diameter. Finest industrial quality' For free price 
list write GERMAN BLADE IMPORTS, P .O.  
Box 684, Conyers, GA 30207 . 
A TIQUE WOODWORKING TOOLS: Collec
tors and Craftsmen-4 issues per year, $2 .  The 
Tool Box, 5005 Jasmine Drive, Rockville, 
MD 20853 .  
VINTAGE STA LEY TOOLS. Tools for Crafts
men Co. specializes in rare, discontinued Stanley 
planes. Our stock is extensive and we maintain an 
active want file. We also pay top prices for used 
Stanley hand tools. Catalog No. 2 now available: 
$2. Tools for Craftsmen Co. ,  Amity Station, Box 
364 1 ,  New Haven, CT 06525 .  
Make wooden toys! FINE HARDWOOD 
WHEELS, $2 .95 / 3 2  assortment. Smoothly ma
chIned. Cange, 24K l Cedar, Fairview Heights, 
IL 62208 . 
HARD-TO-FIND TOOLS. Specializing in un
used, discontinued quality hand tools, pam, 
Irons, cutters. Stanley, Buck, Greenlee, Berg, etc. 
Many are rare. Send for lists. Bart Slutsky's Tool 
Works, I Bank Street, New York, NY 100 1 4 .  
SHERIDAN COLLEGE School of Craft and De
sign offers a concentrated rwo-week WOOD 
TURNING COURSE on an advanced level, June 
26-July 7. The course instructor will be Stephen 
Hogbin .  For further information write the school 
for summer program brochure: 1460 S. Sheridan 
Way, Mississauga, Ontario, L5H lZ7,  Canada. 
Established WOODWORKING BUSINESS FOR 
SALE. Annual gross 40M ; located on well
traveled road. D. Hoffman, 1601  Trumansburg 
Road, Ithaca, Y 1 4850. 
FIVE-DAY WORKSHOPS-July 1 0- 1 4 ,  1 7-2 1 
Sculptural Wood (chain saw and lamination), 
Howard Werner; July 24-28 Basic Joinery, Chip 

Jacobs. CRAFTS CENTER, Cedar Lakes, Ripley, 
WV 2527 1 .  

WOOD &TOOLEXCHANGE 
For Sale 

Violin wood. Beautifully flamed, seasoned maple 
back (2 Pc . )  large enough for viola, $35 .  C. Mills, 
3 509 W.  72nd Place, Chicago, IL 60629. 
Usable antique lathe, 4-in. swing x 1 8-in. with 
3-jaw chuck and wooden 4-step pulley. Tool rest 
incomplete. $ 1 25 .  Photo on request. J .  Lane, 
72 1 1  Rebecca Drive, Alexandria, VA 22307.  
Stanley #55  plane, 4 boxes of cutters, cam Stop 
and instruction manual. $22 5 .  Robert Geisel, 
1 36 Lillian Road, Lake Ronkonkoma, NY 1 1 779. 
(5 1 6) 585-778 1 .  

Delta-Rockwell 1 0- in .  UNISA W.  3 hp, single 
phase, L.V. G . ,  guard, extra long fence rails. $9 10 
C. Becksvoort , New Gloucester, ME 04260. 
Tablemaker must sell inventory of choice, dry 
African bubinga table slabs, most with lacy sap
wood trim. Approximately 2000 bd. ft . Boards 
about 1 32-in.  x 20-in. x 3-in.  Will take best cash 
offer. Gary Handel, 2230 Scovel Avenue, Penn
sauken, � 08 1 1 0. (609) 662-7264 evenings. 

Wanted To Buy 
Accessories for a Walker-Turner table saw. Rip
fence, miter gauge, tenon jig. Jack Hubbard, 
Chesterfield Stage, Brattleboro, VT 0530 1 .  
Stanley woodworking hand tools of all kinds plus 
Stanley hand tools catalogs prior to 1 960. Please 
write or call Jacques Dahan, 30 Ocean Parkway, 
Brooklyn, NY 1 1 2 1 8 .  (2 1 2) 436-9090. 
STANLEY planes new or old . A Iso woodworking 
hand tools, Sargent planes, wood planes. Price, 
describe. one for sale. Ivan E. Bixler, 6943 
Cozaddale Road, Goshen, OH 45 1 2 2 .  
Craftsman seeking Stanley planes #90/ 92 Bull
nose rabbet, #72 Chamfer, #97 Cabinetmaker 
edge plane and # 1 64 Low angle. Reply to R. M .  
Soule, 3 9  Marion Street, West Haven, CT 065 16 .  

HELP WANTED 
WOODWORKER. Experienced with hand and 
power tools, to utilize his skills in craft of pipe 
organ building. Holtkamp Organ Company, 
2909 Meyer Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44 109.  
( 2 16) 74 1 - 5 1 80 .  
APPRE TICE position open. Contact by  mai l :  
The Dovetail Joiner, 300 orthside Drive, Be
nington, VT 0520 1 .  

SITUATIONS WANTED 
Person with basic skills seeks apprenticeship In 
cabinet / furniture making with experienced 
craftsman. Hardworking, interested in quality 
work and in career. Have some experience. Prefer 
SW Ohio. Please contact Terrence Glass, 307 Hil l  
Street, Xenia, OH 45385 .  
University of Wisconsin stout woodworking stu
dent is seeking short-term summer 1 978 appren
ticeship to expand on existing woodworking 
knowledge. Anywhere in the U .S .  or Canada is 
acceptable. Portfolio upon request. Please con
tact Mark Falanga, 485 Oetting Hall ,  Menomonie, 
WI 5475 1 .  
Seek job with master furniture builder or carver. I 
have basic experience and have sold pieces of my 
own . Photos on request. Would also be inter
ested in antique restoration and refinishing posi
tion. Prefer New England area but would con
sider relocating. Please write Ian Edwards, 5 5  
Post Road West, Westport, CT 06880. 
Aerospace research wood modelmaker available 
for Luthier's apprenticeship. Resume on request . 
Vladymyr Kunko, 3527  Avalon Road , Shaker 
Heights, OH 44 1 20 .  
Apprenticeship sought with master joiner by 
young industrious man with basic woodworking 
skills and some experience in string instrument 
and antique furniture repair. Will relocate in 
eastern states or provinces .  Wri te :  Kar l in  
Warkentin, 5422 Rothermere, Ft .  Wayne, IN 
468 1 5 .  (2 1 9) 486- 1 148 .  

The CLASSIFIED and HELP WANTED rate is  
$ 1 . 50 /word, minimum 15  words. Payment must 
accompany order. The WOOD A 0 TOOL EX
CHANGE rate is $ 1 .00/ line, minimum three 
lines. The exchange is for private use by in
dividuals only. Commercial accounts must use 
Classified. The SITUATIO S WANTED rate is 
$ 1 .00/ line, minimum three lines. Al low 45 let
ters or spaces per line, including name and ad
dress. Send to: The Taunton Press, Advertising 
Dept . ,  Box 3 5 5 ,  Newtown,  CT 06470. 
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Wooden Clockworks 
Design and construction require ingenuity, care 

by John R. Lord 

Clocks-old and new-are a subject 
of very personal interest to me, not 

only from the standpoint of historical 
value but also from one of design. It 
follows that the approach by which I 
design and construct my clocks is also 
personal . I hasten to mention that clock 
design and construction have been 
thoroughly documented down through 
history (further reading, page 5 1) and I 
make no claim as to the classical pro
priety of my designs or means of execu
ting them . As an artist I formulate a 
careful plan at the outset. But then, 
within certain parameters of scale, 
strength and function, I may do almost 
anything, even violate all rules of ho
rology, to pursue my vision. That con
fession out of the way, let us proceed. 

I shall endeavor here to explain how 
clocks work, how to design a clock 
mechanism from scratch, and how to 
make it out of wood. The designing is 
not very difficult once the principles of 
escapements and gears are understood, 
and the manufacture is within the 
reach of an amateur craftsman with 
average facilities . A clock could be 
made entirely by hand, tediously. But 
there is no complete plan in this article, 
for I want most of all to encourage orig
inal design. Although a clock can be 
made to tell accurate time, it is a mis
take to be constrained by this histori
cally recent requirement.  With the 
works exposed, face and hands can be 
absent, allowing greater appreciation of 
the marvelous machine called clock. 

A clockwork is a transmlSSlOn ma-

John R. Lord, 29, of Waterloo, N. Y. ,  
has designed and budt eight wzldly dzf 
ferent clock-like mechanisms. He has a 
master 's degree in fine arts and design 
from Syracuse University. 
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chine, a train of intermeshed gears and 
pinions, set in rotary motion by the ki
netic energy of a falling weight .  An es
capement  mechanism divides the 
weight' s  long fall to the floor into tiny 
increments. A swinging pendulum reg
ulates the rate at which the weight is al
lowed to fall ,  eking out its energy in 
brief, uniform and countable bits. 

My romance with clockworks and 
timepieces (the term clock, strictly, de
notes an hour-striking device as well) 
overtook me in London when I visited 
the National Science Museum. Some of 
the oldest run ning tower clocks are 
there, iron machines of great complex
ity and beauty, dating from the 14th 
century. I spent hours studying them as 
they beat the inexorable seconds. 

Clockwork is not the product of a lin
ear evolution, nor did it spring whole 
from any single source. It represents the 
convergence since the Middle Ages of 
several diverse technologies. Toothed 
wheels as a means of transmitting 
power were described by Archimedes, 
and ancient Greek artisans used them 
in complicated devices for computing 
the relative positions of the sun , moon 
and planets. This technology was pre
served by Arab civilization and trans
mitted to Europe in the 1 2th century. 
The escapement was invented in China 
in the 9th century and reached Europe 
500 years later, when monks developed 
weight-driven clockworks regulated by 
an inertial escapement called "verge 
and foliot . "  These clocks had no 
dials-they were used to  automatically 
strike the prayer bells. In the 1 6th cen
tury, when faces were added to tower 
clocks, most had only an hour hand.  A 
minute hand,  while technically pos
sible, would have been pointless. The 
mechanisms were too inaccurate to give 

Clock designed and made by author ticks 
off the seconds but has no hands. Frame 
and pendulum are bird's-eye maple; large 
wheels are laminated from stnps of van'ous 
hardwoods with wooden teeth set into slots 
sawn in n·ms. Ong,inal wooden escapement 
has been replaced by expen'mental version 
of acrylic plastic (top center) ;  base is For
mica-covered plywood on hardwood frame
work. Pendulum has effective length of one 
meter and beats once a second; escape 
wheel has 30 teeth; center wheel (extreme 
nght) rotates once in 144 minutes. 

meaning to the minutes, and anyway, 
few cared. 

Clocks did not become accurate until 
the pendulum regulator replaced the 
verge and foliot . For a pendulum of 
any given length from suspension to 
bob, the period of oscillation is con
stant, regardless of the amount of 
swing or weight of bob. This was no
ticed in  the middle of the 1 7th century 
by several observers , among them 
Galileo and Christian Huygens. Al
though Galileo made the first drawings 
of a pendulum clock, the Dutch astron
omer Huygens first built one . 

Most early clocks were hand-forged 
of iron, by blacksmiths. Not far into 
the 1 5 th century, brass became more 
widely  avai lable  and was quickly 



Starting from the Thomas plans and using a 
Shopsmith with hand tools, Richard Heine 
of Santa Monica, CalIf , buzlt four clocks 
lIke this. Now he has formed a company, 
The Finest Hour, and is tooling up to pro
duce about 20 a month to retazl at $2, 000. 
The clock stands 65 in. high. Case and 
works are Brazzlian rosewood; hands and 
pendulum bob are cocobolo. The wheels for 
the prototypes were made by pasting paper 
patterns on the wood and bandsawing. Now 
Heine uses a metalworker's gear-cutting 
machine. These clocks use a watch-type es
capement, a close cousin of the recozl an
chor. The lever spans only three teeth, mini
mizing expansion problems, but the pn'ce is 
a complex escape wheel with fragzle short 
grain across many of its teeth. 

adopted because it is much easier than 
iron to shape. A simultaneous interest 
in watches and smaller clocks de
manded increased use of brass , al
though supply continued to be scarce 
until the Industrial Revolution because 
of the tortuous process by which it was 
made. A melt of copper and tin was 
poured from a crucible into a flat pud
dle and hammered by hand to work
harden it. The brass was reheated red , 
cooled and hammered some more, 
then cut to shape and filed smooth. 

Wooden patterns were probably nec
essary for making these early clocks, 
and some enormous mechanisms were 
made entirely of wood, in the tradition 
of grist mills. Smaller wooden clock
works were made in backwaters such as 
the Black Forest of Germany, and in 
Colonial America. The American tradi
tion of wooden wheel trains,  using 
scarce metal only for arbors and escape 
wheels, continued during the develop
ment of mass production after 1 800, 
but by the middle of the century the 
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This exploded view of an all-wooden clock is 
taken from an 8-sheet set of plans devel
oped and sold by Ralph D. Thomas, shown 
at nght with his prototype. Thomas, a 
Western Electn'c executive, got interested in 
clocks 15 years ago, after helping his son 
make a gear-dn'ven gizmo for science class. 
He found that although many old clocks use 
wooden wheel trains, none was made en
tirely of wood, so he made one. It takes 40 
hours to buzld and comes apart. 

same Industrial Revolution had made 
brass readily available and wood was re
placed . Many factory-made wooden 
clocks of 1 50 years ago are keeping 
good time today. 

How clocks work 
People usually don ' t  understand just 

what it is that drives and regulates a 
pendulum clock . The most common 
questions are, "Where ' s  the motor? " 
and ' ' How does the pendulum make it 
go? "  Although the swinging pendu
lum is the eye-catching part of most 
clocks, it is simply a regulator. All the 
energy comes from the gravity-induced 
fall of the suspended weight (which can 
be replaced by a coiled spring or an 
electric motor) . The wheel train trans
mits this kinetic energy to the time
computing motion works for display by 
the hands, and also to the escape mech
anism. The escapement's release-relock 
sequence passes tiny impulses on to the 
pendulum, making up for frictional 
losses and keeping it swinging. In turn , 

Thomas with clock 

Front plate 

o 

Thomas sells his plans for $4. 50 from his 
home at 1412 Drumcllffe Rd. , Winston
Salem, N. C. 27103;  the plans are also 
a vailable fro m  Constantin e ,  2065 
Eastchester Rd. , Bronx, N.  Y. 1046 1 .  

each beat of  the pendulum allows the 
escapement to unwind, thereby emit
ting a tick or a tock. 

All this time-computing and power
transmitting wheelwork could be re
moved , reducing the clock to its bare 
minimum : A weight hung from a cord 
wrapped directly around the arbor of 
an escape wheel with escape lever, 
crutch and pendulum (diagram on next 
page) . This clock would run ,  but that's  
all . If it had a 3D-tooth escape wheel 
and a one-meter pendulum, it would 
count the seconds. The weight acts 
through a lever arm whose length is the 
radius of the arbor, thus exerting force 
to turn the escape wheel . Unlike a 
spring or even an electric motor, this 
force never fluctuates and it needs no 
care other than periodic rewinding. 

Instead of an escape wheel with 30 
teeth, which would rotate once a min
ute, the minimum clock might be 
made with a single wheel of 1 ,800 
teeth . Connected to the same one
meter pendulum, the wheel would ro-
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Minimum clock would tick off the seconds, 
but that 's all. 

'Clock IV', by Lawrence B. Hunter of San 
Diego; 86 in. high, 36 in. wide, 1 9  in. 
deep; made of walnut with 'Is-in. birch 
dowel in an edition of six, $3,500 each. 
Hunter, a sculptor, writes that he is 'trying 
to eliminate the nonessential and disttll 
down to the very essence of the clock and its 
skeletal structure, then organize the parts 
into a visual whole. ' The great wheel has 
160 pin-type teeth, the escape wheel has 72 
teeth, the lantern pinion has eight leaves. 
The pendulum beats once in 1 Y4 seconds, 
and the single hand turns once an hour. 
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tate once an hour, still counting every 
second. But an 1 ,800-tooth wheel is 
hardly practical .  This is why clock
makers use a train of wheels and pin
ions . The essential tick-tock mechanism 
remains the same. 

Tick, tock 
The diagram at left on the next page 

breaks the release-relock sequence of 
the escape mechanism into the stages 
that produce a tick and a tock-two se
onds in the life of the clock. This is a re
coil-anchor escapement,  so called be
cause the lever is shaped like an anchor, 
and because there is a small backward 
motion at the end of each beat. 

Aside from the precise shape of the 
wheel and lever, which I will discuss 
shortly, the physical requirement here 
is that their arbors be mounted below 
the suspension point of the pendulum. 
The crutch, which transmits the im
pulse to the pendulum, is an extension 
of the arbor that carries the escape lever 
and embraces the pendulum rod with
out being attached to it. This ensures 
that the pendulum will beat freely 
without hindrance of friction . Note 
that the escape lever may be below the 
wheel or alongside it, as long as it is 
balanced to rock freely. 

Without the governing influence of 
the pendulum, the escape mechanism 
would oscillate rapidly and irregularly, 
expending the energy of the system in a 
whirring clickety-clack. Thus the pen
dulum is the soul of the system, forcing 
it to eke out its store of power, second 
by second . It accomplishes this by vir
tue of the physical laws innate to it: A 
pendulum of given length , unhindered 
by frictional drag, will swing from side 
to side in a given time and that time 
will be constant no matter how wide 
the arc of swing. (This is not strictly 
true when the arc is very wide, but it is 
true when the arc is only a couple of de
grees . )  Further, a pendulum one meter 
long will always take one second to 
swing. Since each swing of the pendu
lum releases one-half tooth of the es
cape wheel , a 30-tooth wheel will rotate 
once a minute, and tick each second. 

The time of the swing depends upon 
the length of the pendulum and the ac
celeration of gravity, which varies mi
nutely according to latitude and eleva
tion above sea level. The time of swing 
has nothing to do with the weight of 
the bob, as long as the bob is heavy 
compared to the weight of the arm 

from which it hangs. The formula is: 

or 
f2g 1 =-TT2 

where t is the time of one swing from 
left to right in seconds, the familiar TT 
equals 3 . 1 4 1 6 ,  I is the length of the 
pendulum and g is the acceleration of 
g r av i t y ,  3 2 . 1 7 ft / s e c 2  or 9 . 8 1  
meters / sec2. 

If the beat is to be 2 seconds, the 
pendulum will be 1 3  ft. !fJ. in. (or 4 
meters) long; if the time is 1 !fJ.  sec . , the 
pendu lum is 7 ft . 4 i n .  (or  2 . 2 5  
meters) long; if it is one second, the 
pendulum is 39 . 1 4  in. (or 1 meter) 
long; if the time is a half-second, the 
pendulum is 9 .8  in. (or 25 centimeters) 
long. A clock is adjusted by minutely 
changing the length of the pendulum, 
usually by means of a thread and nut at 
the suspension point or under the bob. 

The escapement 

Whether the aim is a timepiece or a 
kinetic sculpture, the design process 
should begin with the pendulum and 
escapement. There are many types of 
escapement; the traditional workhorse 
is the recoil anchor shown here. It is a 
simple yet eminently workable design. 
The escape wheel and the escape lever 
(the anchor) are laid out together, as in 
the diagrams at right .  The one shown is' 
right-handed and turns clockwise. A 
left-handed wheel will also work. The 
most difficult procedure is spacing the 
30 points around the circumference of 
the wheel . No matter how careful you 
are w i t h  a n  ad j u s t a b l e  draft i n g  
triangle, there's  always something left 
over at the end. I treasure an old 
60-tooth ratchet wheel I found at a 
scrap yard. I can draw the wheel the 
size I want, plunk the master down on 
it, and extend lines from its points to 
the wheel 's  circumference. 

The configuration shown, where the 
back of each tooth drops directly to the 
base of the next at the root circle, is 
sturdy enough for wooden construc
tion. Wear will be least when the wheel 
is lightest, however, and narrower teeth 
are best for fabrication in brass or 
plastic. To draw them, construct a se
cond circle tangent to a 20° angle from 
a radius, its vertex at one of the points 
on the rim.  Draw the backs of all the 
teeth tangent to this circle, just as the 
fronts are tangent to a 1 0° circle. I have 
made escapements of solid and lamina
ted wood, iron, and acrylic plastic, and 
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To lay out an escape wheel of 30 teeth: Draw circles of outside and 
root diameter, i. e. 6 in. and 4'h in. Divide circumference into 30 
equal parts (12°) . From one of these points, draw a radius and a line 
making an angle of 1 0° with it. Draw a circle tangent to the 1 0° line. 
Draw lines from each point tangent to the 10° circle. These lines 
define the front faces of the teeth. Connect each point to the root of 
the previous point. This defines the back face of each tooth. For a 
wheel of brass or plastic, draw a second circle at 20° to a radius and 
make the back face of each tooth tangent to it. 

To lay out an escape lever span-
ning 7'h teeth: Draw a vertical 
line through the center of the 
1!/heel. Since the lever is to span 
'/4 of the teeth (7 'h) , draw two 
lines at 45° to the vertical. This 
locates A and B, the tips of the " 
entry and exit pallets. 

Two seconds in the life of an escapement, told in six steps reading 
clockwise. Sequence begins with a tick (1) as the tooth A smacks the 
entry pallet and the pendulum swings toward its nghtmost point. 
The turning escape wheel pushes the entry pallet (2), rocking the 
lever and sending an impulse via the crutch to the pendulum as it 
begins to swing leftward Tooth A escapes (3) and the wheel turns, 
but immediately tooth B is caught by the exit pallet, tack, stopping 
the motion (4) . Tooth B pushes the exit pallet (5), rocking the lever 
and prodding the pendulum toward the nght. Tooth B escapes (6) 
and the cycle repeats. 

Draw tangents to the wheel 
through A and B. They intersect 
at C, the center of the escape 
lever axle. A tangent is perpen
dicular to a radius. 

Draw a circle at C whose radius is one-half the distance between cen
ters. Draw tangents to this circle through A and B. These tangents 
define the faces of the entry and exit pallets. The remainder of the 
escape lever may be any shape. 

have settled on plastic. 
The escape lever shown embraces 

one-quarter of the wheel ' s  circumfer
ence, or 7 %.  teeth. This is the most 
common configuration , and (if you 
have no taste for geometric construc
tion) the distance between arbors is 
1 .4 1  times the diameter of the wheel . 
The number of teeth embraced can be 
up to one fewer than half the total, and 
as few as two or three. The layout pro
cedure is the same. The difference is 
the distance between arbors-the more 
teeth , the farther they are apart ; the 
fewer, the closer together. 

This construction locates the active 
faces of the entry and exit pallets, and 
the distance between arbors. These are 
the only absolutes-the form of the rest 
of the lever is left to the designer. But 
absolute precision is essential in loca
ting and fabricating the active surfaces, 
else the clock won' t  run .  The tips of the 
teeth and the pallets must be as smooth 
and hard as possible, allowing no irreg
ularity in their motion. Some makers 
saw out the bearing surfaces and re
place them with a denser material, a 
watchmaking practice whereby tiny, 

flat jewels are cemented to the pallets. 
They do not wear and they are abso
lutely smooth : 

The importance of the pendulum in 
all this contrasts with the relative sim
plicity with which it can be made-the 
Thomas clock uses a croquet ball on the 
end of a dowel. It must be suspended 
above the escapement, on a vertical line 
with the wheel arbor. The suspension 
may be as simple as a strap of leather or 
a steel shim stock, a point set in a dim
ple (Thomas) , a knife edge i n  a 
groove- anything that  a l lows the 
pendulum to swing freely in a flat, 
smooth arc. 

The exact location of the crutch is a 
function of the arc or swing and of the 
amount of rock . designed into the es
cape lever, and is best found by experi
ment and observation. The exact shape 
of the crutch may range from a flat stick 
with two protruding dowels that em
brace the arm, to wherever your imagi
nation takes you . One caution: Not 
more than Y32 in .  of space should exist 
between the crutch forks and the arm, 
or the impulse won ' t  be of sufficient 
duration ever to catch up . 

'Clock III ' by Lawrence Hunter uses a verge
and-foliot escapement. The horns atop the 
clock swivel majestically back and forth, 
taking two seconds each way, releasing a 
tooth of escape wheel each time. Wheel has 
15 con/rate teeth-that is, teeth are parallel 
to arbor rather than perpendicular to it. 
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'Inventor Released, ' escapement-mechan
ism sculpture by David and Maryi" Roy of 
South Woodstock, Conn. Powered by the 
hanging weight, the L-shaped arm nses to 
kick escape lever, releasing a tooth and 
allowing large wheel to rotate a full turn 
clockwise or counterclockwise. The Roys 
produce a vanety of escapement sculptures 
in limited editions that retail in the $100 to 
$250-range. 

The time train 
In the diagram below, the time train 

of a typical clock is spread out on a line. 
It proceeds in two directions from the 
center wheel : To the right, it energizes 
the pendulum and is regulated by it; to 
the left, it computes and displays the 
hour. The weight 's  energy is transmit
ted via the center wheel, which drives 
the pinion of the second wheel (so 
called because of its position in the 
train ,  not because it counts the sec-

onds) ; the second wheel drives the pin
ion of the escape wheel . Proceeding the 
other way, the pinion of the center 
wheel (the cannon pinion) drives the 
minute wheel, whose pinion drives the 
hour wheel.  The figures are the tooth 
counts of each wheel and pinion. 

If you should somehow have access to 
a computer and plotter, it can be used 
to lay out very accurate wheels. It can 
also lay out elliptical wheels, square 
wheels and star-shaped wheels. They 
must run in identical pairs, and always 
turn end-to-side. They do not turn at a 
constant speed , but rather at double 
speed half-way around, and half-speed 
the rest of the way, averaging out where 
they ought. They seem to gallop. 

T h e  w h e e l s  are  g e n e r a l l y  ar 
ranged-but needn ' t  be-to run the 
minute and hour hands from a com
mon center, which requires a hollow ar
bor called a cannon tube concentric 
with the arbor of the center wheel. 

For convenience, the weight drum 
may also be on a hollow arbor concen
tric with the center wheel. Note that 
the weight drum may be connected to 
another whole train of wheels. These 
have nothing to do with computing the 
time, but rather with how often one 
must rewind the clock. Thirty- day 
movements are common in brass 
clocks, but in wood old friend gravity 
takes his vengeance in the form of fric
tion and inertia at each connection. 
When the time is told, most of the 
weight's energy is lost. The longer the 
movement, the more slowly the weight 
must fal l ,  and the more freely the 
mechanism must turn . Eight days is 
about the limit in wooden clockworks. 

A typical time train, spread out for clarity. Num
bers are teeth in wheels, pinions. 
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The ratios in the diagram are used in 
many grandfather clocks, but they 
aren ' t  sacred . The point is to make the 
minute hand rotate once for 60 turns of 
the second hand, and the hour hand 
once for 1 2  turns of the minute hand. 
Many different wheel ratios, a few spec
ified in the chart opposite, will do the 
same thing. These combinations will be 
most useful to the maker of wooden 
works, but others can be figured from 
the logic below. For practical purposes, 
begin with a one-meter pendulum and 
a 30-tooth escape wheel. 

This pendulum beats once a second, 
and each beat releases half a tooth on 
the escape wheel (each tooth acts twice, 
once on each pallet of the escape lever) . 
Thus the 30-tooth escape wheel rotates 
once a minute, or 60 times an hour. Its 
arbor is therefore a good place to 
mount the second hand. Since the es
cape wheel and its pinion are fastened 
to the same arbor, the pinion must also 
rotate 60 times an hour. In one hour 
the pinion's  eight leaves will engage 
60 x 8 or 480 teeth on the second 
wheel, thus turning it eight times. The 
second wheel pinion also turns eight 
times, engaging 8 x 8 = 64 teeth on 
the center wheel .  The center wheel has 
exactly 64 teeth, so it will rotate once 
an hour. Put the minute hand here. 

Turn now to the motion work to the 
left of the center wheel. The cannon 
pinion, 1 0  teeth, is fastened to the cen
ter wheel arbor and therefore rotates 
once an hour or 1 2  times in 1 2  hours, 
thereby engaging 1 20 teeth on the 
minute wheel .  Since it has 30 teeth, it 
will have to rotate four times in 1 2  
hours. The minute pinion also rotates 
four times, so in 1 2  hours its eight teeth 
will engage 32 teeth on the hour wheel , 
which happens to have exactly 32 teeth. 
It will rotate once in 12 hours. The 
hour hand goes here. 

Notice that in 12 hours, while the 
hour wheel rotates only once, the pen
dulum beats once a second-an aston
ishing 43 ,200 times. In any gear train ,  
the number of rotations of the last pin
ion to one rotation of the first wheel 
will be equal to the product of all teeth 
in the wheels divided by the product of 
all the leaves in the pinions . In a clock, 
the teeth in the escape wheel are multi
plied by two because each acts twice. 
The pendulum itself is the last pinion , 
one beat being one " rotation. " Thus, 
32 x 30 x 64 x 60 x 30 x 2 

= 43 , 200 8 X lO X 8 X 8  



Clock Trains 
Center Second Second 
Wheel Wheel Pinion 

48 40 8 
64 40 8 
96 90 1 2  
64 60 8 
68 64 8 
80 80 8 
96 80 8 

Chart above relates number 

Chiming clock train made by M. C. Hall of Austin, Tex. , 
nght, is alongside a 19th-century Eli Terry movement. 
Hall, 74, a retired aircraft tool engineer, adds an extra 
wheel, a deadbeat anchor and brass bushings to get a 
3D-day movement. Front and back plates are quartersawn 
white oak, wheels are quartersawn black cherry, one-piece 
arbors and pinions are maple. Terry 's pinions are holly. 

of teeth in each wheel and 
pinion to pendulum beats 
and lengths, to rotate center 
wheel once an hour. Chart at 
right  sp eCifies teeth In 
12-hour motion trains. 

Wheels and pinions 
A complete discussion of the geom

etry of wheels and pinions would fill a 
book . For clockwork purposes, consider 
cwo rollers pressed tightly together, one 
driving the other. The smaller, the pin
ion ,  is the driven ; the larger, the wheel, 
is the driver. The relative speed of each 
would depend on their diameters, and 
if slippage could be prevented , rollers 
would drive a clock. In practice, teeth 
are necessary and teeth must mesh just 
as smoothly as if the wheels were plain 
rollers .  The effective size of inter
meshed gears is the size of the imagin
ary rollers, and is called the pitch circle. 
The teeth must be shaped so that the 
transmitted motion is absolutely uni
form, or the clock will stop. 

In engineering practice, for a wheel 
with N teeth, the relationship becween 
the pitch diameter PD and the outside 
diameter OD has been standardized: 

N PD = OD N+2 
For gears to mesh at all , the number 

of teeth in the wheel and the leaves in 
the pinion must be directly propor
tional to the diameters of their pitch 
circles. Engineers call this the pitch of 
the gear, and specify it by the number 
of teeth per inch of diameter of the 
pitch circle. Thus a 71Jz. in. wheel with 
60 teeth is 8-pitch. So is a I -in .  pinion 
with eight leaves. The wheels in  the 
Thomas clock are 8-pitch. 

The Thomas clock uses the type of 
. . 

gears engIneers use to transmit power. 

cloidal teeth , a shape that is easier to 
make and equally efficient, since a 
clock doesn ' t  transmit great amounts of 
torque. Cycloids generated by circles 
come in pairs, and one pair matches a 
straight line with an epicycloid that is 
so close to circular that the difference 
doesn ' t  matter. The mating teeth are 
shaped as in the diagram below. When 
they are made of brass, the faces of the 
pinion leaves are radial ; when made of 
wood , they are made parallel . The 
small circle that defines the profile of 
the wheel teeth is half the diameter of 
the pinion' s  pitch circle, and the arc is 
struck from midway becween cwo teeth, 
on the pitch circle of the wheel . 

While it would be convenient to de
sign pinions with very few leaves, the 
practical lower limit is eight. This is be
cause friction is markedly higher when 

Escape Escape Pendulum Pendulum 
Wheel Pinjon beats/ min. Length 

30 8 30 1 56 . 5 "  
30 8 40 88" 
30 1 2  60 39 . 14 "  
30 8 60 39 . 14 "  
30 8 68 30. 5 "  
30 8 1 00 14 . 1 "  
30 8 1 20 9 . 8 "  

Motion Works 
Cannon Minute Minute Hour 
Pinion Wheel Pinion Wheel 

10  30  10  40 
1 2  36 1 2  48 
1 6  40 10  48 

gears begin to interact before the mesh
ing teeth pass an imaginary line con
necting the center of the wheel and 
pinion, compared to when they mesh 
after this line. With a pinion of fewer 
than eight teeth , the interaction begins 
before the line of centers; with eight, at 
the line; with more than eight, after 
the line. The situation is improved with 
the lantern pinion-even with as few as 
six pins, the action begins well after the 
line of centers. A lantern pinion will 
mesh well enough with both cycloidal 
and involute wheels, and also with 
tinker-toy style teeth made of dowel. 

Wheel construction 
Most woodworking shops are n ' t  

equipped for the specifics of gear cut
ting, so it becomes necessary to invent. 
An index wheel is the handiest tool ,  in 

Paral lel faces in  wood 

Rad ia l  faces in brass 

The teeth of the wheels and pinions 
have the shape of involute curves. His
torically, clockmakers settled upon cy-

, �.-------
� , 
•• __ . ' / Pinion and wheel with approximately eyeloidal teeth. 
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A piece of plywood can quickly become a 
circle-cutting jig for the band saw. Space 
holes for a dummy arbor along a line per
pendicular to the blade. Carefully adjust 
guides, rotate blank into the blade. 

-..<:.::..,...,...,...-ri1:�� aluminum template tjl M4Ke /lWM/NUM TEMPLATe ILl\' TeETH I..:::V DRILL HOLES VERY CIIREFUU Y @DRILL FlR.STHOLE-INSEP,r PIN 
� DRILL SECOND HOL E-MOVl� PIN\:::!!) PRILL � CONTINUe AROUND BUWK 

An aluminum or brass template, carefully 
made, wIll space holes around a blank. 

mllfllr�HS SWIS 

Use the table saw to turn the holes into 
slots. The tn'ck is aligning the first hole with 
the dado blade, so the slot wIll be perfectly 
radial. Then drill through a hole for the in
dex pin, and all the slots wIll be radial. 

Lantern pinion from Lawrence Hunter's 
'Clock IV' engages pin wheel laminated of 
seven veneer layers, five of them running 
around the n'm and two running crosswise. 
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terms of accuracy gained and time 
saved, but it is rarely available. Fortu
nately there are ready substitutes. I 
urge constant surveillance of junkyards 
and scrap machinery for any gears of 
reasonable size and some number of 
teeth which will divide into usable 
numbers and provide a pattern for trac
ing. Two of the best to own have 60 
teeth and 96 teeth. Between them they 
yield 2 ,  3 . 4 ,  5 ,  6 ,  8, l O ,  1 2 ,  1 5 ,  20 ,  
24 ,  30,  32 ,  and 48 teeth . The next best 
alternative is a protractor and an ad
justable triangle. 

Another home remedy is a j ig for 
cutting round wheel blanks, as in the 
diagram at left .  Much cut and try goes 
into clockwork and the ability to gene
rate wheels easily and quickly is a big 
help. With well-adjusted saw guides, a 
sharp blade and care in alignment, this 
j ig will deliver a very accurate blank .  

There are several alternatives regard
ing the actual fabrication of clock 
wheels. At its most basic, a wheel is no 
more than a single, solid disc of wood 
with teeth cut into its circumference. 
The easiest way to make one is to draw 
a full-size paper pattern , glue it onto 
the wood , and cut around the profile 
with a j igsaw, band saw or coping saw. 
The problem with this type of wheel is 
seasonal movement of the wood, short
grain fragility and difficulty of replac
ing a broken tooth in case of disaster. 

As a hedge against the wood' s  ten
dency to warp with the weather, I lami
nate wheels of several narrow strips, or 
of pie-shaped wedges. I usually mis
match each strip with respect to the 
next according to the annual rings; ve
neers can be inserted between pieces for 
further visual interest. I ' ve seen wheels 
cut of birch plywood, very stable. 

I use inserted teeth because if one 
becomes damaged, it can be replaced 
singly .  This necessitates sawing a series 
of radial slots in the rim of the wheel. I 
do this by first drilling a ring of proper
ly spaced holes, using the template 
shown in the diagram. If the template 
layout and initial drilling are not ab
solutely accurate, the last hole will have 
a very strange relationship to the first. 
But the job can be done with care. 

Thus far we have a set of holes evenly 
spaced around the wheel . We could 
press dowels into them and use them as 
pin wheels, which also allows interest
ing variations such as right-angle 
drives. To cut the holes into slots to ac
cept inserted teeth, I use the table-saw 

Close-up of author 's clock shows laminated 
wheel construction with inset teeth and lan
tern pinions. Crutch is bandsawn from lam
inated veneers, pendulum rod is bird's-eye 
maple, suspension IS a piece of leather 
caught in a saw kerf 

j ig shown in the diagram . The difficult 
part comes only once , in aligning the 
blade with the first hole to be cut. 
Once this position is ascertained the 
locating pin is fixed and the rest of the 
slots follow like clockwork. 

Such a simple j ig is bound to chip 
the wood as the blade exits, but I find 
chipping minimal and anyway it is later 
negated by turning each wheel on a 
lathe. I do this both for esthetic reasons 
and to reduce the weight of the train. 
The result is a flat-bottomed radial slot 
ready for the inset tooth. I thickness a 
straight board and rip it to width , then 
slice the teeth to length and glue them 
in place . Once mounted, I file the faces 
of each tooth by hand to a close fit .  

Pinions can be made just like small 
wheels, of solid or laminated wood. 
But they are tricky and I prefer the lan
tern pinion. It consists of two circular 
plates of wood, plastic or metal, with 
the necessary number of holes spaced 
around the pitch diameter. Leaves are 
simply short lengths of dowel or acrylic 
rod pressed into the holes. One of the 
circular plates can be eliminated and its 
holes drilled directly into the wheel .  

The distance between centers of two 
mating gears ought to be the sum of 
the radii of their pitch circles. In prac
tice, this is a good place to start. But it 
is best to put each pair of wheel and 



pInIOn on dummy arbors and adjust 
the distance until they turn most freely .  

Most clock problems come from im
properly depthed wheels. There must 
always be some clearance between the 
outside diameter and root diameter of 
mating wheels, and enough clearance 
between tooth faces to allow a little 
backlash. The remedies usually involve 
careful sanding. A stick the shape of 
the space between two teeth , with 
sandpaper glued to it, is a useful file. 
Sometimes the sanding goes too far and 
a tooth must be built up with a slip of 
veneer, or be replaced . 

I ' ve used dowel for the arbors on 
which the wheels ride, and I ' ve turned 
my own dowel to try and avoid warping 
and swelling. But dowel vacillates be
tween squeaky tight in the bushings to 
such looseness that the clock becomes a 
l o cked -up  wood p i l e .  I therefo re 
switched to aluminum-I like the jux
taposition of color and texture, and it 
ju s t  p la in  works . However,  many 
makers find dowel entirely satisfactory. 

The arbors turn in bushings in the 
frame that keeps the clock together. 
The Thomas clock doesn ' t  use bush
ings , merely countersunk holes lubri
cated with graphite to keep friction 
down. Others drill oversize holes and 
press bearings into them . In my effort 
to maintain high tolerances, I ma
chined bushings of a very dense and 
stable monomer- impregnated maple . 
It is made by putting the· wood in a 
vacuum to remove the air from the 
cells, then flooding it with plastic resin ,  
which fills the voids in the wood and 
hardens. I machined the bushings sev
eral thousandths of an inch oversize 
and pressed them into the frames . They 

A clockmaker's depthing tool, this one de
signed by M. C. Hall. Upnght arms pivot at 
baseplate, allowing large wheel (fore
ground) to mesh with pinion (concealed by 
smaller wheel) . When teeth mesh perfectly, 
points (left) may be used to stnke arcs, on 
which arbor centers must lie. 

probably aren ' t  necessary . 
Once I ' ve settled the layout of the 

holes, I tape the front and back frame 
pieces together and clamp them to the 
drill-press table .  I drill one hole most of 
the way through, then turn the whole 
thing over and come back the other 
way, to avoid a bad chip-out. Then I 
press in a bushing or a dummy arbor 
and proceed to the next hole . 

Because I want to emphasize the per
sonal nature of design, I won ' t  dwell on 
the details of the frame. It can be full 
front and back plates, or very skeletal 
supports just where they are needed for 
the wheel arbors, as long as they are ab
solutely rigid and parallel .  

A ratchet-and-pawl system is the 
most direct way to wind up the weight 
and couple it to the wheelwork, as in 
the diagram below. The pawls may be 
attached directly to the center wheel , as 
in the Thomas clock, and the weight 
suspended by a pulley system to in
crease the time between windings. Or 
the pulleys may be eliminated by fixing 
the pawls to a separate great wheel, 
coupled by a pinion to the center wheel . 

As the weight drum is wound up (by 
hand in my clock , but most use a cou
ple more wheels and a key) , the pawls 
back over the ratchet. When the weight 
is fully wound, the pawls move fotward 
and engage the ratchet. I chose not to 
display the weight and so hung it from 
a fine cable inside the base of the clock. 
You may want it to be an integral part 
of the design. I ' ve used a 7 -U P can ful l  
of lead-since it is  hidden, its lack of 
charm is not noticed. After the clock is 
running, tinkering and wear will elim
inate some friction, and the beast will 
of its own accord run more easily and 
require less weight. I suggest avoiding 
cast lead weights and using a container 
full of sand, lead shot or ball bear
ings-some easily divisible material .  0 
Further Reading 
[Editor's note: Of the four books listed, on
ly Britten's is still in print. For the others, 
check l ibraries and used bookstores . ]  
Britten, Frederick James, Old Clocks and 

Watches and Their Makers. 8th edition. 
Edited by Cecil Clutton et al. New York: 
E .P .  Dutton, 1973,  $40. The 7th edition, 
published in 1956 ,  is more complete. 

Gordon, G. F. c. ,  Clockmaking, Past and 
Present. 2nd edition. London: Technical 
Press, 1949. 

Grimthorpe, Edmund Beckett, Rudimen
tary Treatise on Clocks and Watches and 
Bells. London: J .  Weale, 1850.  

Milham, Willis I . ,  Time and Timekeepers. 
New York: Macmillan, 1923 .  

Wheel-cutting machine deSigned and built 
by M. C. Hall is indexed by interchangeable 
aluminum wheels mounted on the same 
shaft as chuck that holds the work. 
Assembly is lowered into saw-type cutter. 
which is shaped to remove the space be· 
tween two teeth at a single pass. 

'Clock II ' by Lawrence Hunter is regulated 
by dowel-pin escapement, above, with 
tinker-toy motion works, below. 

I 

Weights hang from pulleys on cord wrap
ped around arbor, and ratchet engages 
pawls on great wheel, which couples to time 
train via pinion on center wheel arbor. Or, 
pawls may be attached to center wheel itself 
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Ha nuner Veneering 
Veneer the whole world, without clamps 

by Tage Frid 

Hammer veneering is the old way of applying veneers to 
solid wood or to a plywood ground. The main tool is a 

veneer hammer, which is not used for hammering at all, but 
for applying pressure. The hammer has a very narrow face ,  so 
you can transmit the strength of your arms and the weight of 
your body to a tiny area of veneer. The veneer is held down by 
hot hide glue, which sticks as soon as it cools. You spread the 
hot glue on the ground surface and the veneer, then you use 
the hammer to squeeze it down tight before it cools. You can 
reheat the glue, and soften it, with an iron. Hammer veneer
ing is usually the easiest way to fix old furniture with missing 
or broken veneers, or air bubbles under the veneers. 

Hammer veneering is very fast to do , but the big advantage 
is that you don ' t  need a veneer press or cauls or clamps. In 
regular methods of veneering, the size of the work is limited 
by the size of the veneer press or of the clamps. But with 
hammer veneering you could veneer the whole world if you 
wanted to. The same rules apply, however: When you veneer 
one side of a piece of wood, you have to veneer the other side 
too, or else the piece will be pulled concave toward the ve
neered side as the glue dries. 

When veneering plywood, always cross the grain direction 
of the face veneer and of the ground layer . You can use some 
angle other than 90° ,  as long as the grain of the veneer and 
the grain of the top layer of plywood don ' t  run parallel. If 
they are parallel , the veneer will crack later on. If your veneer 

Cross grain when 
veneering plywood . . .  

3f4" 

follow grain on solid wood. 

Veneer hammer- use 
a dense hardwood. 

'(1 Aluminum or 
� brass face 
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is  applied to solid wood, be sure the grain does run parallel so 
the two layers of wood· can move together. 

Equipment 
You will need a veneer hammer, a veneer saw, a hot glue 

pot (or double boiler) , animal glue, a brush and an iron .  
Veneer hammers vary in design , but usually have a long 

handle and a hardwood wedge for a head , with an inset alum
inum or brass strip, which is the working face .  The face must 
be straight and about 3Yz in. wide , with a rounded profile to 
squeeze the veneer along a thin line. If you make your own 
hammer, follow the dimensions in the sketch and use a hard, 
heavy wood such as maple. Don' t  use steel or iron for the 
face, because it would react with the tannic acid present in 
most woods and cause a stain .  Before using a new hammer, 
soak it in raw linseed oil so the glue won ' t  stick to it. 

A veneer saw or knife is used to cut the veneer to size. It is 
called both a saw and a knife because it is filed as a saw and 

Veneer saw File it like a saw . . .  

sharpen like a knife. 

sharpened as a knife to make a smooth cut for edge-joining 
veneers. The curved blade of the saw is only about 3 in. long. 
Both sides of a veneer saw can be sharpened with a small tri
angular file. I file all the teeth at 90° to the surface of the 
blade, with no back or front, so that I can use the saw in 
either direction. This makes a slower but smoother cut. 

After the teeth are filed sharp, the blade is sha,rpened so 
the cross section is like a knife ,  by rotating the saw along its 
curve against a stone. Hold the blade at a shallow angle, but 
be careful not to lose the points on the teeth . 

. 

A hot glue pot is a double boiler with a thermostat to pre
vent the glue from boiling. I don ' t  use contact cement. I have 
seen too many failures, and it is JUSt about impossible to re
pair. For large surfaces where veneers have to be edge-joined, 
contact cement could not be used. Contact cement has not 
been on the market very long, so nobody knows how long it 
will last. Hot glue is the oldest glue-it goes way back to the 
Egyptians. It is made from animal hides, bones and blood. It 
can be bought in dry sheets or as pearls. It must be soaked in 
water to soften it. Once it is soft , pour off any excess water. 
Then heat the glue in a glue POt or double boiler. Never put 
the pot directly on the heat source. It must always be over a 
pot of water. If hot glue boils it loses its strength, plus when it 
boils it doesn ' t  smell like roses . When starting a new batch , 

Tage Frid (the 'g ' is szJent, rhymes with 'hey, kid') teaches 
woodworking at Rhode Island School a/Design in Providence. 



melt the glue, let it cool and reheat it again and it will be 
ready to use. If the batch is already made up JUSt heat it up 
and add water if it is too thick or let it heat for a while if it is 
too thin. Getting the right consistency is something you have 
to learn thtough experimenting. If the glue is hot all day its 
consistency changes constantly. If the consistency is right, the 
glue should drop from the brush like honey . You will know 
the glue is spoiled if it stays liquid after it cools. 

To check that the glue is made correctly and is ready to use , 
put a drop between your fingers. Rub your fingers together, 
applying pressure. You should be able to squeeze out all the 
excess easily after about one minute if the room is around av
erage temperature, 60· to 70· F. Your fingers should then 
start sticking together, because when hot glue gets cold It 
starts binding. The glue won' t  reach full strength until it 
dries completely, which takes about 24 hours. 

Edge veneering 

It is clumsy and time-consuming to veneer edges using 
clamps, but it is fast and easy to do it with the veneer hammer. 
It doesn ' t  matter whether the edge is straight or curved. 
When you cut veneer, always have a flat piece of scrap wood 
underneath it to prevent cutting into the workbench, and use 
a straightedge to guide the saw. Cut strips of veneer only 
about 1,Ii in. wider than the thickness of the work. If you cut 
them too wide, the excess sticking into the air will dry before 
the glue has cured and it will curl away from the wood . 

When the veneer is cut, wet it on both sides to make it 
more flexible and also to see which way it naturally wants to 
arch .  Glue it with the concave side toward the work, so the 
arch will keep it in place. If you do it the other way , it will be 
hard to keep the edges stuck down while the glue cures. 

Begin by brushing glue onto the edge to be veneered, then 
turn the veneer over and lay what will be the outside surface 
right in the glue on the wood. Then brush glue onto the ve
neer. The glue that smears on the outside will help the ham
mer slide more easily. Later on you can scrape the veneer 
clean . Now flip the veneer over and hold it in place with one 
hand . Hot glue is very slippery. Hold the hammer in your 
other hand and press down hard to squeeze out the excess 
glue at one end. This will secure the veneer, and now you can 
put both hands on the hammer to squeeze out the excess glue 
all along the edge. You have to work fast to get all the veneer 
down while the glue is still hot. The minute the glue gets cold, 
the veneer will stick. Keep an old iron warmed up and handy. 
Then when you aren ' t  fast enough , you can reheat the glue 
before going back with the hammer. Don ' t  have the iron so 
hot that the glue burns, or you ' ll regret it . Burned glue 
makes an unpleasant stink that hangs around for a long time . 

Use the veneer saw to clean off the extra glue and trim the 
veneer, while the glue is still soft. First dip the saw blade in 
hot water so it will be wet and warm and the glue won' t  stick 
to it. Then cut off the excess at both ends, holding the work 
up on an angle. After that, stand the work on edge and tilt it 
a little to apply pressure right at the corner, and saw off the 
excess veneer. Dip the blade in hot water after each cutting. 
Now put the piece aside to dry for about 24 hours. 

It doesn ' t  make any difference if the edge is curved or some 
other shape. Veneer it exactly as if it were straight .  But when 
the work isn ' t  straight, you must wait until the glue is hard 
and dry to remove the excess veneer and squeezed-out glue. 
Then use a block plane or a smooth plane to clean it off. 

Wet the veneer ta see which way it cur/s, then glue the concave side 
down, right, so the arch wzil help hold it in place. 

Use the veneer hammer to squeeze out the glue all along the edge. 

When tn'mming veneer, keep the saw warm and wet by dipping it in 
the glue-pot water. Stand the work on edge and tzit it a little to 
apply pressure, then draw the saw along the face of the board. 

To tn'm a curved edge, let the glue dry hard, and plane. 

Veneering large surfaces 

To veneer a large surface ,  you will have to edge-join pieces 
of veneer either lengthwise or crosswise, or both . The edge 
joint must be very accurate. I ensure accuracy by overlapping 
the two pieces of veneer by about a half-inch at the joint, and 
after they are stuck down I cut through both pieces at the 
same time. 

Begin by figuring out how you want the veneers to match 
and mark the location of each piece on the work. Then work 
on one section at a time. Wet the veneer and brush the hot 
glue onto the work. Place the moistened veneer upside down 
in the glue, exactly as when edge-veneering. Apply glue to 
the veneer itself, flip it over and put it in position,  and use 
the hammer to secure it somewhere in the center. 

Now use the warm iron to remelt the glue under a small 
section of the veneer. Push down with the veneer hammer as 
hard as you can , using the weight of your body, to squeeze 
out the excess glue. When that part is glued down, move to 
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Saw veneers to length with straightedge, 
backup board. 

Lay veneer face down in glue. The glue that 
smears on it wdl help hammer slide easily. 

With both sheets stuck and the seam tn'mmed, reheat with the iron and push hard with the 
hammer to squeeze the excess glue out through the line of the joint. 

Lean your whole weight on the hammer, 
squeezing the glue toward the edges. 

Saw through both veneers at once, carefully 
lift top sheet and peel away scrap beneath. 

A hot iron remelts the glue in a troublesome 
spot. Then go over it with the hammer. 

the next area. Heat the glue, press the veneer down, and pro
ceed until the whole sheet is stuck tight. Work the hammer 
back and forth with the direction of the grain of the veneer, 
starting in the center of the width . But turn the face of the 
hammer at an angle so it will squeeze the excess glue toward 
the edges. Never work across the grain ,  as that would push 
the fibers apart and cause the veneer to crack when it dries. 

Now apply glue to the next sheet of veneer and proceed in 
exactly the same way, making sure the edges to be joined 
overlap by about a half-inch . When they are both stuck, use a 
straightedge and a sharp, warm , wet veneer saw to cut 
through both sheets at once. Remove the scrap veneer from 
the top, then carefully lift up the top sheet and pull out the 
scrap from underneath . Then butt the edges together, heat 
with the iron , and push hard with the hammer to squeeze all 
the excess glue out through the line of the joint. When the 
joint is down tight, press a strip of heavy brown paper over 
the joint to prevent it from opening during drying. After the 
glue has dried, use a sharp scraper blade or a cabinet scraper 
to remove the paper and excess glue. But turn a heavier burr 
than normal on the blade ("The Scraper, " Spring ' 7 7 ,  p . 29) . 
A good seam should be invisible . 

You must be sure there are no air bubbles under the veneer. 
If you can ' t  find the bubbles when you push with the ham-
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mer, tap the surface lightly with your fingernail and listen for 
hollow spots. If you don ' t  get these hollow SpotS glued down, 
they will eventually crack. The veneer I used for these photo
graphs was very curly in one spot in the center, and it would 
not stay down. So I heated the area to melt the glue, covered 
it with brown paper, and clamped a block of wood over the 
curly place to hold it down tight while the glue cooled and 
dried. If you don ' t  notice the air bubbles until several days or 
months later, just apply water, heat and pressure to work the 
piece down . The glue will still hold. 0 

Block and clamp hold curly spot down whtle glue cools; stnp of 
heavy paper along seam keeps it closed until glue dn·es. Then a sharp 
scraper cleans off paper and glue. 



Claw and Ball Feet 
Where they came from 

by Alastair A .  Stair 

The claw and ball foot, favored by 1 8th-century English 
and Colonial cabinetmakers, is a fascinating furniture or

nament that has received little scholarly attention .  
The derivation o f  the form is clear-a dragon's  triple claw 

grasping a sacred, sometimes " flaming" jewel , usually a 
pearl, or a crystal ball .  In Chinese mythology, this motif de
notes the guarding of purity, integrity and wisdom from evil 
demons. It appears frequently on ancient Chinese bronzes 
and brocades, but the progress of its influence from the East 
through western Europe to England and its application from 
one artistic medium to another are not so apparent and imply 
a rich crosscurrent of influences. 

The arts of China and Japan began to impinge on Europe 
in the Middle Ages, when the first imported specimens of 
porcelain excited the wonder of craftsmen and collectors. Eu-

Halfwalnut ball on mahogany piecrust table allows greater stabzlity. 
Cabn'ole legs curve close to ground. Lion clutches ball in Stafford
shire pottery figure, c. 1800. 

ropeans began trading formally with the Chinese with the es
tablishment of a permanent settlement on Macao by the Por
tuguese in 1 5 5 7 .  Portugal and Spain maintained a virtual 
monopoly on trade with the East Indies until the turn of the 
1 7th century, when England and the Netherlands entered the 
trade .  In 1 588 in England, Packe published The Historie of 
the Great and Mightie Kingdom of China from the Spanish 
original, and several treatises on China and Japan followed . 
The East India Company was established in 1600 and its 
Court Minutes and accounts by travelers contain a consider
able amount of information concerning the early trade in 
Eastern wares. Objects in the exotic style aroused widespread 
interest and admiration in 
Europe; by 1670 the taste for 
chinoiserie was strongly de
veloped in France, and to
ward the end of the reign of 
Charles II ( 1 660- 1 685) choice 
collections of Oriental curio
sities began to appear. 

These co l lect ions must 
have contained a goodly 
number of bronzes with claw 
and ball feet that served as 
prototypes for obj ects of 
English silver that appeared 
in the last quarter of the 16th 
century .  Goldsmiths and 
silversmiths quickly became 
familiar with the new exotic 
ornamentation and reflected 
their admiration in their 
work. Some of the finest arti
cles of London silver rested 
on claw and ball feet, as ex-
emplified by a standing silver . . 
gilt salt ,  hallmarked for Lon- Rogers salt, 22 m. hzgh. 

don, 1 58 1 ,  and the famed Rogers salt, hallmarked for 1 60 1 .  
Many Dutch and German immigrant silversmiths worked in 
Elizabethan England and they played an important role in 
promulgating this motif, inspired by obj ects Dutch 
navigators had brought home in the 1 6th century . 

The claw and ball motif was soon applied in other metal
work. Goldsmiths and silversmiths work in the most precious 
and costly materials; hence, they are most often in the fore
front of decorative experimentation .  Craftsmen in other 
fields-textiles, glass, furniture-were exposed to the same 
pattern books from which metalworkers drew their ideas. The 
claw and ball foot found its way into the design books and be
came a stock ornament, freely used regardless of its original 
context. The element was slowly incorporated into the vocab
ulary of the cabinetmaker as an innovative and interesting 
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Regional Variations 

New York: square, 
box-like foot. 

Phtladelphia: slightly 
flattened ball. 

Newport: undercut 
claw and ball. 

Boston and Salem: Side talons angle away from center to show 
more of ball beneath. 

way to end the cabriole leg of a chair, table, stool or bureau . 
Although the claw and ball foot was not taken directly 

from Oriental furniture pieces, many features of European 
chairs may well have been drawn from Oriental sources. 
Chinese chairs were brought home by European voyagers as 
objects of curiosity. The outline of the splat of the Queen 
Anne chair has been likened to the contours of Chinese vases. 

18th-century armchair: Tense, exaggerated muscles of ankles and 
legs disappear at knee curvature. 
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The spooned effect of the splat on the Queen Anne chair was 
used on Chinese chairs dating at least 1 50 years before the 
reign of Queen Anne ( 1 702- 1 7 14) . The cabriole leg, another 
naturalistic form compared to the leg of a leaping goat, may 
be of Chinese derivation as wel l .  Ball and claw feet did not ac
tually appear on Chinese furniture until the mid-to-late 1 9th 
century ,  when it began to be made for the Western 
market-an example of reverse influence . 

Naturalistic forms have always retained an inherent appeal 
for the English . For craftsmen in all the arts the exotic birds, 
animals, sea creatures and flowers that riot over their creations 
were part of the Elizabethan concept of an ordered world and 
the dance of life and death. The lion, eagle and oak tree in 
particular passed into the tradition of English thought and 
when a silversmith or a cabinetmaker designed an object to 
please his patron,  his themes included the finest flowers, the 
rarest fruit and the noblest beasts and birds. The claw and 
ball foot was a worthy addition to this repertoire of ornamen
tation ,  and it was natural for the English craftsman to trans
late the paw of the Chinese dragon into a bird ' s talons. 

The claw and ball foot became quite popular in England 
around 1 7 1 0 ,  reached its apex in the reign of George I 
( 1 7 14- 1 727) and continued through the reign of George II to 
c. 1 750 .  The style is often mistakenly considered an invention 
of Thomas Chippendale, although his Director ( 1 7 54) con
tained no such designs; the vogue was outmoded and no 
longer eye-catching and had been replaced by scroll feet. The 
American Colonial craftsman, slower both to adapt and dis
continue the fashionable London trends, continued to favor 
the claw and ball foot well into the end of the 1 8th century. 
In the last quarter of the 19th century, when American Colo
nial furniture enjoyed a revival , this foot treatment was re
vived , often cast in brass with the claw clutching a glass bal l .  

In the Colonies, the various ways in which the claw and ball 
foot was carved became a regional stamp and often a clue to 
the identification of the cabinetmaker. The use of the claw 
and ball was almost universal. In New York a large, squared, 
box-like foot was preferred, while in Philadelphia the claws 
firmly grasped a slightly flattened bal l .  The Boston and 
Salem cabinetmakers angled the side talons away from the 
center with much of the ball beneath showing through . The 
talented Goddard and Townsend families in Newport pro-



Paw Styles 

TnjJod table: Long, relaxed paw sug
gests animal in repose. 

Armchair: Tall ball has 
knobby knuckles. 

Gate-leg table: hairy 
paw carved in relief 

Piecrust table: hairy 
paw without toenatls. 

Rectang ular table : 
Toes hug square stock. 

duced the undercut claw and bal l ,  with openings carved 
through between the talons and the ball .  This refinement was 
sometimes employed on the best pieces of English furniture 
in George II ' s  reign, but was rarely attempted by Colonial 
cabinetmakers other than in Newport. 

English examples also show a rich diversity of carving on 
the claw and ball foot, both in walnut and mahogany.  These 
feet appear on a wide variety of furniture including wing 
chairs, side chairs and armchairs; dropleaf, tripod, tea, and 
console tables; stools, slant-top desks and bureau bookcases. 
The foot most frequently emulated by New York cabinet
makers is one in which a bird ' s  claw firmly grasps a heavy, 
square-shaped ball .  Just as the dragon's  paw symbolized the 
power of the Chinese emperor, the eagle's claw indicated the 
social importance of the cabinetmaker's patron.  Three claws 
are stretched across the front and a fourth, and shorter, claw 
clutches the rear. Varying degrees of tension are expressed in 
the ankle and the leg, sometimes shown in the muscles right 
up to the knee curvature. Sometimes a ringlet is carved in re
lief just above the ankle. For greater realism long talons were 

Many carvers added a n'nglet in relief just above ankle, as in this 
18th-century upholstered stool. 

often added, and webbing 
carved between the claws . 
When both characteristics 
appear the effect can be strik
ing, almost disquieting. The 
combined effect of a curved 
leg, seemingly preparing to 
leap , and a clutching claw 
with tension expressed in the 
muscles can be most realistic. 

In  England the lion repre
sents authority, and many 
feet look more like paws than 
bird claws. In many cases the 
claws are set so close together 
that the ball is not visible. 
The claws multiply-often 
five and six are carved tightly 
together. The carving of the 
paw is quite often highly nat
uralistic, with hairs shown in 
relief (commonly known as Long talons and webbing. 

" hairy-paw" feet) , long toenails or a series of nodules run
ning along the claws. Sometimes the paws are elongated , 
rather drooping and without tension,  like an animal in 
repose. 

On tripod tables, the ball is altered to improve stability 
and balance on uneven floors. The ball, referred to as "half
walnut, " is more squat and sometimes cut in half. In these 
instances the cabriole leg curves in closer to the ground and 
eliminates space for the fourth claw. 

About 1 7 5 5 ,  when English cabinetmakers had exhausted 
the multitudinous ways in which to carve the claw and ball ,  
they turned to other styles, including the scroll toe, a tapering 
leg terminating in a spade foot and various turned feet. 
Variations on the paw foot with ball and a hoofed foot with 
ball reappeared briefly during the Regency ( 1 8 1 1 - 1820) when 
they were often gilded, with the ball barely visible beneath 
the closed paw. 0 

Some of the antique furniture sold at Alastair Stair 's gallery 
in New York City has claw and ball feet. 
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Ball and Claw Feet 
How to carve them 

by A.  W. Marlow 

1 The average blank size for a cab rio Ie 
leg, regardless of length, is 2% in.  by 

2% in. To make a pattern, follow the line 
drawing, which is laid out in I - in .  squares. 
Place the pattern on a blank, as shown in 
the drawing and the photo at right. Keep 
the front knee curve toward the right
angled front corner and outline in pencil. 

2 Shaping a cabriole leg can be quite 
simple when done on a band saw. Saw 

the first surface as shown at right, ending 
the cut before the waste piece is completely 
severed. This keeps the second or right
angled surface in place for the second cut. 
After the second cut has been made, turn 
the block back to the first surface and finish 
sawing the short, uncut portions of each 
curve. 

3 The next step is physically a minor 
one , but of major importance. With

out it, the side claws look like wings sticking 
out. The line drawing shows three full bot
tom views of a leg as it is shaped. The first 
view shows the leg as it comes from the 
band saw. In the center drawing, a %-in. 
wedge has been removed from each side 
claw to lessen the total width and give a 
more pleasing and realistic appearance to 
the finished foot. In the photo, a o/4- in .  #3 
gouge is used to chip away the wedge of 
wood. The third drawing adds the contour 
of the ball and the veiner cutS made in the 
next step. 

4 Now hold a pencil or ball-point pen as 
shown in the photo at right. Using 

your middle finger as a bearing against the 
wood, mark each side of each corner about 
Y4 in. in from the edge. These are the guide 
lines to follow when roughly positioning the 
claws with a %-in . #4 1 veining tool. Con
tinue the V-cuts into the angle area (as in 
the photo at far right) , gradually lessening 
them in depth. If these feet are being cut in 
mahogany or walnut, you ' ll need a mallet 
to cut the rough V's .  
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F ront 
corner 

When combined with a cabn'ole leg, the ball and claw foot 
is a well-known furniture support dating back to ancient 
times. The industnet! version is hardly recognizable-reason 
enough for every interested craftsman to develop his own. 

Few amateurs are satisfied with their ball and claw carvings. 
To tllustrate the process, I 've chosen cabn'ole legs with ball 
and claw feet made for a wing chair. To many craftsmen, 
shaping cabn'ole legs is an uncertain process, but this step-by
step procedure should be simple to follow. The ball and claw 
foot on a tnpod table requires the same basic carving cuts, 
but the claw placement is different-the claws come in over 
the ball honzontally for a more natural look. 

---I 3" f--

1 5" 

1 " squares 

� . ... 



5 The next step is to shape the ball and 
claws. In the first photo the claws of 

the foot have been narrowed closer to the 
finished width and the ball has been cut 
about halfway between rough and finished 
condition. When cutting the ball, check fre
quently to see that it is reasonably round, 
because if any adjustment must be made, 
the depth of the  claws must  fo llow 

6 The foot in the photo at right shows 
real promise of what to expect after a 

little more work. Take time to carefully 
round the claws from the ankle down to the 
knuckle above the cuticle. Now check the 
length of the nails. This dimension is not 
crucial, but shoot for 'h in. from the bottom 
up to the cuticle where they will be about 
Y4 in .  wide by Y4 in. high. Before forming 
the nail, use a medium-width 117 gouge to 
press cross-grain over the top for a clean-cut 
cuticle, shown on the extreme right. Down 
the sides, instead of continuing to use the 
117, choose a medium-width 113 gouge and 
press to clean-cut the full cuticle. Reduce 
the nail size so the cuticle appears to overlap 
the nail and taper the nail to about 'k in. by 
'k in .  at the bottom. 

Study the lower side claw in the photo. 
Yours should now look like this except for 

7 So far, carving has ended at the ankle. 
Use a spokeshave to round the leg cor

ners. Start at nothing where the curve 
swings into a wing block, to be attached 
later. Increase the radius as the tool de
scends, ending at the ankle in a near round. 
Round the high point of all knuckles. 

Sanding may be done thoroughly, or 
s l ight ly ,  leaving some tool marks. A 
smooth-looking job calls for a first sanding 
with 80-grit garnet paper followed by 1 20 
grit. Wear rubber gloves to protect your 
finger tips and nails. If carving is planned 
for the knee, sand only to above the ankle. 
Should the knee be plain, sand to it now. 

8 Infinitely varied foliage patterns are 
used on the knee for decoration. Lay 

flexible pattern board over the knee surface 
and outline the curves on the board as 
shown at right. Then pencil in your choice 
of design for carving. The photo at far right 
shows what to strive for. 0 

Andy Marlow, 74, a consulting editor for 
Fine Woodworking, designs and makes 
traditional furniture in York, Pa. 

the ball radius. Up to this point, the claws 
still retain the original band-saw outline 
and must be trimmed down to an average 
height of Y4 in. In the center photo the 113 
gouge is used to trim the claws. Front and 
back claws will need more trimming than 
the sides, and the knuckles, of course, will 
peak above the connecting bones. 

In the last photo the ball of the foot has 

the slightly rounded depression between 
cuticle and knuckle. That slight curve must 
be made carefully, first from the knuckle 
down, then from the cuticle upward , still 
using the 113 gouge. 

After nail cutting, pencil in the web 
curve. As shown in the photo, the arc starts 
and ends just above the lower knuckles, al
though the placement is not critical. Some 
carvers of old felt that the web should start 
halfway between the knuckles. 

Forming the web is a repeat performance 
of cuticle cutting. A 114 gouge about liz in. 
wide should be close to the needed radius. 
Because of the larger area, tap the gouge 
with a mallet for a clean parting cut. Make 
tapered shaving cuts with a 113 gouge in the 
area of the web line to raise the web about 
Yl6 in. above the ball. Look at and feel the 
ball for any bumps that should be removed 

been smoothed down to finished size and 
radius. Also, the claws are another step 
closer to finished shape, leaving only the 
work of rounding bones and knuckles. The 
back claw follows the ball contour until it 
reaches the apparent knuckle immediately 
above the cuticle and nai l .  

or  any adjustments in contour that would 
Improve ItS appearance . 
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Block-Front Transfortned 
Contemporary designer tackles 18th-century theme 

by Moms J. Sheppard 

As a furniture maker I have long admired the work of our 
predecessors in this craft , which I feel is only now emerg

ing from a state of decline. Most current work rarely reaches 
the levels of refinement, taste, elegance and sophistication 
that were regularly achieved until the early part of this cen
tury.Therefore, when the organizers of the 1 976 California 
Design show notified prospective exhibitors that they were 
seeking works on a bicentennial theme, I decided to try to 
translate some of those early values directly into contem
porary forms. I chose to do a piece based on a meticulously 
crafted four-drawer block-front chest, built in the 1 760s by 
Edmund Townsend of the famous Goddard-Townsend work
shops in Newport, R . I .  The surface of the front is divided 
vertically into three sections, or blocks, with the outside rwo 
protruding and the inner receding; the total difference in 
depth is about 2Yz in. The blocks are surmounted with styl
ized scallop-shell carvings, also with the outer ones curving 
positively and the inner one negatively. There is a line of 
molding under the top and the drawer fronts are outlined 
with bead molding. Bracket feet give a delightful stability to 
the whole. In perfect visual balance, it is far from plain or 
simple,  yet equally far from gaudy or ostentatious. 

I decided that my piece would be a four-drawer chest of the 
same wood, size and proportion as the block-front. Since the 
so-called San Domingo or Cuban mahogany is no longer 
available, I would use Honduras mahogany. My chest would 

The Townsend block-front, from the Boston Museum of Fine Arts 
Karolik collection. Left, author's sketches evolve from abrupt vol· 
ume changes and explicit shell motif to flowing final form. 
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have the same type of color and finish (potash salts for color 
and French poiish) . I also wished to incorporate the character
istic in-and-out undulations of the block-front and, if poss
ible, the scallop-shell motif, although my carving is generally 
more abstract. 

I always start with a sketch, so I started sketching. And 
sketching. After several dozen drawings-often just jotting 
down an idea in 5 or 10 minutes-I had no satisfactory solu
tions. The next day I saw that I was just drawing modernized 
versions of an old chest-this would not do. At this impasse, 
it seemed that a long walk along the beach was in order. On 
the beach at the bottom of my hill , I saw seashells, which in
spired the Goddards, and fabulous formations where great 
upheaved and folded strata of rock have been exposed by the 
ceaseless erosion of the ocean. 

Back in the studio, I looked again at the photograph of the 
Townsend chest. What was so appealing? The harmonious re
lationships berween the volumes, the elegant use of linear 
and sculptural elements such as the carvings, the lines and 
shadows of the moldings and the flare of the bracket feet that 
gives it just the right stance. More than any particular form , it 
was these elusive feelings that I wanted to capture. At the 
drawing board I began to combine them with the modes I 
had been working in, such as dovetail case construction ,  co
noid and hyperparaboloid surfaces, and the feelings I get 
from exploring the forms of nature. Thus , in my sketches the 
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abrupt volume changes of the block-front became flowing. 
The feet still flared ourward but merged with the sides. The 
idea of layers like rock strata emerged to provide the shadow 
detail and the linearity of molding to relieve what can be the 
boring plainness of a simple edge and lighten up the mass of 
the 8/ 4-stock case sides. Finally a design coalesced and a 
drawing was developed. It was still vague on many carving 
details but, of necessity, set in terms of construction. 

For this chest, I made a scale drawing. Small drawings are 
easier to handle and full-size views of individual components 
can always be drawn if needed . Full-size drawings are useful 
for a chair or other piece where the curves are critical .  

The next step was to  leave the rwo-dimensional world of 
the drawing board and enter the three-dimensional one of 
the wood itself. I made the case of three pieces of glued-up 
8 /4  stock, with rwo pieces of 1 2 /4 stock glued to the front 
four  inches of the sides to allow for the flare of the 
"feet . "  These were through-dovetailed together, with frame
and-panel dividers stop-rabbetted in for the drawer runners. 
At the bottom of the back a 2x2 brace was dovetailed into the 
sides, its top flush with the lowest panel . A mahogany ply
wood back floats in a dado cut into the bottom brace, top and 
sides. The whole was assembled in one operation .  Next, I 
glued up the 4-in.  boards for the drawer fronts. I t  is here, in 
the wood , that the ultimate design occurs. It is  not only prob
ably impossible, but also pointless, to draw a complex form 
on paper. As our eyes travel around an object , we perceive an 
infinite number of varying views of it. To "work" as form , 
the piece must be right from every viewpoint. Drawing one, 
rwo, or even ten viewpoints will be unsatisfactory and take a 
lot of time as well. We must see it in the solid and draw 
directly in three dimensions. So I began to carve . 

As I worked with a disc grinder, die grinder, gouge and 
mallet the forms began to emerge. The important thing here 
is constant critical re-evaluation.  I had already decided to 
combine the handles into the form by making deep under-

Defazl, left, shows deep undercut 'pulls ' on bottom drawer, seen 
from above. Right, drawer sides undulate. 

cuts berween the layers to serve as pulls. Looking at the 
blanked-out form I realized that I could both increase the 
sense of function of the pull and integrate the scallop-shell 
motif of my original inspiration by undulating the layers. 
This was my last major design decision.  From that point on, it 
became a process of refinement-making the forms most sat
isfactorily express the forces that evolved them and bringing 
each line and volume into pleasing relationship, proper full
ness or tautness, flow, tension and weight. One might write 
lots of words about this process but in the end it remains al
most wholly subjective. Results will always reflect the inclin
ations and sensitivities of the individual craftsman. 

In a sense I had finished . What remained was merely the 
mechanical work of cutting up the drawer fronts from the 
sculptured piece, dovetailing and assembling the drawers and 
sanding, staining and French-polishing. I had traveled a long 
way from my original inspiration ,  but it was really a process of 
evolution. The best designs seem always to be that: They are 
based on the past, yet different from it; they capture some of 
its essence, yet maintain their own personality, and with luck, 
they are a springboard for what is yet to come. 0 

Moms J. Sheppard, 3 1 ,  zs a professional furniture maker. He 
recently moved hzs studios from Big Sur to Los Angeles. 

Sheppard's version of the Townsend chest: Scallop shells are reduced 
to undulating layers, feet flare and merge with szdes. Wavy figure of 
drawer /rants suggests ocean. 
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Hot-Pipe Bending 
Coordination, concentration and practice ensure success 

by Wzlliam R. Cumpiano 

B ending guitar sides on a hot pipe is the most dramatic 
and challenging of all instrument-making techniques. 

All your senses come into play in the " dance" in front of the 
bending iron. You feel the intense heat radiating onto your 
face and chest. You can smell the sweet aroma of hot wood 
and the quite different odor of a singed surface . You hear the 
creaking sound of straining wood fibers, and the change in 
sound that tells you the wood is about to break. In  hot-pipe 
bending, one hand moves a thin, wet piece of wood over a 
hot pipe in short hops, while the other hand pushes down on 
the heated wood to bend it. The operation is tricky and re
quires coordination,  concentration and practice. There is 
nothing quite as heart-stopping as watching a select Brazilian 
rosewood guitar side , with $ 10 market value, turn in an in
stant into scrap-accompanied, of course, by its unbent 
matching side . 

Not surprisingly, many professional hand-builders resort to 
various molds and hydraulic / electric devices to circumvent 
hand- bending. But such devices limit their production to one 
or two body shapes. Those who have mastered the technique 
of hand-bending can custom-bend to the purchaser's specifi
cations. One might also bend sides for boxes and trays, or to 
create sculpture. 

The first step is to make a template of the curve to be bent. 
Stiff paper is fine for making other templates or for keeping a 
record of different body shapes, but for bending, something 
more durable and stiffer is needed. Tempered Masonite 1k in .  
thick is adequate; it does not get wrinkled and soggy when 

WzJliam Cumpiano makes and repairs guitars in North 
Adams, Mass. 

s. s s. 

R 

s 

R 

s 
Typical guitar profiles include straight-line segments (S), fair curves, 
or sections of a circle (R indicates a radius to an imaginary center),  
and accented curves. 
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wet. The ideal material, albeit expensive, is Ijwin. aluminum 
sheet. Score the outline from the paper original onto the 
aluminum. After cutting as close to the line as possible with a 
tinner's snips, mill-file to the scored line. 

Study the template. Your success at capturing the outline 
in the bent wood depends on your familiarity with its shape. 
The two types of curves found most commonly are "fair" 
curves (sections of a circle) and accented curves. An accented 
curve is one that seems to have the force of a point straining 
to push it outwards. A fair curve has no accent.  Mentally sub
dividing the template into straight-line segments, fair curves 
and accented curves will help you during bending. 

Even with ideal facilities and the best guidance, your ef
forts will come to naught with poorly selected side blanks . 
Textbook-perfect side blank material is flawlessly .quartersawn 
wood of perfectly even and homogenous consistency. Such 
material is indeed difficult to break accidentally. On the 
finished instrument it is superior for its stability and its ease 
of repair. But perfect side blanks are rare and one must often 
compromise. My criteria vary with the species. Maple can be 
used even if not well quartersawn,  providing it is soaked a 
short time, because it is extremely tough and flexible in thin 
sheets. However, curly maple must be flawlessly surfaced, lest 
a small chip or dig allow a crack to start. Mahogany is the 
most forgiving of all : I select primarily for appearance and 
homogeneity. However, failure can occur along sap lines and 
pieces containing them must be avoided . 

Because rosewood is often brittle, vitreous and non-uni
form, it must be selected with the most care of all. What may 
appear to be fine, even material may actually hide long, fine 
cracks that render it useless. Gently flex and probe the entire 

(please tum page) 

Templates may be made of (left to right) paper, cardboard, Masonite 
or aluminum. Beginners should start with gentle, large-radius 
bends, as in classical or 'dreadnaught' guitars. 



Bending Irons 
The simplest bending iron is made from a 2 Yl- in . -diameter by 

6-in. long pipe nipple, available in plumbing supply shops. Thread 
me end of the nipple into a flange. Screw the flange onto a sturdy 
board on which is mounted a ceramic bulb socket holding a heating 
coil. Bulb-socket heating coils can be obtained from an electric sup
ply house; they may be difficult to find because they are the heating 
elements on infrared lamp fixtures and old-fashioned electric space 
heaters, which may be illegal in your state. A cylindrical coil is better 
than a cone-shaped one. 

The round bending iron shown here is a beginner's apparatus. It  is 
cheap, adequate and easy to throw together, but unsatisfactory in 
the long run ,  since the coils burn out frequently. A round bending 
iron offers only a line-contact source of heat. The pipe cannot bend a 
curve with a radius tighter than 1 '/4 in .  Also, you must manually shut 
the iron on and off to maintain the correct temperature, a very 
troublesome and clumsy hindrance. 

If you have started bending with a round pipe, you may be able to 

Oval and ovoid 
bending irons 

become proficient, in time. However, bending is easier if you replace 
the pipe nipple with an oval, or even better, egg-shaped bending 
iron. Start with an 8-in.  length of thick-walled, large-diameter 
(about 6 in.)  pipe. It can be made egg-shaped in a large vise, beaten 
to shape with a sledge, or taken to a scrapyard and pressed by having 
the wrecker's  magnet dropped on it from the height of a few inches. 
You can improve heat transfer by filing the contact surface flat. Iron 

Template in slot 

Valve 

Electric bending iron 

pipe is fine, but I ' ve also used copper and aluminum. With a 
hacksaw, cut tabs that can be bent back and drilled for mounting. 
Asbestos ' 'washers" at the tabs will prolong the life of the unit. 

As with the round pipe, an electric heating coil may be used. The 
entire scheme can be greatly improved by hooking up a thermostatic 
device. I have seen various successful arrangements using lighting 
rheostats, electric-iron rheostats, and electric frying-pan controls. 
However, a heating coil may require as much as 1000 watts and 
whatever rheostat you use must operate within this capacity. You can 
purchase one of several electric bending irons, thermostatically con
trolled, that work very well but are frightfully expensive. 

Bottled gas can be a heat source for the pipe. Build a small carriage 
behind the bending-iron platform to support the gas torch bottle 
valve upwards, with its nozzle inserted into a large opening in the 
platform. The nozzle controls heat effectively. Partially closing the 
oval opening at the end of the iron with a bent rectangular baffle of 
thin metal sheet will conserve heat that would otherwise be lost, pro
tect your skin (which is usually directly in front of the opening) and 
reduce your gas bill. I use an ordinary propane torch. A refill costS 
less than $3 and lasts me about a month. 

When installing a new torch, remember never to tighten the valve 
with force. One or rwo firm tightenings will ruin the valve seats and 
cause the torch to operate erratically. It will flare dramatically and 
unexpectedly, creep open or closed while in use, and make it impos
sible to maintain low settings. 

Propane 

Carriage 

Bottled-gas bending iron 

Author's bending iron, mounted on a table; 
note oval pipe and heat baffle. Slot on top 
can hold template. 
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surface. A small end check may cause the whole blank to split 
dramatically in twain when flexed during bending. Beware of 
uniformly textured rosewood that has a single , very black line 
running down its length . This is an interface between two 
varying densities, a line of stress that may split the blank. 
Start with material as straight and uniform as possible. If 
well-quartered yet dramatically grained material is used, its 
pattern should likewise be even and uniform . Do not use 
edge grain that wiggles and runs off quickly. Edge grain that 
runs off gently over a reasonable length of stock is acceptable. 

The thin wood (%6 in. to l,il in . )  used in instrument mak
ing must be stored with fastidious care. Plates must be 
separated with dry spacers of uniform thickness placed ac
curately and neatly. The first slat in the pile must be similarly 
spaced from the supporting shelf, as must the last from the 
heavy weight above the entire pile. Rosewood and ebony 
blanks must have both ends parafinned or painted . Im
properly stored material, however select and expensive, is 
liable to check or warp and will have to be discarded. 

Various guitarmaking texts suggest that side blanks must 
first be treated vigorously and harshly to persuade them to 
bend, for example, by immersing them in boiling water for 
an hour, or soaking rosewood blanks in hot solvents and 
soapy water for days. I have observed that a great many prob
lems in hand-bending in fact stem from ovetwetting and 
boiling thin slats. For example, maple falls apart under ten
sion as the too-soft material simply separates away from itself 
under even the mildest pressure . Mahogany that has under
gone too much soaking loses its " memory" and must be re
bent time and again .  Thin ,  waterlogged maple and maho
gany will ripple across the grain after drying. Leaching out the 
resins by boiling leaves the wood lifeless and crack-prone. 

Immersion time varies directly with blank thickness. Blanks 
of average thickness ( . 095  in .  to . 080 in . )  need only be im
mersed in tepid water for a short time: rosewood for 30 to 40 
minutes, mahogany for 1 5  to 20 minutes and maple for as 
little as 1 to 1 0  minutes . Side blanks thinner than . 080 in .  
should be used on only the smallest guitars, although modern 
lute ribs may be as thin as . 060 in .  Marquetry strips should be 
immersed in very hot water for 60 to 90 seconds. No pre
bending is necessary for properly stored strips if the template 
curves are moderate; strips can be eased into place on the 
guitar immediately after wetting during the binding process. 
An ordinary 36-in . sheet metal window-box planter makes an 
excellent soaking trough . 

You must remove all encum brances and place the bending 
iron conveniently . You will be bending, taking the piece off 
the pipe at intervals and comparing it to your template. The 
template must be firmly secured; a slot in the platform that 
holds it snugly at eye level will minimize your movements. 
A nother way is to clamp the template to an adjacent table
top. Having it flat will help discourage the common tendency 
to bend a skew, or twist, into the blank. Keep handy a small 
dish with water and a sponge for wetting the wood , to mini
mize scorching. 

Several reference marks in  yellow crayon on your blanks 
will help ensure the proper bookmatch on right and left sides. 
I find the bookmatch, put the sides together and joint only 
the common edges, leaving the opposite edges rough or even 
wany.  This helps prevent the mistake of accidentally bending 
two right or two left sides. The straight,  true edge will be 
glued to the guitartop; the rough edge will be hand-planed 
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and sanded to the proper arch just before the instrument's 
back is assembled. Allow no less than 1/4 - in .  extra width. 

I also find it helpful to mark the finished length on the 
blanks (allowing not less than a I -in .  overhang at each end) 
and to mark " outside" and " inside" on both pieces. If you 
choose to bend the waist first, a clear mark on the blank at the 
apex will keep you from running out of material while bend
ing the upper and lower bouts. This point can be calculated 
by measuring with a string from the template centerline to 
the waist apex. Another way is to mark off I -in .  increments 
on the template perimeter with a compass and transfer the 
waist measurement directly to the side blank with a ruler. 

While the iron is heating, take stock of yourself and your 
task. Choose a time when you will be at your most alert. Take 
your phone off the hook and lock your shop door. 

If you have planned correctly your pipe heat should be just 
right by the time the blanks are sufficiently wet. If you are a 
slow bender remove both sides from the trough. As you get 
faster, you will find yourself leaving the second side in the 
water while you bend the first. 

Pipe heat is critical .  The pipe should be the hottest that 
will not burn the wood on immediate contact. Remember 
that you will be constantly moving a wet piece of wood over 
the pipe. If it burns in spite of this, your pipe is too hot. A 
good test for correct heat is to sprinkle a few drops of water on 
the pipe. If they sit calmly or boil on the surface, the pipe is 
too cold. If the drops hop about, sizzling loudly, it is hot 
enough . If they instantly pop or vaporize, the pipe is too hot. 

Even at the right temperature, the pipe may burn the wood 
if you pause for more than several seconds while bending a 
tight curve, since the side sometimes must be stopped and 
wrapped tightly around the pipe. Here additional moisture 
and short lifting and pressing movements are called for. Some 
singeing is inevitable, and lightly singed wood can be scraped 
away later. A tight bend demands some experience , so a be
ginner should choose a template with only gentle , large
radius bends (such as classical or "dreadnaught" shapes) . 

The two common procedures are bending from one end to 
the other and bending the waist first, followed by the upper 
and lower bouts. The first is considered to be the more dif
ficult, but both will give excellent results when mastered. 

If you are right-handed, feed the blank horizontally over 
the pipe with your right hand in a rapid succession of short 
up-and-down movements, which will advance the side in  
short hopping increments. A tight curve will require a slower 
feed , with faster hopping movements. A broad, gentle curve 
will require a faster feed , with slower, longer hops. You 
should rarely, if ever, stop the blank on the pipe. This will 
cause a kink or lump in the curve. An educated right hand 
advances the blank at an even,  machine-like pace. 

Your left hand determines the amount of pressure to ap
ply, and thus the tightness of the resulting curve, by the 
angle at which the hot blank leaves the pipe surface as it is ad
vanced by the right hand. Apply pressure square to the pipe, 
and keep the blank square to the pipe . The tendency is to 
angle the blank as it advances, and to tip the blank surface to
ward you as you grasp and press it. This results in a complex, 
changing twist in the finished piece, which in turn results in 
an instrument with one shape when viewed from the front 
and a different shape when viewed from the back. 

The most valuable "feel" that you should be anticipating 
is the feedback given you by the change in springiness of the 



material as heat is applied . As you advance the blank over the 
top surface of the oval pipe, the rate of feed must be matched 
to the rate at which the wood absorbs enough heat to become 
plastic, or • • relax. " You should attempt to feel this change in 
stiffness, for it is at this point where the best bending occurs. 
If you are not sensitive to this change you may be applying 
pressure ineffectively-at best, the blank will simply not take 
the bend; at worst , the blank may crack. 

If you have mentally subdivided the template into simpli
fied steps, deciding when and where to apply pressure is like
wise simplified. At the end of each step, or even more fre
quently, you should compare the piece with the template. 
But unless you maintain tension as you take the blank to the 
template, the piece will not hold the desired shape. Hesitate 
momentarily and allow the piece to cool slightly under ten
sion .  This pause is critical: The wood is "curing" at this time 
and the fibers are returning to a rigid state in the new shape. 
If you relax tension here, the piece will return to a random 
shape, and there will be no bending progress . 

Take advantage of this curing interval by flexing the piece 
to match the template segment, then holding it still for a few 
moments against the template. The piece will retain the cor
rect shape with little springback. Springback can be remedied 
at this point (after letting go of the piece) by gently and 
rhythmically flexing the piece while it is still warm u ntil it 
springs back to the desired shape. 

Bending mistakes can be corrected by reverse bending, but 
if you unbend too frequently and guess poorly at the place to 
rectify your error, the piece will take on a tortured, lumpy 

� feed 

Gentle curves: less pressure, 
gentler blend. 

� feed 

Tight curves: greater 
pressure, tighter bend. 

shape that is impossible ever to correct .  
Acceptable deviation from the template should not exceed 

the ability of the material to flex after bending. Your criteria 
should be the wood' s  ability to be coaxed to the template line 
with only the gentlest pressure. Some builders feel that all the 
partS of an instrument should be under moderate tension 
during and after assembly, the j ustification being that the 
stress adds energy to the acoustic vibrations rippling through 
the guitar. Others feel exactly the opposite. This is a moot 
point, because there is no practical way of testing these con
tradictory assumptions. I choose to approximate the template 
to the best of my ability and reduce the variation to a mini
mum for other reasons: ease of assembly and the resulting im
provement in the final appearance of the instrument.  

Occasionally cracks and surface tearing of fibers at tight 
bends can occur. Some can be repaired. Cracks that appear as 
straight lines along straight-grained material can be closed by 
gentle clamping with glue and reinforcement from the back 
with a strip of tightly woven fabric saturated in white glue 
and pressed behind the glued crack. If jagged cracks occur in 
flatsawn materials, discard the piece. Moderate tearing of the 
surface fibers on tight bends can be repaired by working glue 
into the fracture and pressing the fibers down with a clamp 
and a gently curved caul .  

Wet material locked into a mold over extended periods 
may mildew. I let the pieces air-dry for several hours and then 
tape them tightly to each other until assembly. Springback 
can be corrected by touching up dry on a moderately heated 
iron just before assembly. 0 

Amount of pressure and rate of feed deter
mine tightness or curve. Fast feed with slow, 
long hops makes broad, gentle curve. 

Side blanks are immersed in water in window- Right hand feeds evenly while the left fans 
box planter; kitchen timer keeps track of rapialy (note blur) to advance the blank in 

Waist-first bending: Mark at center of blank, 
where waist will be, ensures sufficient 
length for upper and lower bouts. 

minutes, prevents overwetting. small hops across the pipe. 

Neck-to-tat! bending: Major curve section of 
upper bout is held in tension momentanly to 
permit wood to 'cure ' in new shape. 

Finished SIde is checked against template. 
Some deviation is acceptable; reverse bend
ing, in moderation, can correct mistakes. 
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Furniture Galleries 
Several recent shows 

Editor' s note: Art galleries across the country are paying 
more attention to finely made wooden furniture, giving it 
showroom space and either selling the work on display or con
necting the craftsman with the potential customer. The 
photos on these three pages were taken at recent wood
working shows around the country. The captions came from 
notes and letters written by our friends and correspondents. 

Overall shot of the ' Westchester Furniture Makers ' show staged in 
September at Westlake Gallery in White Plains, N. Y. 

McAllister box by Michael Graham, 
pao ferro, 8 in. wide, shown at the California 

State Fair, which featured woodworking for the first time last foil. 
" First Graham dnlls out the space for the small central drawer, then he works the wood 

around it. He starts from a careful drawing, but as the box begins to take shape, the figure 
of the wood takes over and guzdes the growth of the design. " -Kathleen Price 

Pendulum clock, mounted on a roughsawn 
burl stand, made by Victor Dinovi, was 
shown at last summer's Laguna (Calzi) 
Festival of the Arts and Sawdust Festival. 
Bas-relief mirror frame by Virginia Han
cock was also shown at Laguna Beach. 
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'Black Forest ' table, carved in 
black walnut by sculptor William P. Katz and 

shown last fall at Westlake Gallery in White Plains, 
N. Y. ,  with work by eight other woodworkers who all 

live in surrounding Westchester County. 



Wall cabinet by Roger Deatherage, 
solid cherry and Peruvian walnut, 
33 in. high, 18 in. wide, 5 in. deep, 
shown at Art Resources Gallery in 
Houston, Tex. 

"Deatherage, a college teacher who 
plans to open a cabinet shop soon, has 
done a series of pieces using these lip
ped, center-opening doors. No special 
tricks in the construction, just good, 
standard carcase joints. The shelves 
have blind slots cut in their ends and 
are held by concealed brass pins instal
led in holes. The finish is a clear syn
thetic od. " -jim Richey 

Bookcase by Steven Cooper of Richmond, Va. ,  walnut, 
36  in. high, 10  in. deep. 

Left and above, 'Totem ' by Fn'edolin Kessler, 
7 ft. high, composite of epoxy resin and cross 
sections of twigs and branches, shown at the 
Calzfornia State Fair. 

" Kessler is a professional artist who was 
first impressed eight years ago by how inter
esting the cross sections were that he was tn'm
ming from his apn'cot and Chinese elm trees. 
He 's been collecting unusual samples ever 
since. The small bits of wood are sliced thin, 
carefully dned and sealed with lacquer before 
being glued to a backboard and frame. Then 
Kessler pours resin around them, sands, and 
polishes. " -K.P. 

"The 501 Gallery of the Mint Museum in Charlotte, 
N. c. , recently invited 15 craftsmen from the Southeast 
to display quzlts and woodwork. Cooper's bookcase and 
a mahogany desk (not shown), the only traditional 
pzeces, exhibit excellent joinery and careful attention to 
detail, which much of the contemporary work lacks. 
The drawers open slickly, the doors effortlessly, and the 
finish is without a blemish. " -David Landen 
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Table by Tim Coursey of Dallas, Tex. , cherry, 9 ft. long, 3 ft. wide, shown at 
Art Resources Gallery in Houston. 

"The ends of the table feature breadboard construction with a single center
screw fastener, to conceal the end grain and stzil allow for movement. The sup
ports are joined by pegged mortise and tenon, with crosslaps where necessary. 
Coursey finishes with one coat of lacquer, rubbed down with fine wetl dry 
paper, followed by Watco ozl and wax. The table has a very light, airy feel but it 
is practical and usable. " -}.R. 

-

Swivel bar stool in Walnut by Art (Espenet) Carpenter 
of Bolinas, Calif, armchair in cherry by Steven Phillips 
of San Francisco, shown at Los Robles Galleries in Palo 
Alto, Calif 

' ' To make a living, gallery owner M. Mzlton Seick 
sells small, affordable items in a separate department in 
hzs double gallery. Thzs zs the lucrative side of his 
business-he marks these items up the usual 50 % . The 
other half of hzs business zs fine art and furniture, on 
which he charges a lower commission. This way he can 
support and encourage the artzsts. " -Alan Marks 

Settee by Kenneth A. Lange of Port Chester, 
N. Y. (cherry with Indian tweed upholstery, 50 in. 
long, 43 in. high, 27 in. deep), shown at 
Westlake Gallery in September. Lange begins with 
square stock, cuts the blind mortise-and- tenon 
joints, then bandsaws each piece to its general 
outline before assembly. Then he rasps, files and 
carves the final form. 

Coffee table by John Kapel, walnut and rosewood, 23 in. high, shown at the Califor
nia State Fair. 

" Kapel, a commercial furniture designer and woodworker for 25 years, believes 
too many woodworkers use wood too lavzshly, and thus simply waste it. Hzs concern 
for economy produced the long, lean lines of this table. To make the drawer fronts, 
Kapel fi'rst cuts out a rectangle from the center of a 2-in. plank of walnut. Then he 
routs and shapes the rosewood finger pull, which fits the opening from the back and 
zs retained by a lip of wood. After gluing it in place, he cuts and rasps the excess wood 
from the outside, leaving a sloping protrusion. Kapel also insets thin stn/JS of 
rosewood called 'reveals ' between the joints to blur uneven surjac(!s that may result 
from later movement of the wood. " -K.P. 
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Armchair by Lawrence Mayers of San Fran
cisco, shown last summer in an exhibition of 
wooden furniture at the Palo Alto (Calif) 
Cultural Center. 

" Mayers zs starting from tubular-steel 
furniture and attempting to design seating 
for mass production-retaining the mini
mal mass and linear framework, but adding 
the esthetic and tactile value of wood His 
chairs don 't appear comfortable to me. He 
bends the wood by sawing closely spaced 
kerfs almost through, then he fills the voids 
with casting resin. The great part about the 
technique zs that it enables anyone with a 
table saw to do bentwood furniture without 
a whole array of bending devices and steam
ing apparatus. " -A. M. 



A Two-Way Hinge 
Careful routing makes screen fold 

by Tim Mackaness 

Many folding screens must be able to fold up like a 
concertina as well as stand alone as a triptych . Tradi

tional hardware companies offer few acceptable hinges for the 
two-way folding screen .  An attractive and functional 
concertina-type screen hinge can be made of wood by a se
quence of careful but simple router cuts. 

The hinge, visually symmetrical ,  can be de-emphasized if 
made of the same wood as the screen, or exaggerated to pro
duce an interesting design detail by choosing a wood of con
trasting color. Either way , a strong wood must be used. This 
design may be adapted to screen stiles of almost any thick
ness. The screen shown is made of 7k-in . stock. I ' ve found that 
wo�d thinner than % in. is too fragile . In any case, remember 
that the hinge pivots about the center of the dowel pins, 
which are concealed by inlays. 

The use of round-over bits to produce a machine fit for the 
inlays and to radius the hinge member is handy and yields a 
very precise piece, but equally fine results can be achieved by 
carefully rasping and sanding the radius by eye . A practice 
hinge made before you confront the actual screen will build 
your confidence, let you determine the proper tolerances and 
provide a handy crutch for future hinges. 0 

SCRIBE HIN6t: 
I'OSI17ONS -
cur our HINGe 
p,ccess ON 
TA8I-f!: S4 Joi;' 
wmtROUTeR, 
eli' BY HAN P. 
t/Se �NG 
/KJ4I?D TV 
/lVOID 
CHIPPING. 

Rollr '/'M) J.¥. .5I-or.s �6 
DeEP 10 ReCeNe 
Plo,or PINS, 
meN .. .  

Folding screen of teak and rosewood made by author, with 'Colum
nar Basalt ' tapestry by Judy Nylin. Dowels reinforced with mitered 
glue blocks join rads and stdes. Curve is bandsawn after assembly, 
then template-routed to make all three panels identical. 

mM 10/18 W/P7H AND /?OiINI> CDe�s 
WITH SM1e � B""�D CWfi?AM�StJC�7lJ% flJl Pt/SH FIT IIV 

HINGe �C£SS. 
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Latninated Turnings 
Making bowls from stacked rings, bottles from tall staves 

by Garth F. Graves 

Awoodturner wishing to ma�e large 
.
bowls or cyli?ders will 

be fortunate to find a suItable piece of premIUm stock 
that has been spared from being reduced to veneer, resawn 
into milled boards, or subjected to the sculptor's chisel. The 
alternatives are unseasoned blocks that are rough-turned, set 
aside to dry, and final-turned again (Fine Woodworking, 
Summer ' 76 ,  pp. 37-39) , or shells laminated from standard 
stock. Turning forms may be built up from an unlimited 
selection of choice, seasoned hardwoods. Premium stock may 
be laminated into a form and size that accommodates the 
most ambitious project, and design opportunities in size, pat
terns, shapes and applications are limitless. Laminated shells 
are as strong as pieces turned from solid blocks, and lathe 
time and material costs are significantly lower. 

Turning blanks may be built up horizontally, by stacking 
rings, or vertically, with beveled staves. Shallow containers 
such as bowls and trays lend themselves to stacking, while 
tall ,  slender forms usually dictate the assembly of vertical 
staves. Added design interest can be achieved by contradic
ting the common logic-there is no reason that stacked rings 
cannot form a tall cylinder, or that shallow, wide bowls can
not be made from vertical staves. Constructing the blanks 
gives the craftsman great control over the final form; subtle
ties often transform a nice turning into something special. 

The technique of stacked rings is based on overlapping 
concentric rings, cut at an angle from a single piece of I -in.  
surfaced stock. Experimentation with the concept can pro
duce a fairly wide range of shapes. The surface pattern of the 
finished piece can be controlled to some degree, and the pat
tern can be accentuated by inserting alternating pieces of con
trasting woods at the rim ,  the base, or in the wall of the bowl . 

The geometry of cutting all the rings from a single source 
board somewhat limits the shapes obtainable (diagram on op
posite page) . The concentric rings, cut at a 45 0 angle, are lam
inated to form a hollow conical blank for turning. The angle 
of cut, the width of the rings and the thickness of the wood 
govern the cross section of the blank. For this basic method, 
any increase in depth will proportionately increase the dia
meter. Variations of these parameters will change the assem
bled profile. The practical limits are quickly reached and for 
more scope two source boards become necessary. 

Using two or more boards for alternating rings increases the 
possibilities. I nserting straight-walled rings between the 
angle-cut rings makes the form taller and reduces the slope of 
the wall .  But I ' ve found that the best method is to alternate 
diagonally-cut rings from two source boards. This reduces the 
slope of the wal l ;  the thicker walls allow greater design varia
tion . Further variations include leaving a wide ring at the top 
for a flare, a flange or a handle. The pieces from which the 
rings are cut may be segmented and laminated in many ways 
or built up to almost any size. 

For proper bonding, the boards used for stacking should be 
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milled and planed truly flat and evenly thick, free of ripples, 
valleys, pecks and checks. The circles can be cut by hand or 
with a j igsaw or sabre saw. But before cutting, draw a random 
series of concentric circles on the underside of the stock to aid 
alignment during assembly. The saw blade must have a start
ing hole, but instead of a single large hole , which would re
move too much wood, drill a series of small holes in line with 
the arc of cut and at the angle of cut. 

Keep the grain parallel from ring to ring, so seasonal move
ment won ' t  break the bowl . Al low glue joints to set under 
pressure, attach to a faceplate, and you' re off and turning. 

I ' ve seen many othetwise fine turnings marred by screw 
holes in the bottom , the result of attaching the faceplate di
rectly to the wood. Glue a square of scrap to the turning 
blank, separated by a single sheet of newspaper. The paper 
will separate when a knife blade is forced between the scrap 
and the finished piece, and the faceplate may be securely 
screwed to the scrap piece. 

Laminated rings are only one way of building up blanks for 
turning. The assembly of a number of wedge-shaped staves to 
form a cylinder opens more opportunities for project design. 
A wide variety of shapes and sizes are possible-from large 
cylinders to bowls, buckets, or salad sets. All  can be produced 
from standard milled stock of premium woods, but making 
cylinders of vertical staves requires care. Clean , true cuts are 
essential and provision must be made for fitting ends to the 
cylinders. The same principles apply to compound-angle 
forms that would result in conical blanks . 

Success comes from properly joining the staves; the angles 
are critical. The table at right contains information on various 
final diameters, the number of staves required, the angles of 
cut, and the outside width of each. It also gives the general 
mathematics for any size cylinder. The thickness of the stock 
and the number of staves will govern the wall thickness of the 
finished piece . The more staves, the more circular the blank 
will be, and therefore the greater the usable thickness. 

After the staves are cut to the proper angles they are assem
bled dry into cylinder form and checked for fit. Some adjust
ment is possible by trimming angles or adding segments, to 
compensate for miscalculations in the cutting angle.  Remem
ber, any error is multiplied by the two surfaces and by the 
number of staves used. 

The photo sequence (turn page) highlights the application 
of this technique. Note that thick stock was required by the 
widely varying diameters of the finished pitcher; I -in .  stock 
would be prepared in the same way. When the shape restricts 
access to the inside, as in the piece shown, I find it helpful to 
diagram the cross section .  I use inside calipers or dividers to 
measure along the center line at I -in .  increments, then I dia-

(please turn page) 

Garth Graves, 40, of San Diego, is a designer and prototype 
woodworker. He used to be an aerospace technical writer. 



Cross section above shows how a single source board, cut at 45· into 
n'ngs whose width equals the thickness of the stock, can be stacked 
into a conical turning blank. 

/ 

l / / 
/ 

l / 
/ / 

l / / 

The top n'ng may be cut wzder, left, to tum a bowl with a flan'ng 
n·m. Increasing the n'ng width to 1 'h  times the stock thickness, nght, 
permits a slzghtly wider bowl but possibZ/ities are limited. 

, , , I , , / 
" /' 1 

30° , 11 � 
Two source boards, cut at 45· into n'ngs twice as wide as they are 
thick, allow much more vanation in shape. Note that the alternating 
n'ngs are offset by half of their width. To make a steep bowl with 
thick walls, cut two boards at 30· into rings 1 1;' times as wide as they 
are thick, as at right. 

Bowls are turned from stacked rings of 0/4-in. teak, 

Author turns woodenware in teak from staved cylinders; decanters 
are about 12 in, hzgh. Chart below relates cylinder diameter, 
number of staves and stave width. Halfangles are the amount of 
saw-blade tzlt from the vertical when cutting staves. 

N Half- STAVE WIDTH WI 
e Qry . Angle for given diamerers 

Angle Reqd. Cur 3 in .  5 in .  7 in .  9 in . 1 0  i n .  
90· 4 45· 3 5 7 9 1 0  
60· 6 30· 1 0/4 27,1. 4 5 Y4 5 0/4 
4')· 8 22Y2· 1 1/4 2 1,1, 2 7,1. 3-% 4 1/4 
30· 1 2  1 5 · % 1 % 17 k  2Y2 2-)'4 
1 5 0 24 7 1;'0 % % I 1 1/4 1 % 

The diagram above left shows a few of the regular divisions of a 
circle and the relationship between the number of staves in a 
cylinder and the stock thickness required to produce a given wall 
thickness. The enlarged section through a stave, right, defines the 
terms for the following equations. Once you decide what you want 
to make, the math gives minimum dimensions. Keep angles precise 
but keep outside width and thickness fat ,  to have wood for working. 

Here, N is the number of staves and e is the included angle of 
each; thus, e = 360· 7 N; rl istheoutside radius of the finished cyl
inder and r2 its inside radius; t is the wall thickness and thus 
t = rl - r2; WI is the outside width of a stave, W2 is the inside 
width; Ch is the chord height and thus stock thickness T = t + Ch. 

If you have decided on the number of staves and the radius of the 
cylinder, solve for the width (WI) of each stave: 

_ e WI - 2r, tan T 

For example, if you want a cylinder that has an outside diameter of 
8 in . ,  and it wil l  be made of twelve staves (8 = 30·) , then,  
WI = 2 x 4 (tan 1 5 ·) = 8 x 0. 2679 = 2 . 14 in .  Set  the table saw at 
75·  (90· minus the half-angle, or 180· 7 N) , and cut each stave so it 
is at least 2 .  14 in .  on its ou tside face. 

To find the minimum thickness of the stock (T) for a given wall 
thickness (t) , first solve for the chord height: 

Ch = r2( 1  - cos � ) 
In the previous example, if the wall is to be 'II in .  thick, then 
Ch = 3 . 5  (1 - cos 1 5 ·) = 3 . 5  ( 1  - 0 . 96 5 9) = 0 . 1 1 9 in .  Since 
T = t + Ch, T = 'II + 0. 1 19 = 0 .6 19  in.  

To find the width of the inside face of a stave, solve: 

W . 8 
2 = 2r2 S1l1 T 

In the previous example, W2 = 2 x 3 . 5  x 0 . 2 588 = 1 . 8 1 2  in.  
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gram the measured diameters onto a cross-sectional view. 
This way I can determine the wall thickness anywhere. A 
design change in the final stages need not conform to the in
side profile , as long as the wall doesn ' t  get too thin. 

A cylinder formed of staves doesn ' t  expand and contract 
the same way as one turned from a solid block. Shrinkage will 
occur evenly around the circumference and across the wall 
thickness but the form won ' t  become ovoid. If shrinkage is 
expected, any lids should be fitted loosely. 

Segmenting permits variations that would not be consid-

ered if the cylinder were turned from a solid piece. I don ' t  
hesitate to embellish a segmented piece with handles , pour
ing spouts or whatever the design requires. One container 
shown earlier includes a spout. Prior to assembly, I scored the 
stave where the spout would go about one-half the way 
through, and did not glue the portion to be replaced. After 
the final turning, this piece was easily cut away. A rough
shaped spout, cut to the same half-angle, was glued in place 
for final shaping. The handle, although attached separately, 
could have been added in the same way. 0 

1 .  Shopsmith saw table IS tIlted to half 
angle; hollow-ground blade produces good 
gluing surface. 

2 .  Check fit dry, then clean surfaces and 
glue. Author supplements cord wrap with 
vise-grip chain clamps or band clamp. Keep 
the assembly vertical. 

3. With the top turned true to the sides, 
the cylinder IS screwed to a faceplate. Screw 
holes WIll be turned away later. 

4. First the outside diameter is roughed, 
then the bottom and lower inside diameter 
are finzshed to receive the base. 

5. Cylinder IS removed from lathe and re
placed by stock for base. Author usually 
turns a rabbet so base WIll plug in snugly. 

6 .  Tallstock feed applies pressure for gluing 
cylinder to its base. 

7 .  Now the inside top and the whole outSIde of the cylinder may be 
turned to their final shape. 

8. Use the lathe bed as a holding fixture for adding handles, 
spouts-whatever the design requires. 
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Compound-Angled Staves 

The previous discussion covers building up conical turning 
blanks from stacked rings, and cylindrical blanks from 

beveled staves. The next logical step is to make a bowl-shaped 
blank from staves that are both tapered and beveled. 

Robert M .  Hewitt, 47 ,  a structural engineer from Mech
anicsburg, Pa. , has developed a simple method for cutting 
the staves with his radial arm saw, and for clamping them to
gether with a nylon cord . • 

Hewitt' s  method assumes you have already determined the 
number of staves (N) in the bowl, and the angle a between 
the side of the bowl and the table. To cut the segments on a 
radial arm saw, you ' ll need to know angle a, the bevel setting 
of the saw blade and arbor, and angle b, the miter setting of 
the saw arm . The formulas are: 

1 80 "  . 
angle a = � sIn a 

1 80 "  angle b = � cos a 

For example, a bowl with 1 2  staves sloping at 60° :  

a = Iff" sin 60° = 1 5  ° x 0 . 866 = 1 3 °  

b = Iff" cos 60° = 1 5 °  x 0 . 5  = 7 . 5 ° 

If he wants the grain to be vertical in the finished bowl, 
Hewitt selects a wide board at least an inch thick and crosscuts 
it into strips whose length equals the height (h) of the fin
ished bowl plus an allowance for cutoffs and for truing up the 
bottom before gluing it to the base. He bevels the edges to 
the same slope a as the staves will make with the base, and 
saws two shallow kerfs near the edges, as shown in the draw
ing. The kerfs will hold the nylon cord during glue-up . 

Next, with the saw blade tilted to angle a and the arm at 
angle b, he makes the first cut at one end of a strip of stock. 
Use an adjustable drafting triangle to set the saw accurately .  
Next he locates and fixes a stop to the table so that the 
dimension W is the width of a stave at the base of the bowl.  
This can be guessed, or calculated with the equations given 
on page 75 . He flips the stock over, indexes it against the stop 
and makes the second cut, producing one of the 1 2  staves re
quired. Flipping stock again , he makes the next cut, and so 
on until he has all 1 2 .  Hewitt leaves the saw set up, so he can 
adjust one stave to compensate for error and close the bowl .  

Assembling tapered staves i s  tricky, and Hewitt has a tricky 
solution. He writes "Lay the tapered staves together on a 
sheet of paper, face down. They will form a segment of a cir
cle, like a pie with a large piece removed. Outline the assem
bled pieces, and number them so they can be replaced in the 
same order. Apply contact cement to the paper and the out-

" Hewitt's method was presented last March at the annual Wood
turning Symposium in Newtown, Pa. This year organizers Al LeCoff 
and Palmer Sharpless plan two symposia, the first on March 1 7 ,  18 ,  
and 19 ,  and the second on June 16 ,  1 7 ,  and 1 8 .  For more informa
tion, contact LeCoff at 520 Elkins Avenue, Elkins Park, Pa. 1 9 1 1 7 .  

F l ip  for 2nd cut 

F l ip  for 3rd cut 

Fl ip for 4th cut 

Kerf Y8" x Y8" 

side face of the staves between the cord kerfs, trim the paper 
to the outline and cement the staves to it. This will allow you 
to pick up all the staves at once , close the bowl and see how 
they fit . "  One stave may have to be adjusted to make all the 
joints close tightly and it is usually easiest to cut a new one at 
a slightly different bevel angle . 

Hewitt continues, " When the staves fit ,  lay the bowl out 
flat again on the bench , cut two lengths of nylon cord and 
knot them into loops a bit larger than the circumference of 
the closed bowl.  Apply glue to all the mating surfaces, close 
the staves to form the sides of the bowl, slip the nylon cord 
into the kerfs and use a dowel to twist the cord for clamping 
pressure. " When the glue is set, Hewitt glues the top of the 
bowl to a disc of plywood and centers it on the lathe . Then he 
turns the bottom of the blank true, and glues on what will be 
the bottom of the bowl . He now can turn and finish the bot
tom and outside, mark the center, reverse and remount, and 
part off the plywood. The bowl is completed in the conven
tional manner. Sometimes he puts a contrasting veneer bet
ween staves, for visual interest. He recommends finishing with 
four coats of satin urethane varnish , rubbed with pumice and 
oil. This seals the wood completely and prevents expansion 
and contraction of the wood segments. -]. K. 

Blank is glued to waste disc so foot may be trued and bottom at
tached. Right, cherry bowl with horizontal grain and walnut base. 
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Rings from Wedges 

by Asaph G. Waterman 

(Now imagine that a cylinder is made /rom very short verti
cal staves-no taller than the thickness of a board. The staves 
become wedges, and the cylinder is squashed into a n·ng. Sev
eral such n·ngs can be stacked up to form the blank for a bowl. 
Asaph G. Waterman of Camzllus, N. Y. ,  has devised a 
tablesaw Jig for cutting wedges, and a plywood-and-angle
iron jig for gluing them together.) 

There are several advantages in using this technique: The 
wood need not all be the same thickness, so scraps left 

over from other projects can be used up;  wood with nail holes 
and other imperfections can be used with minimum loss; no 
end grain has to be turned, especially important in soft woods 
like butternut or sumac; and striking effects can be obtained 
by gluing contrasting pieces of veneer berween the wedges. 

Accuracy in assembly is very important .  The j igs I will de
scribe are for making eight-sided (octagonal) rings, but the 

same principles apply to 
j igs for any number of 
wedges. 

The rwo sliders for the 
table-saw j ig may be made 
of steel , a luminum or 
hard wood. They should 
fit your table-saw grooves 

accurately, but must slide smoothly. Make the body of the 
j ig, as shown in the drawing, of any stable wood % thick. The 
angle , 67�o for an octagonal ring, must be accurate because 
any error will be multiplied by 16 in the finished blank. The 
triangular wedges for the first layer come to a point , to fill the 
bottom of the bowl , but succeeding rings must be wider to 
allow the bowl to flare, and cut off (truncated) at the point to 
save turning work and avoid waste. The pointer on the j ig is 
used to gauge the width of the truncation.  Face the working 
surface of the j ig with coarse carborundum cloth to keep the 
wood from sliding. 

The assembly j ig consists of an octagonal plywood base to 
which are screwed eight 2 �-in. lengths of angle iron, drilled 
and tapped for tightening bolts. I have j igs in rwo sizes-one 
an octagon 1 1  in .  from face to face, with sides about 4� in . 
wide; the other 14� in.  from face to face with 5%-in. sides. I 
use I -in .  by I -in .  by lk-in. angle iron. Don' t  use aluminum 
angle because the threaded holes won ' t  stand continued use . 
One side of each piece of angle iron is drilled in its center and 
tapped for a %6-in . , 1 6-pitch machine screw or cap screw. The 
other side is drilled % in. from each end and countersunk for 
%-in . flathead wood screws . 

Because the layers have varying diameters, I use spacer 
blocks in sets of eight berween the tightening screws and the 
wedges themselves. My j igs will make a bowl 1 1  in. in dia
meter; a larger bowl of course requires a larger j ig .  

To  make a bowl,  I first saw eight pieces that come to  a 
point, turning the board for each cut. Make sure the pieces 
fit ,  lightly sand each edge, and, since the main problem in 
this work is getting the points to meet exactly, avoid it by 
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sanding the points off flat. Later I drill out the center of the 
octagon with a tapered bit and turn a tapered plug to fil l  the 
hole. I usually run grain of the plug parallel to the grain of 
the layer itself. Use the small assembly j ig with appropriate 
spacer blocks to glue all the wedges together at once. Protect 
the j ig surface with waxed paper, wipe off the excess glue and 
let set overnight.  If the pressure of the screws forces a wedge 
to rise, use a C-clamp to force it back down. When the glue 
has set, fasten a faceplate to the layer and take a thin cut on 
the lathe to smooth and true the surface. 

I make the wedges for the second layer the same way, ex
cept I move the pointer on the sawing j ig about an inch out 
from the blade . When the glue has set, fasten this layer to a 
faceplate, placing the screws near the center so the holes will 
disappear during turning. Smooth one side and use C-clamps 
to glue both layers together, staggering the glue lines. Now 
true both surfaces on the lathe. 

At this point a two-layer bowl can be turned or a third layer 
may be added. To make the larger third layer, move the arrow 
about 1 � in.  out from the blade. You can add as many layers 
as you like, to get as deep a bowl as you want. 0 

Flip stock for 
each cut . . .  

to make pointed 
wedges for base. 

Set arrow to cut 
wider wedges. 

Assembly Jig consists of angle iron bolted to plywood plate, drtfled 
and tapped for cap screws. Use spacer blocks between screw and work. 



Staved Cones 
The general mathematics 
by Thomas Webb 

An equal miter joint for a rectangular, 
box-like construction will result from 

cutting adjoining edges of the stock at 4 5 ' .  
But what i f  w e  need to miter a shape that 
isn ' t  rectangular? What if, for instance, the 
shape has seven similar sides that must lean 
in (or ou t) rather than standing parallel to 
one another? 

Such non- rectangular forms can be 
thought of as sections of faceted cone-like 
shapes. By thinking of forms you wish to 
make as sections of cones, you can deter
mine the geometry of the flat pieces needed 
to make those forms. You need only specify 
the height and base dimensions of the im
agined cone, along with the number of sides 
you want it to have. The formulas will then 
tell you what shapes to cut to produce the 
faceted cone shape. Further alterations of 
the size of these pieces can produce any sec
tion of the specified cone. Combining sec
tions of different cones can produce an in
finite variety of three-dimensional shapes. 

Some of the formulas look complicated, 
but with a table of trigonometric functions 
it is fairly simple to do the computations; 
they can be done in minutes on a calculator 
with trig functions. 

A right cone has a circular base and is 
symmetrical  arou nd an axis  r u n n i n g  
through the center o f  the base to the tip. 
The axis is perpendicular to the plane of the 
base; the length of the axis from base to tip 
is the cone's height (he) . A right cone can be 
described in terms of its height and the rad
ius of its base (rb) ; ex designates the angle 
between the surface of the cone and its 
base. 

A right cone can be constructed from a 
flat sheet of flexible material such as paper 
or thin metal. The shape to be cut from the 
flat stock is a circular disc with a wedge re
moved, and the straight edges of the wedge 

- . -r I 
Height 

he I � 

are radii of the disc (rd) . When the cut radii 
are pulled together, a right cone is formed; 
the center of the disc becomes the tip of the 
cone, the perimeter of the disc becomes the 
base and rd becomes the length of the side 
of the cone. 

If you know the height and radius of the 
base of a right cone you want to construct, 
the following formulas specify the size of 
the disc you ' ll need and of the wedge to be 
cut from it. 

rd = Vrb2 + h/ 

rb 
e = 360' Cd = 360' cos ex 

Since e equals the number of degrees re
maining in the disc after the wedge is 
removed, (360' - e) equals the angle of the 
wedge itself. 

In some circumstances it is useful to spec
ify the base angle ex rather than the height 
of the cone. I n this case first solve for he us
ing the following formula: 

then apply the previous formulas. 
A right cone can be approximated with 

thicker, less than flexible materials such as 
wood by cutting compound-angled staves 
and assembling them around a central axis. 
The result is a faceted "cone ; "  the more 
staves used, the closer the approximation to 
a true cone. 

It  helps to imagine that the faceted cone 
just fits inside an actual cone of similar di
mensions. In this way we can see the impor
tant dimensions he and rb as they relate to 
the staves to be made. Follow these steps to 
determine the size and shape of the staves. 

First, decide on the height (hJ of your 
cone, the radius of its base (rb) and the 
number of staves (N) you want to use to 
make it .  

Compute rd, which is equivalent to the 
length of the edge of a stave, by: 

rd = V rb2 + he2 

Compute the width at the base (w) and 
the height (hs) of each stave by: 

. 1 80' w = 2rb slO � 
Knowing the height of the stave (hs) along 
with its width (w) at the base, you can lay 
out on your stock what will be the exterior 
surface of each stave. Remember that the 
height of a stave is measured along a line 
that bisects its base at a right angle. 

To determine the saw setting for cutting 

-
--

7 
of 

the miter angles on the sides of the seg
ments, first calculate angle ex for the shape 
you are making: 

Then use this formula to find angle Q ,  the 
table-saw setting for the side cuts: 

. 1 80' tan Q = sin ex tan � 
If you are making a complete faceted 

cone shape, you may want to have a flat 
bottom on it. First calculate the base angle {3 
relative to the exterior surface of the seg
ment , from the formula: 

tan {3 = 
rb cos 180' 

N 

tan a 

Then find the saw setting for the base cut 
by subtracting angle {3 from 90'.  

Remember that the sides and bottom of a 

C Exter ior su rface 

Saw sett ing 
ang le 

stave converge; the interior surface conse
quently is a scaled-down version of the ex
terior surface.  0 

Tom Webb, 32, is a sculptor and assistant 
professor of art at the University of Akron, 
in Ohio. 
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Chain-Saw Carving 
Furniture and sculpture from green logs 

by Jon Brooks and Howard Werner 

We use the chain saw to carve furniture and sculpture 
from green logs, roots and branches. Although we live 

several hundred miles apart , we 've worked together on 
techniques for the last several years. The chain saw, although 
not designed for this kind of work, has become our main tool 
for both roughing out and final shaping. 

Our furniture or sculpture often begins directly in the 
wood , using forms suggested by the shape of the log , or forms 
that are revealed as wood is removed . A contorted limb may 
suggest a chair, an interesting crotch or hollow may predict a 
bowl,  or a hollow log may hint at a stool .  Other times, a form 
is developed in the mind or through sketching. The work 
begins with the search for a suitable log in which to execute 
it . Excellent free material can be found in local tree dumps, 
with hundreds of logs and stumps to choose from, or at the 
town dumps, from tree surgeons, orchards and on private 
land with standing snags or fallen trees. 

Almost any wood is good carving material , although apple 
and oak are more prone to cracking and checking than most 
species. Spalted wood is exquisite, but it is best to avoid 
pieces with soft SpotS or excessive rot . In most species, rot 
takes years to progress to this point, so many downed trees, 
particularly disease-killed elms, are still in good shape . 
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Brooks ' walnut 
chair (38 in. 
high, 33 in. wide .) 

Walnut checks less than most native hardwoods. Crotch sec
tions in particular, because of their interlocked grain ,  hold 
together well against the stresses of drying. Maple and cherry, 
although not as stable as walnut, are still good woods for carv
ing. Coniferous woods carve easily and oiled juniper and 
cedar look particularly fine. Whatever the wood, the main 
thing is to develop the form in the direction of the wood 
fibers, for strength . Experience and experimentation will 
show what can be done and what should be avoided .  

We own both electric and gasoline-powered chain saws, 
but do most rough carving with the gasoline saw because it is 
more powerful and not tied to electrical lines. We own Stihl 
gasoline saws and are familiar with the range A V20 to A V 4 5 .  
(The A V stands for antivibration , a system that makes the saw 
less exhausting to handle in long carving sessions. )  We've 
found that smaller saws aren ' t  up to the work and larger ones 
are too heavy. What saw you select depends in the end on 
your size and the scale of work you plan to do. A Stihl A V45 
weighs 1 5  lb . ,  has a 1 6-in .  bar (bars up to 30 in .  long are 
available) and generates 4 . 5  hp. It can be used to carve pieces 
ranging in size from large bowls to 8-ft. sculptures. 

A gasoline saw is very noisy-ear protection must be 
worn-and its exhaust fumes mean it can ' t  be used indoors. 

Left, maple bowl by Werner (24 in. high, 14 in. wide, 19 in. deep) . 
Above, Werner's 'Double-Pocket Form ' (walnut, 29 in. high, 22 in. 
wide, 1 7  in. deep) . 



The electric saw, quieter and without fumes, is excellent for 
indoor carving and is especially suited to final shaping of a 
piece. A Milwaukee, for example, has both a 1 6- in .  bar and a 
20-in.  bar and weighs 1 8  lb .  It is large enough and powerful 
enough to carve major pieces, and because it runs at a cons
tant speed, it ' s  easier to control than a gas saw. But it feels 
very heavy after a long working session .  A lighter, less expen
sive saw is fine for small ,  detailed carving. 

Before carving, the basic lines of the piece are marked di
rectly on the log with chalk .  I t ' s  best to strip off the bark first, 
since it veils the shape of the wood and often has embedded 
dirt , which quickly dulls the chain .  

We begin,  much as  a whittler begins, by paring gently 
curved slices from the log , the way a penknife cuts shavings 
from a stick. These fust slicing cuts are made with the center 
of the bar, with the tip entirely clear of the wood. For deeper 
cuts and tighter curves the technique is similar to chip carv
ing-two angled cuts meet at the desired depth toward the 
center of the log to release a large wedge or block of wood. In 
this way the bulk of the excess wood can be removed, leaving 
an angular, faceted form . 

Next, the hollows and concave areas are worked into the 
form. To develop a hollow, we use the tip of the saw to make 
a series of closely-spaced, parallel cuts. Each cut starts at the 
farthest side of the hollow, with the bar held at right angles to 
the surface and the length of the saw at an acute angle to the 
wood so that the bottom of the nose makes first contact. Then 
the saw is drawn across and the nose dropped into the wood 
to feel out the bottom of the hollow. A felt-tip marker line on 
the bar can be used to gauge depth. A deep concavity can be 
worked in several stages. As the cut gets deeper, the saw's 
speed must be increased. Working this way, the nose of the 
saw is never close to a 90· corner and so it won ' t  kick back. 
Then another series of close, parallel cuts is made at right 
angles to the first set, creating a checkered pattern . The · 
resulting squ:J.res of wood measure an inch by an inch or less 
and can easily be kicked or knocked away by brushing back 
and forth with the tip of the saw. When the squares have all 
been poked out, the hollow is cleaned up and and its shape is 
refined with the tip of the saw, scraping back and forth to 
make an even surface .  

Extreme care must be  taken in tight hollows. When the tip 
is near anything close to a right-angled corner, th<; cutters can 
catch on the upper wall and throw the bar back toward the 
operator' s head and body. Always be wary, especially near a 
tight corner, and expect the kickback. Try to absorb and con
trol it by holding the saw firmly in front of the body , below 
waist level , with the arms kept straight. 

Some saws are made with an anti-kickback device, usually a 
lever that, when triggered, instantly stops the chain .  When a 
kickback does occur, the operator's wrist hits the lever before 
the saw can rotate back far enough to do damage. However, 
the safety device won' t  trip if the operator holds the front 
handle on its side , rather than on top . We' ve also used anti
kickback chain,  which has a double raker tooth , and have 
found that kickback occurs less frequently. 

The plunge cut is another way to remove a large, mostly 
surrounded chunk of wood, such as that removed to form the 
hollow between the seat, back and arms of a chair. The wood 
is approached with the bar at a slight angle. As the nose 
begins to cut, the motor is quickly lifted and the bar is 
pushed straight into the log . A very sharp chain and high 

From tree to finished form: 
Above, Werner begins with a 
promising walnut trunk that in
cludes the stump of a branch. 
First he chalks the lines on the 
log and slices away the waste. 
Convex forms are refined and 
smoothed by scraping lightly 
back and forth with the edge of 
the saw bar. Deep pockets are 
formed with the nose of the saw 
by tracing a cross-hatch pattern 
and breaking away the waste. 
Top right shows the sculp-
ture as shaped by the chain saw. 
Right, 'Two-Hooded Form ' has 
been dn·ed, finish-carved and 
sanded (66 in. high ) .  
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motor speed are necessary right from the start so the chain 
doesn 't  catch and recoil or jam .  When the blade is plunged to 
full depth , the cut can be made into a slot before the saw is 
withdrawn.  Successive slots are made around the waste wood, 
to free it as an intact chunk. 

A large cutout can be started with a plunge cut. But thin 
walls and delicate pierced forms require scraping from both 
sides at the center of the area to be cut out to produce a small 
circular breakthrough that can be enlarged. 

With the bulle of the waste removed,  we mark out the pre
cise lines and edges desired with chalk. The tip of the gasoline 
saw is used to trace over these lines carefully, repeating several 
times to reach the proper depth . Exact contours can be 
achieved by scraping the bar or tip back and forth across the 
wood, the face of the bar at right angles to the surface. Here 
the electric saw is best. A broad, sweeping motion with even 
saw pressure shapes large curves; a slight change in the ap
proach angle of each sweep prevents the bar from falling into 
the grooves created by previous cuts. Consistent pressure with 
rhythmic motion produces smooth , controlled surfaces. 

Grain direction is the crucial factor in determining the 
thickness of a wall . When a section of a carving is made up of 
head-on end grain ,  we rarely carve it thinner than three or 
four inches and expect it will crack. A long-grain section, on 
the other hand, can be as thin as half an inch and will usually 
remain intact. On an irregular form , most of the walls are 
somewhere between these two situations and one must learn 
through experience what ' s  safe .  If we make an error in judg
ment and part of a carving cracks right off the main form, the 
piece can be redesigned, even if only as firewood. If a lot of 
work has already been invested, a broken piece can be re
joined with dowels and glue, or with an inlaid butterfly key . 

Many of these operations, raking and scraping in particu
lar, are very hard on the saw bar and chain .  It is necessary to 
keep the chain sharp at all times and the saw may have to be 
sharpened several times a day. A small electric sharpener 
works well for grinding out chips caused by dirt, stones and 
metal in the wood . A hand file with a chain-saw sharpening 
gauge is fine in  the field . We usually file the teeth at a 3 5 0  
bevel, switching t o  3 0 0  for very hard o r  frozen wood. It 's  
important to make the same number of file passes on each 
tooth, to keep them even .  Irregular sharpening will cause the 
bar to wander as it cuts and control will be difficult .  

When carving green wood, shield the piece from direct 
sun ,  which rapidly causes checking. The wood should be kept 
close to its original moisture content while it is being worked 
and can be shrouded in plastic to be left overnight .  A large 
carving in green wood will inevitably crack and check. It 
doesn ' t  take much experience to predict where cracks are like
ly to open and how serious they are liable to be. Cracks are 
virtually certain on end-grain sections and on surfaces con
taining the pith of the tree. We accept the cracks as an impor
tant part of the texture of the work; all we do is soften the 
edges to prevent splintering and integrate the cracks into the 
piece . Sometimes a crack pattern enhances the work so much 
that it is worth enlarging, or altering the design to play it up. 
But sometimes an end-grain section is too delicate to with
stand checking, and the best solution is to coat that part of 
the wood with white glue to retard drying. 

When we ' re done with the chain saw, the work has a rough 
texture but it is very close to its final form. The wood must be 
dried before it can be sanded and finished . We store pieces in 
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Elm lounge chair by Brooks 
(36 in. high, 54 in. long, 
26 in. wide) . Carving se
quence is shown at nght. 

a shed or garage for at least four months, usually for a year, 
and sometimes for two years, depending on wall thickness 
and species. When a piece is about ready for finishing, we 
store it indoors for a couple of months first. We've experi
mented with shaping, sanding and oiling the green wood 
directly, thinking the oil might slow down the drying. But 
the escaping moisture destroys the finish and the wood sur
face changes too much during drying. We now season 
everything before the final sanding and oiling . 

From the chain saw we go to a sander-grinder with a 7-in. 
disc, the type used in auto body shops. Sometimes we begin 
with a pad as coarse as 16 grit, but 36 grit or 50 grit is usually 
coarse enough to remove the chain-saw marks and refine the 
contours. Then we go to 80 grit and 1 00 grit, to smooth the 
surface wherever the grinder is able to reach . 

We like to go directly from chain saw to grinder, but some
times a more detailed form or the slower evolution of a design 
requires more refined tools. Carving gouges, a ball mill (a 
cutting burr about the size of a golf ball) , Surforms, rasps, rif
flers and files are the most useful .  Standard bench planes 
make quick work of large convex surfaces, and violinmaker's 
planes also help. The Surform is especially effective in shap
ing difficult edge contours. When a shape cannot be achieved 
with one too l ,  we try another. Our techniques aren ' t  
rigid-they develop and change from one piece to another. 

For final finishing an electric drill with a foam-backed pad 
is used , starting with coarse grit and working slowly up to 220 
grit. These pads are small and wil l  fit into areas the grinder 
can' t  reach . Still ,  there are always areas too small for the disc 
and they can be reached with riffiers, files and sandpaper 
backed with leather or Styrofoam, or wrapped around a small 
wooden block. On any piece, the sanding takes much more 
time than the carving. 

Last, we sand by hand, using a leather backing pad or a 
Styrofoam block to remove swirls and scratches left by the 
disc. Then the work is ready to oil . We've used Watco oil, but 
we've come to prefer at least three coats of a 1 -2-3  mixture of 
boiled linseed oil , varnish and turpentine. After the last coat 
ha� dried for at least 48 hours, we apply a good-quality paste 
wax and take care to avoid build-up in the cracks. 0 

Jon Brooks, 32, makes furniture in New Boston, N.H. This 
winter he is guest instructor in woodworking at Rochester In
stitute o/Technology. Howard Werner, 26, an RIT graduate, 
is craftsman-in-residence at Peters Valley, Layton, N.J. 



Elm lounge chair begins as a cylinder of tree 
trunk. First, great wedges of wood are re
moved to block out the chair form. Brooks 
pares the outline of the chair, then hollows 
the seat and back by cutting a crisscross net
work with the nose of the saw. Then he sim
ply kicks away the waste wood. 

Shapes and Forms 

The shapes and forms of my fin
ished pieces can be divided into two 
categories. The first category has been 
influenced by the shape of the original 
found material .  An example is the wal
nut chair, which is carved within the 
limits and integrity of the original 
crotch section of the tree. Sometimes I 
rough out a chair to expose the figure 
of the wood and leave it as a block to 
study . The outside shape is determined 
by reflecting the grain patterns-partS 
are emphasized or played down to get 
the desired effect. Root sections, curved 
limbs and trunks are also forms that 
will influence these pieces. 

The second category begins with a 
straight, cylindrical section of wood. 
Then I impose a preconceived idea by 
working subtractively and releasing the 
form. Examples of this are 'Wood Falls' 
and the elm chair. Landscapes, horizon 
lines, water, cloud formations and the 
wood grain itself are elements which in
fluence the form . 'Wood Falls , '  con
ceived at Art Park in Lewiston ,  N.  Y ; ,  is 
an attempt to reflect the nearby Niag
ara River and to capture the feeling of 

wood rolling down a slope toward the 
river. This piece asks the viewer to be
come visually and physically involved 
by providing benches for seating while 
viewing the landscape and the wood 
forms. People have made a path beside 
it down to the dock on the river. The 
exterior shape of the elm chair is an at
tempt to capture the human form. I 
tried to create the illusion of a seated 
person,  which a person would sit upon. 
I t was basically preconceived as a 
lounge chair and carved from a cylin
drical tree section .  

Because wood is a warm and invi
ting material, it is easy for one to be
come physically involved when it has 
been sanded and oiled to a very smooth 
surface. The rounded forms relate to 
the human form and to the wood 
grain. Too often in viewing solid ob
j ects we tend to see only the exterior 
form . As wood splits in drying it reveals 
an inner spirit and force. Rounding the 
splits on the surface unites the exterior 
form with the internal spirit and makes 
it easier to look at and touch. Wood 
splits, warps, expands, contracts; it has 
lived and it is living. While working 
with tree sections all these characteris
tics are heightened . To accept and 
move with these forces rather than to 
resist them is my primary objective. 

-Jon Brooks 

' Wood Falls ' by Brooks is 15 ft. high, 15 ft. wide, and extends intermittently /pr 100ft· down 
a hillside in the town 0/ Lew/stan, N. Y. It is carved in red oak, elm, maple and walnut, and 
permanently bolted to buried concrete ptflars. 
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Circular Saws 
How to keep them sharp and running true 

by Eugene Roth 

Circular saws must be kept sharp . When a saw does not cut 
easily, it is usually dull or has lost its swage or set. Forc

ing the feed in these conditions will heat the rim of the saw, 
and the metal may expand and crack. The saw may also lose 
its tension and bend or break over the collar. A saw that wob
bles and does not cut straight is dangerous to use and should 
be sent out for professional repair. 

With practice and careful attention to detail, however, a 
woodworker can learn to sharpen and maintain circular saws 
in tip-top shape. The set and rake of the teeth can be ad
justed to suit the type of work. The basic tools for sharpening 
are a good saw vise, which can be homemade, a setting stake 
and hammers, the correct files (mill bastard , round, cant, 
square mill and triangular tapered) and grinding wheels. The 
60 0 triangular file is familiar to most craftsmen, but the cant 
saw file is not. It is also triangular in cross section, but with a 
1 20 0  angle and two angles of 30 0 •  It is used for sharpening 
saws with a very steep gullet angle , and for filing the face 
bevel of dado and combination blades. The square saw file is 
also used on dado and combination blades. 

The saw-filing bench. Equipment shown here includes flat, tntmgu
lar, cant and square files, swage (among files) , setting hammer and 
anvzl-and-stake (nght) . Conical stake accepts blades for van·ous sizes 
of arbor, adjusts up and down, and moves along slot to position 
teeth over anvzl. 
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Circular saws are usually described by the type of cut they 
are designed to make, as crosscut, cutoff, rip, miter, dado, 
combination or planer. But to prevent binding in the wood, 
all circular saws are widest at the very rim. This clearance is 
obtained in one of three ways: setting, swaging or hollow 
grinding. Most common rip and crosscut saws are set, which 
means the tips of the teeth are alternately and uniformly bent 
to the right and left .  Cutoff and ripsaws designed for use in 
green lumber are usually swaged, which means the point of 
each tooth is spread by hammering with a small anvil .  Com
bination and planer saws are usually hollow-ground, which 
means the tips of the teeth are as thick as the hu b of the saw, 
and the metal in between is ground thinner to provide clear
ance . When a new blade is purchased , it is wise to trace 
around it, or make a carbon-paper rubbing, to serve as a pat
tern later on. 

There are four operations in sharpening al l  flat circular 
saws: jointing, gumming, setting or swaging, and filing sharp. 
To know when the saw is getting dull, watch the corners of 
the swage or set. They may seem sharp to the touch, but close 
examination will reveal a slight roundness, which will make 
the saw feed hard and not cut properly .  Although the set 
seems full ,  the saw will bind just back of its points. The saw 
must be jointed below the rounded corners, and each tooth 
brought back to a nice , keen point . 

A common error is allowing a saw blade to accumulate gum 
and pitch on the sides, which may cause it to run hot and 
snake. The best way to remove the gum is to soak the saw for 
a while in a strong warm solution of Oakite in water, and 
then rub it clean in a small box of sawdust. The gum will 
come right off, and the Oakite solution can be kept in a cov
ered jar and used over and over. Never scrape off gum with a 
sharp tool because this will mar the finish and make the blade 
more susceptible to buildup. 

Jointing 

The first operation in sharpening by hand is jointing, to 
make all the cutting teeth the same height. If every tooth 
does not do the same amount of cutting, the unequal strain 
on the high teeth may cause cracks. If several teeth are unusu
ally high, they may break off upon encountering a hard knot. 

Professional saw-jointing equipment includes a powered 
grindstone mounted with a fixed center on which the blade 
can pivot. Lacking such a machine, the craftsman can joint 

Eugene Roth is a foreman at Huther Bros. in Rochester, N. Y. ,  
once a leading manufacturer of circular saws and carbide
tipped blades. Huther stdl makes and repairs special-order 
saws, but most of the plant is now devoted to grinding flat 
and circular knives for the paper, plastic and cardboard indus
tn·es. The hands in the photos belong to Ene Michaud, the 
only craftsman left in Huther's once-bustling filing room. 



right on the table saw by using a flat vitrified medium jointer 
stone or a piece of broken emery wheel .  The blade is reversed 
on the arbor and revolved at full speed , and the stone is 
lightly but firmly pressed against the points of the teeth. 
Lower the blade below the surface of the table, press the stone 
over the slot in the table, and slowly raise the blade . Raise it 
enough to grind a small shiny flat at the top of each tooth . 

Gumming 
Repeated filing is bound to make the teeth shallow, and 

grinding the gullets deeper is known as gumming, although a 
saw does not need to be gummed every time it is sharpened . 
A blade is gummed on a bench grinder with a grade 1 -6 VL 
emery wheel ,  with its edge dressed round, or use an 8-in . or 
lO-in .  round second-cut file. To keep the saw in balance, all 
the teeth should be gummed to the same depth . It is easy to 
make a simple wooden compass with a dowel center to fit the 
saw' s  arbor hole, as shown in the drawing on the next page. 
Use a colored pencil to mark a circle the proper distance 
below the points; the distance can be gauged from the tracing 
made when the saw was new. Then grind until the bottom of 
every gullet just touches the edge of the circle. Generally, 
gullet depth is two-fuths of the distance between the points 
of the teeth . 

When gumming, go around the saw several times so as not 
to crowd the wheel by taking too deep a cut. Taking out too 
much metal at one time will heat the gullets and stretch the 
rim, and the saw will then need expert hammering on an an
vil to restore its original tension. Crowding the wheel will also 
blue and burn the gullets, and often glaze the metal so hard 
that a file will not touch it . From these hard spots small cracks 
begin ,  at first invisible but gradually enlarging until they be
come dangerous fractures. 

After gumming, the saw should be lightly jointed before 
continuing with the sharpening, to make sure it's still round. 

Setting 
A uniform, even set is most essential for an easy-running, 

smooth-cutting saw. An uneven set places a greater strain on 
some teeth and may crack them. Too much set not only PUtS 
an unneccessary strain on the rim of the saw, which can result 
in cracked gullets or broken teeth , but also causes it to chatter 
or vibrate, resulting in a rough cut. Vibration heats the rim 
and gullet cracks appear. If the teeth are set more to one side 
than to the other, the saw will lead to the side with the heav
ier set and may break. 

There are two ways of setting teeth : with an anvil and stake, 
or with a saw set. The anvil and stake consists of an adjust
able, conical center post that slides on iron ways to allow the 
edge of the blade to rest precisely over the beveled edge of a 
small anvi l .  Different anvils may be used , depending on the 
size of tooth and amount of set required. A special setting 
hammer, which has a small ,  flat face, is used to bend alter
nate teeth over the anvil . Then the blade is turned over and 
the process repeated. 

A saw set bends the teeth by leverage rather than by 
pounding. It consists of a series of slots for different lengths 
and thicknesses of teeth , and is mounted on a handle with an 
adjustable gauge for regulating the amount of set. When 
placing the set on the tooth, permit it to drop until the point 
of the tooth touches the bottom of the slot, then bend the 
tooth over until the gauge touches the side of the saw. 

Vise for circular 
saws is made of 
plywood. Make in
side faces slightly 
conca ve, to grip 
blade firmly near 
its rim. 

Jointing: Hold stone 
firmly over table slot, 
and slowly raise blade 
until a shiny flat ap
pears on each tooth. 

Saw table 

Thin, round-edge gn'nding wheel (left) is used to gllm a saw blade. 
Balance is checked, nght, by mounting blade on dummy arbor and 
rolling along parallel km/e edges. 

With anvzl and stake, one sharp tap per tooth sets the saw. 
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G ullet 
com pass 

Three saw-filing gauges. Adjustable compass, left, establishes uni
form gullet depth for gumming. Set gauge, center, checks the set of 
each tooth. The top screw is first filed sharp, then the point is jlat-

Swage, top, is placed on each tooth of npsaw and tapped sharply to 
spread point. In close-up, left tooth has been spread with convex 
die, nght tooth has then been squared with straight die. 

Filing a crosscut saw: Both hands push the file in long, rhythmic 
strokes powered from the shoulder to ensure uniform teeth. 
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Use "f' 6" 
stove bolts 
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tened to about 3fG4-in. dia. Adjust the bottom screw to the desired 
set. Right, a shaper holds the file at the correct angle for regulating 
the set of swaged teeth. Its long side slides on the face of the blade. 

Since only the points of the teeth do the cutting, the set 
should not extend more than one-fourth of the distance down 
the tooth. If the set extends too far down the tooth , the blade 
will vibrate and cut roughly . The amount of set, as measured 
from the plane of the blade , varies according to the type of 
wood and the smoothness of cut desired. A fine set does fine 
work; dry h<!rdwood requires less set than green hardwood, 
and softwood requires more set than hardwood . The amount 
uf the set is always less than the thickness of the blade, and 
usually less than half the thickness. For dry hardwood, the set 
is usually . 0 1 2  in .  to . 0 1 5  in. ;  for green hardwood, . 0 1 5  in .  to 
. 0 1 8  in .  Electric hand saws, because of the rough work they 
have to do, require a heavy set-around . 02 in .  or even more. 

After determining which set works best for a particular type 
of cut, it is well to make a simple side gauge, as shown in the 
diagram, to check the set of each tooth . 

Swaging 
Swaging is spreading the point of every tooth. A swaged 

saw will cut more wood than a set saw because every tooth is 
cutting on both sides, and it will take a faster feed and more 
power. On the other hand, the cut is rough . Ripsaws for 
green lumber and production saws are generally swaged . Any 
type of saw may be swaged, although if the blade is too thin 
the swaged corners will be needle-pointed and fragile. If it is 
too thick so much pressure will be needed to spread the metal 
that it may crack. 

Before swaging, joint, gum and file all teeth sharp, using 
an 8- in .  or l O- in .  mill bastard with two rounded edges. 
Swages, which are hand-held anvils with two dies set in the 
face, are sized according to the thickness of the saw blade . 
One of the dies is convex, one is flat. Use the convex die first 
and keep a drop of oil on it .  Set the swage atop the point of 
the tooth and strike several light, quick blows with a small 
setting hammer. Keep the swage straight ,  so the die centers 
on the tooth . Then use the straight die to square up the cut
ting edge and give body to the swaged point. 

Lightly file the sides of the teeth with a shaper, to even up 
the swage. A shaper can easily be made from a scrap of hard-



Always file teeth 
with the set. 

When filing back of rip 
tooth inside should never 
be higher than outside, left. 
Straight across, center, is 
correct; so is a slight bevel, 
right. 

Common errors: too much filing on face leaves sharp cor
ner, left, or too little hook, center; too much filing on back, 
right, changes clearance angle. 

Crosscut teeth are beveled on the face opposite the set, 
top. V-teeth below, are best for coarse cutoff saws; pitch
to-center teeth are most common; smooth trimmer saws 
are hooked about 100 back of center. 

V-teeth 

P i tch back 
of center 

10° back 
of center 

2�C 

/\ 30° back �f center 

P i tch to center 

Combination 
blade, cross 
section of cut 

wood , as in the drawing. Its long side slides on the face of the 
blade, to guide the file at the proper angle. Use the set gauge 
to keep the swage uniform. Then file straight across the 
underside of the tooth and across the top, very lightly, with 
an 8-in. or lO-in. mill bastard. Be careful to maintain the 
original angle of the tooth and avoid dubbing off the swaged 
corners, as this will reduce side clearance and cause the saw to 
bind and burn in the cut. Finally, use a round 8-in.  or 1 0-in.  
second-cut file to clean out the gullets. 

Filing ripsaws 
For a rip saw to cut fast and easily, the teeth should be 

hooked so that a line along the face passes halfway between 
the center of the saw and the rim (about 30° and known as Y3 
hook) . When filing a ripsaw with set teeth , use an 8-in.  or 
lO-in.  mill bastard file, and maintain the original hook, 
shape and angle by taking the same amount off the back and 
front of the tooth . Usually the backs are filed straight across, 
though some prefer a slight bevel (about 5 °) .  Too much bevel 
produces a lateral motion that causes the teeth to chatter and 
vibrate in the cut. When filing the backs, file every other 
tooth on one side all around the saw, with the set ; then re
verse the saw in the vise and file the other teeth, with the set. 
This is the only way to file the backs uniformly, either straight 
or with a slight bevel . The inside edges should never be 
higher than the outside ones. 

Keep the gullets round with an 8-in. or l O-in .  round 
second-cut file . Cracks are most often caused by sharp corners 
in the gullets. 

Filing crosscut saws 
Joint, gum and set the saw. For coarse-tooth cutoff saws use 

an 8-in. or 1 0-in.  mill bastard with two rounded edges; for 
saws with a pitch of )/16 in .  to % in .  use an 8-in.  cant saw file; 
for pitch '/4 in .  or finer use the cant saw file or a slim triangu
lar file. The flat file used on large saws can sharpen only one 
face of a tooth at a time, but the cant saw file and triangular 
files catch the face of one tooth and the back of the next on 
each stroke. A face bevel in the 1 5  ° to 20° range is usually rec
ommended for hardwoods. A somewhat longer bevel is some
times used in softwoods, and a .slightly shorter bevel in very 
hard woods. Must cutoff saws are made with pitch-to-center 
teeth and some are pitched slightly back of center, while 
others have V-shaped teeth . Try to keep the gullets round.  

Planer saws 
Planer saws are hollow-ground, and are designed for pre

cise, smooth cuts both with and across the grain . Their teeth 
are in groups of three to six crosscut- type cutting spurs, fol
lowed by a deep gullet and a rip-type raker tooth . The raker is 
sharpened flat across the back, 1/64 in.  lower than the cutting 
spurs. The spurs sever the wood fibers on each side of the 
kerf, then the raker comes along and cleans out the core of 
the cut. Flat-ground novelty and combination saws cut in es
sentially the same way, and it is particularly important with 
all saws of this type to make an accurate template when the 
saw is new, as a guide for sharpening. 

To file a planer saw, you should have a special raker gauge 
to keep the rakers a uniform 'k4 in.  lower than the spurs. 
Without such a gauge, joint the blade on the circular saw, 
then take the rakers down by filing the same number of 
strokes square across the back of each . Then file the spurs 
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All the spurs in a group on a 
dado blade, left, are alike. In 
blade blank above, nght gullet 
is typical, left is correct. 

with a 20° face bevel ,  maintaining the original hook (usually 
10 °) ,  using the 8-in.  cant saw file or the square mill file. 

A block of hardwood can be used as a gauge to keep the 
raker teeth uniform. After jointing , leave the blade on the 
saw arbor and adjust the height until it can be locked by jam
ming a piece of plywood into a gullet and clamping the ply
wood to the saw table. The top raker should be very close to 
parallel to the table surface-adjust the height until it is 
parallel . Now make a block a fat sixty-fourth lower than the 
back of the raker, and rest the mill file on it to shape the 
tooth. Moving the plywood stop to the next gullet should in
dex the next tooth, and so on around the blade . 

Dado heads 
First, joint the entire dado head, including all the inside 

cutters. File the spurs on the outside saws with a l O-in .  square 
mill file, keeping the original bevels and stopping when the 
teeth just come to a sharp point. Then file the rakers and in
side cutters across the top until the flat left by jointing is just 
gone, and finally take the same number of strokes on 'each 
raker and inside cutter. As with planer saws, the rakers and 
inside cutters should finish about '/64 in .  lower than the spurs, 
but the precise amount is not nearly so important as uniform
ity-use the whole length of the file on each stroke, and fol
low through from the shoulder. Do not touch the face of 
these teeth except to remove the burr left when the tops are 
filed. 

Saw manufacturers and repair shops commonly joint all the 
spurs JUSt enough to remove the dull points, then set the stop 
on their machine '/64 in. deeper. They joint all the rakers and 
inside cutters JUSt enough to remove those joint marks . After 
repeated sharpenings , it becomes necessary to gum the saw 
and reset the spur sections . 

The spur sections of most dado heads manufactured for the 
home craftsman are ground straight across , with no face 
bevel. They will cut much better if all the spurs in a group be
tween a pair of rakers are beveled about 20°  one way , and all 
the spurs in the next group are beveled the same amount on 
the other side, Use the square file at a steep angle (about 30°) 
to the face of the blade, and be careful to keep all the teeth 
the same length . 0 

Sources of supply 
Saw-filing tools are usually sold by large hardware stores and in

dustrial hardware suppliers. For mail order, consult the catalogs of 
Woodcraft Supply Corp. , 3 1 3  Montvale Ave . ,  Woburn, Mass. 0 1801 
and Silvo Hardware, 107- 109 Walnut St. , Philadelphia, Pa. 19 106 .  
Brands to look for are Nicholson (files) , Disston (setting tools) and 
Simonds (all saw tools) . 
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Louvered Doors 
Router jig cuts slots 

by Wzlliam F. Reynolds 

Woodworkers at the U .  S .  Capitol are often called on to 
match the decor of an earlier age. When the Architect 

of the Capitol decides that a room must be renovated or re
decorated, woodworkers like Ned Spangler, a cabinetmaker 
for the U. S. Congress, must rise to the occasion and impro
vise techniques to carry out the project. An example of the 
challenge, and the solution,  is the production of louvered 
doors. Before air conditioning, Washington offices were ex
tremely humid, and louvers allowed air circulation into 
cabinets, which kept the contents from mildewing and 
prevented doors from sticking. Although louvers can be dif
ficult and time-consuming to make, they are elegant and 
dignified. 

Spangler has a shortcut for making the louvered doors he is 
so often required to build. As Spangler says, " The job has to 
be done right, and right the first time . "  His router j ig turns 
out slotted stiles quickly and precisely .  It could be adapted to 
make a series of mortises, such as for crib slats. 

The j ig consists of two long hardwood posts mounted on 
plywood, a square piece of Masonite screwed to the baseplate 
of the router, and two router carriages that slide along the 
posts and guide the router as it cuts the equally spaced, 
mirror-image slots on opposite stiles. The j ig shown here is 
designed for a Y4-in .  router bit, and for 7k-in .  thick stiles for a 

Top view of router carriage 

St i le 
Post 
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S ti le  

Carriage in position on posts 



Test slots are checked for accuracy of angle, fit. 

Spangler routs a slot; screwdriver indexes carnage. 

30-in. door, with I -in .  wide slats angled 45 0 and spaced % in .  
on center along the stiles. 

The posts, cut from birch or similar hardwood, should be 
long enough to hold the stiles firmly, with perhaps an extra 
foot on each end. For this j ig, the posts are 5 ft . long and 
1% in. square. They are mounted parallel to each other and 
71s in. apart, on a plywood base, so that a stile fits snugly be
tween them. 

To mount the router, cut a 6-in . square from %-in.  Maso
nite . In it drill three holes to match those for screws in the 
router base, and one of %-in.  dia. in the center, for router bit 
clearance. Then screw the square to the base of the router. 

Next, drill holes in the posts for stops for the router car
riages. These equally spaced holes determine the spacing of 
the slots, and therefore of the louvers . Drill I -in .  deep holes, 
% in. in diameter, down the top of either post, starting and 
ending 8 in. from each end. Space the holes for minimum 
clearance between louvers, in this case % in. on center. 

The two router carriages slide along the posts. At each srop, 
they allow the router to travel the exact length of the 45 0 slot 
it must make for the louver. To make these carriages , cut two 
pieces 7% in.  by 1 1 %  in .  from %-in.  plywood and lay out a 
2 - in . diameter hole at the center of each . These holes will 
help align the louver slots and allow clearance for the router 
bit. Cut four pieces, 2 in. by 1 %  in .  by 1 P is  in . Nail two to 
the underside of each plywood plate, to form the carriage 
sides and keep it centered as it moves along. the posts. 

Four pieces, each 1 in. wide by Yz in .  thick, position the 
router base plate atop the carriage and allow it to travel only 
far enough to cut a slot. Starting from the center of the uncut 
hole, measure to each side and lay out a rectangle 6% in .  by 

The completed door-elegant and dignified. 

6 in .  at 45  0 to the sides of the plywood . The router base will 
travel within this rectangle. For the second carriage , the long 
sides of the rectangle should slope 45 0 to the other side ; thus 
the two will produce mirror- image slots. Make sure that this is 
so before nailing the pieces in place to frame the rectangles. 
Then cut the 2 -in .  center holes. With this setup, the router 
travels % in .  to make a slot '/4 in .  by 71s in. long. If you use a 
bit larger than '/4 in . ,  adjust the router travel distance to the 
length of the slot minus the diameter of the router bit. 

To cut the first slot, set one stile between the posts and 
place the carriage on top . Mark the stile where you want the 
cut to end, perhaps an inch from the end of the stile , with the 
router travel from lower right to upper left. Stand a sample 
slat, cut short, on the stile inside the hole in the j ig and align 
the sample so it marks the area for the first slot. Put a Y4 in .  
screwdriver in the post hole nearest the point where it will 
hold the j ig in place while the slot is being cut. It may be nec
essary to move the stile slightly, leaving the screwdriver in the 
selected hole, to achieve perfect alignment. 

Set the router bit to make a test cut, on this or on a test 
stile. Cut to the required depth , usually % in .  to Yz in .  Succes
sive cuts are located by advancing the screwdriver to the next 
post hole and moving the carriage along. 

To cut the slots in the opposite stile, use the second car
riage . Always make a trial cut to check for alignment. If the 
first slot matches the one on the mating stile, then the others 
will too. If you have measured exactly, the job should go 
quickly and the louvers should fit the first time. q 

Wziliam F. Reynolds is a Washington-based free-lance jour
nalist and an amateur woodworker. 
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Stnall Workbench 
A simple and versatile design 

by R.  Bruce Hoadley 

Everyone knows a workbench should 
be rugged and massive, " the big

ger the better. " But some years ago I 
set out to build a firm yet semi
portable stand for teaching and 
demonstrating . The little workbench 
that eventually evolved is now an in
dispensable part of my workshop. At 
first glance it looks like a traditional 
sculpture stand , and one might hastily 
conclude that it is too small, too frail 
and too tippy to be of general use to 
the woodworker-it simply doesn ' t  
look like a workbench. However, it 
does offer some noteworthy advan
tages. 

First, it is tal l .  Most benches are 
36 in .  high or lower, but many-if not 
most-hand operations are more com
fortable at a higher level. For me (I 'm 
6 ft . ) ,  a 42-in .  bench makes al l  those 
little jobs like letting in an escutcheon 
plate , carving ou t a fan , or cu tting a 
dovetail ,  much easier. 

For woodcarving, a top surface of 

Up to rr-s -,li-S 
42" 

Mini-bench with typical dimensions: Base 
frame of 2x4 's supports hardwood top. 
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12 in.  by 12 in.  is ideal : small enough 
to work all around, yet large enough to 
handle a sizable sculpture. For general 
woodworking the dimensions can be 
increased to about 1 6  in.  by 18 in . (as 
shown) . Getting much larger subtracts 
more than it adds. 

Making the top in two halves mini
mizes warping. High-density hard
woods such as oak, birch, maple and 
beech about I lh  in. thick are suitable. 
A one-piece top of I - in .  hardwood ply
wood might also do nicely. Cross sup
port cleats should also be hardwood 
and the top should be fastened with 
heavy wood screws, lag screws or car
riage bolts. Be sure fasteners are well 
counterbored below the surface. On my 
first model I set the screws flush with 
the surface and frequently hit them 
with carving chisels until I finally set 
them deeper. 

The dimensions given here are only 
suggestions and can be modified for 
each person 's  specific needs. 

The key feature of the top is plenty 
of clamping edges all around. The mid
dle area has holes to stick C-clamps or 
quick-set clamps up through. Making 
the top surface in two halves with an 
ample slot down the middle adds to 
this versatility. A carving screw can be 
put anywhere along the slot, or the slot 
can be widened in places for clamps. 
Any number of holes or recesses can be 
added to accommodate your favorite 
vise, bench stop or holddown. 

A vertical apron on one side might 
be hothersome to the carver, but help
ful to the cabinetmaker for clamping 
stock to work on edges. Put rows of 
holes in the apron for support pegs. 

The base frame must be stable and 
rigid, and 2x4 ' s  or similar lumber will 
do nicely. Splaying the legs adds stabil
ity but is not absolutely necessary. I try 
to make the frame with as much unob
structed interior space as possible and 
with a bottom shelf as low as possible 
for piling weight on . The first bench I 
built is at home, and I weigh it down 
with bricks and stones because I hap-

Wet sand anchors outdoor bench. 

pen to have them: bricks in the cellar 
shop, stones when I move the bench to 
the garage or backyard to carve in the 
summer. Lead would be ideal ballast. 

Behind our little summer house on 
Cape Cod, my favorite carving place, I 
have another bench, built from wood 
recycled from the town dump. I en
closed the entire bottom assembly with 
plywood and once it was set in location , 
filled it with sand for ballast. Then I 
slowly poured in as much water as the 
sand would absorb . The bench has 
been in place for four years and is now 
settled in rock solid . Occasionally I 
water it . A plastic trash bag keeps the 
top dry when the bench is not in use. 

At the laboratory where I work, I 
have a third bench, as a teaching aid 
and for research setups. To weigh it 
down, we pile the base with assorted 
scrap metal .  

This mini-bench will never replace 
traditional workbenches, but it might 
well be a good first bench for the wood
worker with limited space. Once you' ve 
built and used such a bench , complete 
with your favorite accessories and 
modifications, you ' ll understand why 
it 's the " teacher's pet . " 0 

R. Bruce Hoadley, a carver, is a wood 
technologist at the University of Massa
chusetts and a contn'buting editor of 
Fine Woodworking. 



SOURCES OF SUPPLY _____________ _ 

Woodworking Periodicals 

We've been collecting magazines, jour
nals and other periodicals of interest to 
woodworkers. The listings here give the 
name of the periodical , frequency of 
publication, price and subscription address. 
This is followed by the date and number of 
pages in the issue we skimmed, a word 
about its printing, and a description of its 
contents. We browsed as you would at a 
newsstand , looking for stuff about wood
working and noting what else was there. 

Rates are per year for the U .S .  subscriber. 
Most magazines offer reduced rates for 
longer subscriptions and charge extra for 
foreign ones. 

This list is not exhaustive-we've left out 
some interesting magazines that publish 
only an occasional article about woodwork
ing, as well as many membership journals of 
statewide craft and carving associations. 
You can uncover the ones in your state, if 
any, through their parent organizations. 
We hope readers will tell us about other 
periodicals they find useful ,  for listing in 
the future. 

Craft professional 
Crafts: bimonthly, $ 1 2 . 2 5 / yr. , 28 Haymarket, London 
SWI Y  4SU, Untted Kingdom; British equivalent of 
Craft Honzons. 

Sept . lOct. ' 77 ,  72 pp. ,  color: news, calendar of 
events, reviews of current exhibitions; articles on weav
ing in Cornwall, degree shows at college crafts programs, 
glass-blowing technique; phoros of college crafts, items 
made for Queen's jubilee, prize-winning silver; direcrory 
of craft shops. 

Craft Horizons: bimonthly, $ 18/yr. (with membership 
in American Crafts Council), 44 W. 53rd St. , New York, 
N.Y.  10019. 

Dec. '77, 86 pp. ,  color: reviews of crafts film festival, 
books on pottery and weaving; letters; anicles on health 
hazards in woodworking, European glass show, six 
ceramists, akari lamps, Andean weaving, taxation and 
home craft businesses, early Irish an, clOISonne, modern 
Spanish tapestry; phoros of wearable crafts and table 
utensils; notes on current craft exhibitions nationwide, 
coming events, workshops, opportunities ro show. In
cludes Craft Wor/d, news bulletin for professional crafts
men. 

The Crafts Report: $ 1 3 . 50Iyr . ,  700 Orange St., Wilm
ington, Del. 1980 1 ,  " newsmonthly of marketing, 
manangement and money for crafts professionals. "  

Jan. ' 7 8 ,  8-page tabloid: Ierrers, news; listings of 
galleries wanting crafts, exhibitions, competitions, shows 
and fairs; articles on tWO recent studies of craft 
economics. the various meanings of " discount." craft 
photography, display ideas, marketing techniques. 

The GoodfeUow Review of Crafts: bimonthly tabloid, 
$8/yr. , 2839 Forest Ave . ,  Berkeley, Calif. 94705, for and 
about craftsmen, all media. 

Nov.lDec. '77 ,  24 pp. :  letters, news, book reviews, 
listing of shows, fairs, classes; anicles on Berkeley Pot
ter's Guild, flute design, woodcut printing, Baulines 
Craftsman's Guild, taxes, running a crafts business, the 
artS explosion, federal crafts purchasing, traditional 
crafts in Gambia, preserving indigenous crafts. 

The Working Craftsman: 5 issues per year, $9/yr. , Box 
42, Northbrook. III. 60062, for craftS professionals, all 
media. 

Fall ' 77 ,  39 pp. :  letters, columns by craftsmen on 
making a living, health hazards, fiber an, juried shows; 
brief book revIews; articles on American Crafts Council 
conference, how to sell fiber art to architects, how to get 
publicity; many pages listing coming craft fairs, shows, 
competitions, workshops, conferences, courses, new gal-

leries, opportunities and information. 

Woodworking 
Chip Chats: bimonthly, $5/yr. (with membership in 
National Wood Carvers ASSOCIation), 7424 Miami Ave., 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45243. 

Nov. IDec. '77, 31 pp. :  letters, book reviews, news 
about NWCA members and chapters, calendar of 
meetings and shows; articles on carving miniature 
sleighs, design ideas for woodcarvers, Alaskan wood carv
ing, whittling; plan for Christmas-tree decorations. 

Forest Products Journal: monthly, $351yr. (with mem
bership in Forest Products Research Society) ,  2801 Mar
shall Courr, Madison, Wis. 53705, a scientif'ic journal for 
wood technologists. 

Dec. ' 77 ,  64 pp. :  news, new products and literature, 
referral service, current patents, coming events; articles 
on guiding public research in forest products, utilization 
efficiency In harvesting, making lightweight panels from 
red oak bark, lumber truss design, durability of Douglas
fir heartwood. waterborne preservatives for western 
hemlock, comparison of lag screws and threaded nails in 
a typical structural joint, computer study of value yield 
in sawing logs. 

National Carvers Review: quarterly, $5 /yr. , 782 1 South 
Reilly, Chicago, III. 60652. 

Fall '77 ,  44 pp. :  letters, shop tips, new products, book 
reviews. calendar; articles on Florida carver Dick Snidow. 
carving during retirement. fruit-seed carving, ice 
sculpture, whittling, finish-carving a face, pad-cut mar
quetry, chip carving, turning lids, quality in carvings; 
plans for fish plaques, a walnut-shell turtle, boat scoop 
canape server, pretzel holders, a cowboy to adorn a 
mailbox, sleigh table ornament, painted watermelon 
plaque, arrow puzzles. 

Newsletter of the Marquetry Society of America: month
Iy, $ 101 yr. (with membership in the society), from 
Lionel Kay, 355 E. 72nd St. ,  New York, N.Y.  1002 1 .  

Jan. '78,  20-page mimeo: notes on executive commit
tee meeting, regular membership meeting , with 
minutes; chapter reports, show committee report, award 
winners and president'S annual repon, beginners page, 
Q&A, tips, pattern of the month. 

The Scale Cabinetmaker, a Journal for the Miniaturist: 
quarterly, $ 1 2 / yr. , Dorsett Miniatures, P.O. Box 87, 
Pembroke, Va. 24 1 36. " . . .  miniatures should be 
modeled from the standards established by some exis
ting, full-scale prototype. "  

Fall ' 77 ,  64 pp. :  letters, listings of classes, suppliers 
and dealers; plans and instruction for four 18th-century 
toys, marbled book paper, needlework rugs, miniature 
woodturning in the metalworking lathe, carving ball and 
claw foot, Chippendale tea table, arm chair, wing chair, 
sofa, farm kitchen, caned Empire couch, all at scale of 
I in. to I ft. 

WoodenBoat: bimonthly, $ 1 2 / yr. , Box 78, Brooklin, 
Maine 04616, "for wooden boat owners, builders and 
designers. " 

Nov.lDec. ' 77 ,  1 16 pp. ,  color: boating news, letters, 
book and music reviews, new products, Q&A; articles on 
knot tying, Polynesian canoes, building the Banks dory 
(series) , taking the lines of an existing hull, marine 
glues, planking techniques, report and phoros on a 
wooden boat festival, economics of boatbuilding, keel 
construction. one-man boatyard; short essays on a variety 
of boats, many with detailed line drawings and addresses 
for purchasing plans. 

Woodwotker: monthly, $ 1 2 / yr . ,  Box 35 ,  Hemel Hemp
stead, Herrs H P I  l E E ,  United K ingdom. " The 
magazine for the craftsman in wood. "  

Dec. '77 ,  5 2  pp. :  articles on making a skateboard, 
carved chess set and table, layout of geometric motifs, 
memoir by an antique restorer, shop test of spindle 
shaper, 18th-century moldings, an antique plane, plans 
for Welsh dresser; continuing series on tree species, turn
ing, making flutes; coming events, new products, Q&A. 

The Woodworker's Journal: bimonthly tabloid, S7Iyr. , 
Sunset Lane, Washington Depot, Conn. 06794. 

Jan . lFeb. ' 78 ,  16 pp. :  letters, tips, workshop income 
column; articles on sharpening planes, chisels; plans for 
Colonial dry sink, gossip bench, bookcase night table, all 
in pine; Shaker portable chest; Victorian washstand and 

mirror in mahogany; contemporary vanity mirror and 
aquarium stand; rustic wall plaque. 

Workbench: bimonthly, $4 /yr. , 425 1  Pennsylvania 
Ave . ,  Kansas City, Mo. 64 1 1 1 .  "Do-it-yourself profes
sional guidance. "  

Feb. '78, 100 pp. :  letters, books, shop tips, new pro
ducts; articles on router template, vapor barriers and in
sulation, framing a room addition, prefab fireplaces, 
slab-top tables, plans for slide projector hideaway, flat
plate solar collector, big dominoes, upholstered sofa and 
chair, stool with Punjabi weaving, tape-deck cabinet. 

Special interest 
The Chronicle of the Early American Industries Associa
tion: quarterly, $8/yr. (with membership in association), 
write John S. Watson, Bldg. 8, Rotterdam Industrial 
Park, Schenectady, N. Y. 12306. For historians, collectors 
and users of antique tools in wood, metal, leather and 
other early trades. 

G.A.L. Quarterly: $lO/yr. (with membership in Guild 
of American Luthiers), 8222 South Park, Tacoma, Wash. 
98408. News and information of interest to makers of 
stringed musical instruments. Each mimeographed issue 
contains several technical data sheets. 

Industrial Education: monthly, $ 1 2 / yr . ,  262 Mason St. , 
Greenwich,  Conn. 06830. " For teachers and ad
ministrators of industrial arts. vocational-industrial and 
technical education; "  usually an article for the wood
shop. 

The Old-House Journal: monthly newsletter, $ 12 /yr. , 
199 Berkeley Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. 1 12 1 7,  "renovation 
and maintenance ideas for the antique house," supplier 
listings. 

School Shop: monthly, $lO/ yr. (controlled circulation), 
P .O.  Box 8623, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48107.  For high 
school industrial-technical teachers; usually an article for 
the woodshop. 

World War I Aetoplanes: 5 issues a year, 1 5  Crescene 
Rd . ,  Poughkeepsie, N.Y.  12601 ,  supported by voluntary 
contributIons and published "to bring builders and 
restorers of aircraft of the period up to the end of World 
War I together with pans, information, drawings, en
gines, and if possible whole aircraft . "  

Trade Journals 
(Each of the following magazine> ir edited and pub

lished for a particular branch of the wood producIJ in
dUftry. They all contain neWf and coming eventf, new 
product information, articles on industnal management, 
marketing and fale" productIon and new technology, 
and advertising by fupplierJ of mate nair and machine>. 
Imtead of detailing their contentf, we've followed the 
publisher'f addrefJ with the magazine 'f own de>criptzon 
of it!elf, If any. 

All of there magazine> have controlled circulation, 
which meam they are avazlable free to people who work 
in their field. Wnte to them on your bUfinefJ letterhead 
to afk for a fample copy.) 

Furniture Design and Manufacturing: monthly, $ 12 / yr . ,  
222 S. Riverside Plaza, Chicago, III. 60606. 

Furniture Production: monthly, $lO/yr. , 804 Church 
St . ,  Nashville, Tenn. 37203.  " Edited for design, 
management and l;>roduction executives in furniture and 
general woodworkIng. "  

National Hardwood Magazine: monthly, $ lO/yr. , 1 235 
Shady Grove, Memphis, Tenn. 38134.  

Plywood and Panel Magazine: monthly, S61yr . ,  1 100 
Watetway Blvd . ,  Box 567-B, Indianapolis, Ind. 46206. 
"Serving the world of plywood, veneer, particle-board 
and hardboard . . .  manufacturing, marketIng, industrial 
utilization. ' . 

Wood and Wood ProductS: monthly, $ 1 2 / yr. , 300 W. 
Adams, Chicago, III. 60606. "The national magazine of 
news and technology for the wood industry. "  

Woodworking and Furniture Digest: S 18/yr. ,  Box 3004, 
Wheaton, III. 60187. "America's leading woodworking 
and furniture manufacturing magazine since 1898." 
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Steven Foley likes to bend wood. He uses the traditional techniques 
of steaming and laminating, and recently has added green steamed 

lamination to his bag of tricks. Green wood straight from the tree can 
be sawn into thin strips, steamed and bent around a form, and left to 
set overnight. The laminates are removed and force-dried for sev-
eral weeks, then returned to the form and glued together. Foley 
reports that green wood steams and bends much more easily 
than kiln-dried hardwood, and it dries quickly without de
grade when sawn to 'k in .  or % in.  thick. The hang-
ing swing shown here was finished six 
weeks after felling the tree. 

Foley also uses a number of ingen-
ious and elaborate bending j igs. One 
consists of a central mast with any num-
ber of adjustable pipe arms, each arm 
ending in a swiveling wooden pad . With 
it , he can obtain a rigid clamping surface 
anywhere along a curve in space. Foley' s  
designs begin a s  pencil sketches and usu
ally progress to a precise Y4-scale model in 
the same wood as will be used for the work 
itself. 

Foley, 3 1 ,  lives in Lake Oswego, Ore. 
He's  been a professional woodworker for 
eight years. His bentwood furniture was 
shown last fall at the Contemporary 
Crafts Gallery in Portland ,  a large and 
beautifully lit place dedicated to pro
moting professional crafts. 

- Tim Mackaness 

Bent Wood 


